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INTRODUCTION 
 

 

 A board member of mine once confessed: “It’s way more fun to read church bylaws 

when you get to hear the crazy ‘church-split stories’ that inspired them!” After we laughed 

about his dark-humor, we kept talking about the benefits of rethinking church, starting with 

church bylaws. But here’s the problem: Most leaders don’t think about them until there’s a crisis. 

And why? Bylaws are obnoxiously boring. And it’s discouraging to hear about church splits. But 

that’s when I had my revelation: What if these topics are like chocolate and peanut butter? What 

if they’re better together?  (O.K., perhaps I’m taking it too far).  

 But, what if I could assemble an educational set of bylaws that are filled with the 

profound lessons that birthed them? 

 Besides, joining a church board can be intimidating. Most of us were never taught what a 

healthy church board looks like… let alone the difference between a trustee and an overseer. To 

make matters worse, many churches define these roles in completely different (and confusing) 

ways.  

 Then, to make a bad situation worse, most bylaws are not intended to educate & train 

board members; rather, they are designed for lawyers and lawsuits. And thus, most bylaws have 

about the same entertainment value as the assembly instructions on an IKEA desk. Do I really 

have to read this to build a great church? 

 To help change this dysfunctional process, I finally took it upon myself to start 

annotating our bylaws. And after inserting little essays and cheat-sheets, I was almost surprised 

by how enthusiastic leaders became about reading bylaws. (O.k., so, maybe enthusiastic isn’t the 

right word). But, it's better to learn from other churches' disasters than having one ourselves! 

 Nobody cared about how the church was structured until Pastor Bob’s passion for shofar 

horns and Calvinism was fully revealed on Sunday mornings. And after thirty-two weeks of horn 

blowing (which God apparently predestined), all of a sudden, the bylaws of the church became 

everyone’s new obsession. 

 Throughout church history, there have been four classical forms of church governance. 

And each would have a different solution to confronting and/or removing Pastor Bob. So, allow 

me to use this hypothetical situation to explain how each of these historic models tend to work. 

 

HOW THE FOUR MODELS MIGHT HANDLE "PASTOR BOB"   

 

 Let's say that, after thirty-two weeks of sermons on shofars and Calvinism, the church 

finances and attendance started to take a nose-dive. Several staff may need to be laid off due to 

Pastor Bob's obsession. And so, let's say, several leaders attempted to challenge and confront 

Pastor Bob in a Biblical way. 

 They confronted him gently and with humility (Gal. 6:1-5; James 3:17). They did it 

privately – without involving others first (Mt. 18:15); and then, they attempted to bring in 

righteous third parties (1 Cor. 6:1-7; Mt. 18:16); yet, even still, Pastor Bob was convinced he was 

pre-destined to perform a forty-minute shofar ceremony every week. So, how might the classical 

models of governance deal with Pastor Bob?  
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 The EPISCOPALIAN MODEL would simply deal with Pastor Bob by calling in the 

bishop. And hopefully, the bishop would be also be predestined to fire him. And although this 

model (employed by the Catholics, Lutherans, and Methodists) would probably work fine for 

getting rid of crazy Pastor Bob, this same model is notorious for “out of touch” bishops wanting 

to fire or move a perfectly great pastor. 

 The PRESBYTERIAN MODEL would deal with Pastor Bob by calling in “the Elder 

board.” Board-run churches are usually run by power-families… which made a lot of sense when 

the majority of churches were small (under 200 members). But, as churches got larger and more 

complex, these governments started to feel like giving an NFL season ticket holder the power to 

veto the head coach. Everyone may have cheered when the board got rid of Pastor Bob. But, now 

the board is getting rid of… well… every single staff member who disagrees with them! Even 

more questionable is the fact that board run churches are being operated by lay-people – most of 

whom have never spent a single day as a lead pastor – let alone a pastor. Thus, some people liken 

this model to tossing lay-people onto a brain-surgery team. It might help safeguard against dud-

pastors like Bob; but, what other problems could this create? 

 The CONGREGATIONALIST MODEL of church would deal with Pastor Bob by 

calling for a church vote.  

 Obviously, we don't want newer believers voting on this – hence congregationalist 

churches have a lot more membership requirements. And even for members, there needs to be an 

education process; after all, how can your people vote responsibly unless they fully understand 

reform theology and horn-blowing hermeneutics?  

 Ironically, half of the church is struggling to simply read their Bibles, let alone, stay 

married. Yet, this vote demands that the entire core of the church distracts themselves with 

judging Pastor Bob’s obsession.  

 Even worse, voting always leads to politics. And politics always leads to “winners and 

losers.” So, rest assured: by the time the church votes out Pastor Bob and then votes in a new 

lead pastor, it’s probably already gone through two splits. After all, you've heard how this story 

goes: Pastor Bob will probably plant a church down the road. The youth pastor will try to be the 

next lead pastor (and lose). And by the time a sensible pastor is installed, the church is running 

80 members with a mortgage that is fit for a church that’s ten times the size.  

 Unfortunately, there are a lot of pastors who get impeached for simply breathing wrong. 

So, to avoid this, many churches swing to the opposite end of the governance spectrum… 

 The APOSTOLIC PASTOR MODEL attempts to bypass all the politics and dangers of 

giving lay-people any advanced decisions. Much like a surgeon is more qualified to make 

surgical decisions, this model allows the specialized pastor to make decisive decisions. And like 

most authoritarian models, it’s a very efficient model in times of crisis. But what happens when 

the lead pastor goes from benevolent dictator to fascist dictator? I.e, the surgeon is also a serial 

killer? What happens when he changes the name of the church to the Reformed Shofar 

Tabernacle?  

 In the Apostolic Pastor model, Pastor Bob would probably just bully his critics out of the 

church... perhaps preach a sermon titled: “If you don’t blow, it’s time to go!” Hence, this model 

is often nick-named the “Benevolent Dictatorship Model,” because, there are no real mechanisms 

to remove Pastor Bob. 

 

SO, WHERE DO WE GO FROM HERE? 
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 Now, if you’ve come out of these four traditions, you’ll realize, I’m making crass 

generalizations about each of them. And forgive me if you love shofars or reform theology (After 

all, there's nothing like a good shofar blow at the end of a stressful day – especially if God 

predestined it). All jokes aside, there are many great leaders who operate healthy churches inside 

of these models. Unfortunately, these exceptional leaders are rather rare. And over time, the 

weaknesses of these models become especially vulnerable during leadership transitions and 

power vacuums. 

 So, what if we could structure our churches better? What if we could create a better 

balance of power – a fifth option? Is it possible to borrow the best parts from each of these 

systems and combine them into one? Is it possible to maximize the strengths of these classical 

models while minimizing their weaknesses?  

 Ultimately, these are the questions that gave birth to the following bylaws. Hence we call 

them: “The Hybrid Model” as they utilize elements of each classic model. And ultimately, I 

believe the answer is yes: Over the years, I believe these bylaws are better at creating safe-guards 

without stalemates – maximizing fruitfulness while minimizing politics. And God-permitting, if 

your leaders maintain this balance of power well, your church can have a multi-generational 

impact instead of a short and brief life-span. 

 Don’t get me wrong: There are no bylaws that will ever compensate for pride and 

prayerlessness. And if you’re carrying wounds from a past church, even the Hybrid model will 

trigger you.  

 Wounded Christians tend to gravitate towards the classical models that give them the 

greatest feeling of control. For example, wounded lead pastors might gravitate towards apostolic 

dictator model while wounded board members might gravitate towards a board run model, and 

so on. And although such models might comfort our wounds in the meantime, these same models 

inevitably transmit more pain to the next generation rather than transform it.  

 Over the years, I've heard a lot of leaders make strong statements like, "Well, all I know is 

this... Lead pastors (or board members) should not have the power to [fill in the blank]." And 

most of the time, their argument is based on a past wound – not sound logic. Indeed, most 

leaders think they're walking in "wisdom" when they're actually walking in hurt. 

 So, if something in these bylaws triggers you, it's o.k. to be honest about your hurts. But, 

don't assume that your perspective is necessarily the right one. Early on, I gravitated towards 

models that were overly biased in favor of the pastor – until I met a few sociopath pastors! 

Suddenly, I started rethinking my stance. And then I met a few dysfunctional overseers, and once 

again, I started rethinking my stance again. You see, once you mediate enough church disasters, 

you'll see that dysfunction can exist at every level in the flow chart. 

 Thus, the goal of the Hybrid model is not to spoon feed our insecurities but to give the 

church its greatest chance at long-life and fruitfulness. It's designed to create new solutions to 

classic governance problems – ideas that actually sync with "church health" – not merely "church 

security." 

 Lastly, it’s important that your bylaws are designed for worst case scenarios, not 

idealistic ones. For example, a great leader is collaborative and listens to feedback from their 

teams. Yet, a churches’ bylaws are not a prescription for ideal leadership. They are survival 

formula to keep a church alive when subjective disagreements threaten to kill a churches’ 

vitality. Less than 1% of all churches continue growing after their founding pastor resigns! And 
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research is starting to show, a Hybrid model can sufficiently help your church become the one-

percenter. 

 

THE BIG IDEAS BEHIND THE HYBRID: 
 

 Over the centuries, many theologians have split hairs trying to pin down the exact 

functions of “Elders” (Greek: presbyteroi); Overseers/Bishops (episkopoi); and Deacons 

(diakonoi) – not to mention, apostles, prophets, pastors, evangelists and teachers. The truth is, 

we don’t know for sure how each of these roles functioned – nor do we know if these roles were 

intended to be a permanent prescription for churches throughout the ages. Quite simply, the 

Bible outlines character attributes of these leaders more than flowcharts or job-descriptions. 

 But, regardless of your opinion on these Biblical job-descriptions, we can all agree on 

this: Team work makes the dream work. The sheer quantity of New Testament leadership terms 

shows us that, early church leaders saw the need for a church to be led by a team. And early 

church history shows us that these roles were constantly morphing as the church grew. 

 In a similar way, the Hybrid model takes these same Biblical concepts and separates them 

into four categories: the Apostolic Advisors (a.ka., Overseers or episkopoi), the Staff 

(presbyteroi), the Trustee/Directors (diakonoi), and the Lead Pastor (a.k.a., Apostle, Prophet, 

Pastor, Evangelist, or Teacher).  

 We could probably spend forever debating the most accurate way to interpret these Greek 

words. So, our purpose here isn’t to answer the theological questions surrounding government 

but rather the practical questions. In other words, our goal isn’t to arrogantly claim to be the 

accurate “Biblical Model.” Indeed, all of the classical forms of church government claim to be 

Biblical. And in some ways, they are Biblical – even though they emphasize the importance of 

one of these categories over the others. Hence, the Hybrid model isn’t designed to offer the 

world an exegetical solution to theological questions but rather a solution to church splits and 

stalemates.  

 To put it another way: the church is a lot like a football team. When little kids play 

football on the playground, they get to play every position: offense and defense. But, a 

professional sports team forces their players to get increasingly specialized. And this 

specialization dramatically increases quality. They create squads who are dedicated to a singular 

skill: offense, defense, special teams, (not to mention a multi-tiered coaching staff). Nobody gets 

to do everything. Ironically, only a small few get to even touch the ball. And even fewer get to 

call plays on the field.  

 Indeed, the ball is not safer when all eleven players attempt to hold it at the same time 

(the presbyterian model). I.e., You need blockers who are O.K. with the fact that they never get 

to touch the ball or call a play. But this does not mean that those who touch the football aren’t 

accountable.  

 You also don’t want a system where the season ticket holder can over-ride both the coach 

and the quarterback on any given play (the Congregationalist model). And then, there are the 

two extremes: A model where the clueless outside owner can meddle with the coach and 

quarterback (the Episcopalian model). And the opposite extreme: a coach & quarterback who 

can make endless terrible decisions with no accountability (the Apostolic pastor model). At some 

point, we would do well to acknowledge, all of these roles matter. And all of these roles need to 

have checks and balances.  
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 So, here’s how the Hybrid model attempts to balance these groups: The Lead Pastor is the 

visionary. They get to make the final call on the subjective topics that tend to split churches the 

most. There is no church board on earth that will always agree about: “What’s the perfect 

budget… perfect worship set… the perfect next staff hire.” So, when bylaws force votes on 

highly subjective topics like these, it rarely increases safety or discernment. Ironically, these 

debates can often make the church less safe as they often polarize, divide, or at the very least, 

distract the church leaders from their overall mission. And if you’re curious about why, be sure 

to read my extended treatise on this.1 

 Once again, healthy lead pastors will always seek out the advice of their teams on 

budgets, worship sets, and staff hires. But bylaw protocols should be designed for “worst-case-

scenarios.” They aren’t intended to prescribe an idealistic leadership process but rather a road-

map for an intense process. 

 The Hybrid is designed to work like a good football team who’s down by 7 points with 

only a few minutes to go. In moments like these, you don’t want your team fighting on the field 

because they don’t like the play calling. Indeed, in critical survival moments, it’s almost always 

better to stay united around a mediocre play that’s called than it is for players to fight on the field 

and just do what they want. And when you analyze the key turning points when most churches 

die, the Hybrid is designed to give churches their best shot at winning during these moments. 

 Yet, to keep this lead pastor accountable, there are three additional boards: The board of 

Trustees/Directors are the internal board comprised of lay people. They specialize in the 

financial and facility decisions. Or to continue the football metaphor: they speak less to the play 

calling and more to the ticket sales and overall win/loss record. The board of Staff Elders are 

another internal board who manage the Statement of Faith and help in a crisis. They specialize in 

the pastoral side of the church. (And in the football metaphor, these are the assistant coaching 

staff.) And finally, there is the board of Apostolic Advisors (a.k.a., Overseers) – an external 

board – comprised of seasoned lead pastors that the church respects. They are a mentoring board 

as well as a crisis board – who can discipline or remove the lead pastor, if necessary. Think of 

these as “hall of fame coaches” or simply “successful coaches” who are qualified to judge the 

lead pastor and serve the church during crisis. 

  

But the real brilliance of these bylaws rests in how these four entities interact. 

 

FIVE QUICK-POINTERS AND DISCLAIMERS: 
But, before you dive into the bylaws, here are a few tips on how to utilize this resource: 

 

(1). All of this is merely a workbook for a larger reference book I'm writing called Happy 

Church Governance: Failures, Fights, and the Bylaws to Prevent Them! The early manuscript 

will soon be available for free! There is a huge amount of research and psychology behind these 

bylaws. Believe it or not, I can statistically predict a churches’ evangelistic effectiveness and 

life-expectancy simply by reading its bylaws. I realize that’s a big claim; but, I encourage you to 

evaluate the evidence for yourself. So, be sure to watch out for this at 

www.PeterHaas.org/bylaws 

 
1 If you’re reading these annotated bylaws separated from the larger book, Church Politics 101, I encourage you to 

go to PeterHaas.org/bylaws and download the full digital version of Church Politics 101: Basic lessons and Bylaws 

for running a Healthy Church.  

http://www.peterhaas.org/bylaws
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(2). These bylaws are a living document that you can modify and amend:  These bylaws are 

far from perfect. Indeed, I need you to help me improve them! But before you modify them, 

remember: the devil is in the details (pardon the expression). These bylaws are the result of 

studying hundreds of church splits.  

 Yes, most churches split because of human immaturity; but, there are also a lot of splits 

that happen for systemic reasons that go beyond human immaturity. I.e, Bad forms of church 

governance cause good people to behave badly. If the bylaws empower the wrong people to 

make the wrong decisions, a split is guaranteed to happen at some point. So, be sure to read the 

commentaries as I will be discussing a lot of preventable church disasters. And if you’re using 

this resource to do serious surgery on your bylaws, once again, be sure to read the full treatise 

mentioned above.  

 

(3). Don’t let the legal language or length of this document scare you: Good legal documents 

need to be thorough – which often means “boring but important.” But keep in mind: the day-to-

day rules, (the rules that most of us care about), only comprise about a dozen pages of the total! 

And if you’re a typical church board member, you’ll probably only need to remember about 

three to five pages of this document.   

 For example, there are clauses outlining business practices – from fiscal years to how we 

do deposits in a professional way. (Article 11). And then there are “Indemnification Clauses” 

and “Whistleblower policies.”  

 And here’s the deal: I’m not going to say that “it’s all legal fluff, so skip it!” After all, if 

you’re a board member or lead pastor, it will be your job to manage these bylaws. However, the 

vast majority of us will never need to care about half of this information. And, in those rare 

moments where we might need to care, well… chug an energy drink and/or, hire a lawyer.  

 All jokes aside I've tried to make this as easy as possible. There are many "cheat-sheets" 

at the end which quickly summarize the basic roles in this model. Much like my college 

Shakespeare class, I always began by reading a quick synopsis of the plotline. As a result, I was 

able to get lost in the Elizabethan English without losing the big picture. And in a similar way, 

my hope is that you’d appreciate the design of this government despite the legal language. 

 Think about these bylaws like the rules to a board game: The bylaws explore the full 

extended rules (using legal terms which cover every imaginable weird scenario). But, 90% of the 

game is quite simple. So, start playing the game! Skim the cheat-sheets often. And have fun! 

Then, as your confidence grows, allow your skills and stewardship of God’s church to grow too! 

 

(4). My cheat-sheets and annotations are merely to educate and simplify the process of 

learning about church bylaws; but, they are not a substitute for actual legal advice: There’s 

a reason why lawyers are paid a lot of money to write these documents with legally significant 

words. So, if you’re making a big board decision in your church, be sure to re-read your actual 

bylaws (not just my cheat-sheets); and, be aware of the individual laws within your state or 

country. In fact, the actual bylaws to my church do not have any of these commentaries. Rather, 

I only added these helpful additions so that, if you modify them, they will give you wisdom and 

context. If you're looking for a downloadable copy of our actual bylaws that you can edit, once 

again, see www.PeterHaas.org/bylaws  And keep in mind, every church has a different culture. 

http://www.peterhaas.org/bylaws
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So, this is not a cookie cutter. Rather it's merely an opinion you can use to improve your own 

church!   

 

And Finally, 

(5). There's a Difference between the "Index of Essays" and the "Tables of Contents" 

below – The index lists around three to four dozen essays and cheat-sheets; the other is the legal 

table of contents for the actual bylaws. The first one is to help leaders quickly navigate to the 

practical guides and commentaries. The second one is to help leaders quickly navigate to the 

actual legal clauses.  

 

 

Enjoy! 

 

Peter Haas – 2021 
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“To Be or Not to Be a Non-Profit” –      ARTICLE 1-3A 
 If you are a U.S. based church, should you agree to the Federal rules for non-profits? 
 

“Pros and Cons of Denominations”      ARTICLE 1-4  
 Who is really in control of the assets? Why it's important to know beforehand! 

 
“The Art of Crafting a Statement of Faith” –     ARTICLE 2 

 What are some of the legal and evangelistic implications of going too long or short? 
 
“Membership and Voting Drama” –      ARTICLE 3-1 

 Why are churches swinging away from church-wide votes? What are the new safeguards? 
 
“Predatory Sins” –        ARTICLE 3-3 

 When do we kick people out of the church? Why are termination clauses necessary?  

 
“The Primary Players” –        ARTICLE 4-1 

 Who are the main boards? How are they designed to balance power? 

 
“The Principle of Corporate Subservience” –    ARTICLE 5-1 

 How and why do most churches die? Are there practical ways to extend a churches life? 

 
“When Sheep Try to Discipline Shepherds” –    ARTICLE 5-7a 

 How should impeachment work in a church? What are the classic pitfalls? 

 
“The Two Year Discipline Window” –      ARTICLE 5-7b 

 When can a fallen lead pastor be restored to the same church? And how? 

 
“Search Committees and Succession” –     ARTICLE 5-8b 

 Why search committees just might be the greatest killer of churches. And how to avoid this. 

 
“The Term 'Overseer' verses 'Apostolic Advisor'” –   ARTICLE 6-1 

 Why do the terms overseer and bishop tend to invite more lawsuits? 

 
“Picking Your Apostolic Advisors” –      ARTICLE 6-2 

 What does an ideal overseer look like? What are some key characteristics? 

 
“The Magic Number of Apostolic Advisors” –    ARTICLE 6-3 

 What are some of the disasters that have occurred from too few or too many? 

 
“The Origin of First-Fruits” –       ARTICLE 6-5 

 Where do churches get into trouble with honorariums for overseers? 

 
“What Makes a Great Trustee/Director” –     ARTICLE 7-2b 

 What should a lead pastor look for in a good trustee? Who should you avoid? 
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“Healthy Board Rotation” –       ARTICLE 7-2d 

 What happens if a board member or spouse gets weird? How do we cultivate this team? 

 
“The Secret Meeting Clause” –       ARTICLE 7-3 

 Why do board coups happen? Why do bylaws need a singular "chair" for their boards. 

 
“The Intrusive Staff Members” –      ARTICLE 7-4a 

 Why your bylaws need to clarify who can show up at board meetings and when. 

 
“Cheap-Skate Board Members” –      ARTICLE 8-3 

 If you keep the lead pastor poor, you increase the turnover of the entire church? But why? 

 
“The Rules for Sub-committees” –      ARTICLE 8-5 

 What kinds of sub-committees might a board want to have? Compensation? Sabbaticals? 

 
“Do I Really Need a Vice President?” –     ARTICLE 9-1b 

 When do I need to add officers? Why do some boards separate the secretary from the treasurer? 
 
“What Makes a Great Secretary / Treasurer?” –    ARTICLE 9-2c 

 How adept must they be in finance? What should a lead pastor look for? 
 
“What about women as Elders or Trustees?” –    ARTICLE 10-1 

 What are some of the positions that churches take?  
 
“What to Look for in a Staff Elder?” –      ARTICLE 10-2 

 What are a few criteria that lead pastors look for in an elder nominee? 
 
“Staff Elder Drama!” –        ARTICLE 10-4 

 Why the lead pastor needs to be able to easily rotate or remove staff elders verses trustees. 
 
“When to do Your Fiscal Year?” –      ARTICLE 11-1 

 Why do some churches use a summer fiscal year verses a traditional budgeting year? 
 
“Budgeting on Faith or Foolishness?” –     ARTICLE 11-8a 

 What kind of financial margin should you aim for? How does margin affect politics? 

 
“When Trustees Highjack the Budget” –     ARTICLE 11-8b 

 How the budgeting rules can affect the life-expectancy of the church. 

 
“What does Indemnification Mean?” –     ARTICLE 12 

 When staff members are sued, what is the churches duty or obligation? 

 
“Am I a 'Minister' or a 'Pastor?'” –      ARTICLE 13-1d 

 What is a license? What is parsonage? And why do these titles matter to some churches? 

 
“Crucified for Confidentiality” –      ARTICLE 15-3a 

 Why do churches need whistleblower clauses? And how might they get complicated? 
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“Who Can Change What in the Bylaws” –     ARTICLE 18 

 What are the safeguards against coup d'états?  
 
 

APPENDIX and CHEAT SHEETS –  
 Apostolic Advisors:     
   What makes a great overseer / advisor?   APPENDIX 1a 

       
 Trustee / Directors:   
   How to be a great trustee / director?   APPENDIX 2a 
   What should lead pastors be looking for?  APPENDIX 2b 
   How should we onboard new trustee/directors?  APPENDIX 2c 
   

 Elders: How to be a great staff elder?    APPENDIX 3a 

 
 Secretary Treasurer  
   What do they really do? Who should we look for? APPENDIX 4a 
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ARTICLE 1 

CORPORATE STRUCTURE, PURPOSE, AND POWERS 

Section 1. Name and Principal Office 

The name of this religious nonprofit organization is Substance Church, Inc. (the “Church”) 

organized under the Minnesota Nonprofit Corporation Act (the “Act”). The principal office of the 

Church will be located at the address registered with the Minnesota Secretary of State. The Church 

may have such other offices, either within or without the State of Incorporation, as the Board of 

Directors (the “Directors”) may determine. 

 

Section 2. Purpose and Nonprofit Status. 

 The Church is formed for any lawful purpose not expressly prohibited under the Act. The 

Church is organized and will be operated for religious, charitable, and educational purposes within 

the meaning of Section 501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 (the “Code”). The Church 

may participate in other activities, including taxable activities, only to the extent those activities would 

be permitted by a tax-exempt organization.  More particularly, but without limitation, the purposes of 

this Church are to: 

 

● Minister the Word of God 

● Conduct regular religious worship services through various forms of ministries 

● Promote and encourage cooperation with other organizations ministering within the 

community 

● Spread the Gospel by ministering to all through all channels of communication 

● Conduct a local and international church by the direction of the Lord Jesus Christ and 

under the leadership of the Holy Spirit in accordance with all the provisions set forth 

in the Bible 

● Maintain local church and missionary facilities 

● Conduct a school for ministers and leaders 

● License and ordain qualified individuals 

● Collect and disburse any and all necessary funds for the maintenance of the Church and 

the accomplishment of its purpose within the State of Minnesota and elsewhere around 

the world 

● Make distributions to organizations that qualify as exempt organizations under Section 

501(c)(3) of the Code. 

 

 The Church is not organized, nor will it operate, for pecuniary gain or profit. It does not 

contemplate the distribution of gains, profits, or dividends to its members, and it is organized solely 

for nonprofit purposes. The property, assets, profits, and net income of the Church are irrevocably 

dedicated to charitable, educational, and religious purposes, and no part of the profits or net income 

of the Church will ever inure to the benefit of any individual. 
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Section 3. Power and Restrictions. 

 To carry out its purposes, the Church will have all the powers allowed by the Act and the 

Code, except as provided in these Bylaws. The Church will also have all implied powers necessary 

and proper to carry out its express powers. The Church’s powers are limited as follows: 

 

(a) Notwithstanding any other provision of the Articles of Incorporation or these 

Bylaws, neither the Church nor any Member, Director, Officer, employee, or representative of the 

Church may take any action on behalf of the Church not permitted to be taken by an organization 

exempt under Section 501(c)(3) of the Code or by a corporation, contributions to which are 

deductible under Section 170(c)(2) of the Code. 

 

ARTICLE 1-3A COMMENTARY: “To Be or Not to Be a Non-Profit”  
These sub-clauses (including three more below) simply state that our church is explicitly willing to 
abide by the Federal Laws required for 501(c)3’s in the U.S.  

Part of the reason why churches form as a 501c3 is that it enables them to give tax 
deductions for donations which can amount to large amounts of savings for the giver. A lot of 
business give large donations to churches if the church can give them a tax deduction. Technically, 
there are ways to do this if you aren’t a 501c3; but, the Federal government can make this a hassle. 
 Many churches do not believe in forming as a 501c3. They see it as subjugating the Gospel 
to a human power for the sake of money. Others see it as giving the Federal government leverage 
into the church. And, yes, there are a few restrictions for churches who choose this approach:  

For starters, a 501c3 cannot engage in political campaigns or government lobbying. For 
most churches, this is not a problem as political activism tends to sabotage a churches’ evangelistic 
efforts. After all, Jesus longs to reach both tax-collectors and zealots. But for other churches, they 
see this as muzzling the Gospel from political justice – for moments when one political party takes 
things too far. And in certain states, I can completely understand why certain churches want to 
jump into political fights. 

Also, if a 501c3 starts generating significant profits (and those profits don’t go back towards 
the organization’s mission), then a 501c3 can get into trouble. Of course, there are legal ways for 
churches to create for-profit enterprises. However, if churches don’t do this right, it can result in a 
hassle for you or many of your larger doners. Every year, about 100 non-profits lose their 501c3 
status for not obeying these four clauses. 

 

(b)  The Church will not pay dividends, and no part of the net earnings of the Church 

will inure to the benefit of or be distributable to its organizers, Officers, or other private persons, 

except that the Church may make payments and distributions (including reasonable compensation 

for services rendered to or for the Church) in furtherance of its purposes. No substantial part of the 

activities of the Church will be the carrying on of propaganda, or otherwise attempting to influence 

legislation, and the Church will not participate or intervene in any political campaign on behalf of 

any candidate for public office.   

 

(c) In the event the Church is in any one year a “private foundation” as defined by 

Section 509(a) of the Code, it must: 

• distribute its income for that taxable year so as not to subject the foundation to 

taxation under Section 4942 of the Code;  

• not engage in any act of “self dealing” as defined in Section 4941(d) of the Code; 

• not retain any “excess business holdings” as defined by Section 4943(c) of the 

Code; 
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• not make any investments that would subject the foundation to taxation under 

Section 4944 of the Code; and 

• not make taxable expenditures as defined in Section 4945(d) of the Code. 

 

(d) The Church may not accept any gift or grant containing conditions that would 

restrict or violate any of the Church’s religious, charitable, or educational purposes or that would 

require serving a private as opposed to a public interest. 

 

Section 4. Autonomy 

 The Church is autonomous and maintains the right to govern its own affairs, independent of 

any denominational control. Recognizing, however, the benefits of cooperation with other churches 

in world missions and otherwise, the Church may voluntarily affiliate with any churches and 

ministries of a similar Christian faith.  
 

ARTICLE 1-4 COMMENTARY: “Pros and Cons of Denominations” –  

Some churches belong to wonderful denominations like the Assemblies of God who offer a variety 
of loose affiliation options. And it’s common for fellowships like these to help churches out with 
finances or building projects resulting in “partial autonomy” for many of them. But, it’s also good to 
be aware of the strings. 
 For example, I once had a pastor friend who took over a church like this. His 
denominational super-intendent was becoming super controlling and demanding. So, he attempted 
to take his church out of the denomination. And his board was in full unity about the decision. 
 However, he failed to see that his bylaws lacked an autonomy clause like this one. A 
previous senior pastor had taken financing from their denomination decades earlier. And as 
collateral, the denomination required a clause of ownership over their building and property – which 
made sense at the time. But decades later, the building was totally paid off by the local church. 
Even more, they had added all sorts of additional value to the property, like new offices and a youth 
center. Yet, the denominational super-intendent refused to allow the pastor to take the church out 
of the affiliation unless they surrendered their building – which turned into a real mess. 
 Keep in mind, there is nothing wrong with taking money and denominational partnerships. 
But make sure the bylaws aim towards autonomy over time (eg., a buy-out clause or a pay-back 
timeline). It’s usually less sticky when assets are owned by congregations and not by 
denominations. So, before you take over a church (and/or potentially attempt to take it out of a 
denominational affiliation), be certain to investigate who truly owns the assets first. 

  

  

 

ARTICLE 2 

STATEMENT OF FAITH 

The Bible: We believe that the Holy Bible, and only the Bible, is the authoritative Word of God. 

It alone is the final authority in determining all doctrinal truths. The Bible, in its original writing, 

is both inspired and inerrant (II Timothy 3:16; II Peter 1:20-21; Proverbs 30:5; Romans 16:25-26). 

Trinity: We believe that the Godhead eternally exists in three persons: the Father, the Son, and 

the Holy Spirit. These three are one God, having precisely the same nature, attributes, and 

perfections, and are worthy of precisely the same homage, confidence, and obedience. (Mark 
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12:29; John 1:1-4; Matthew 28:19-20; Colossians 1:15-17; Philippians 2:6,). 

Jesus Christ: We believe that Jesus Christ is God the Son, the Second Person of the Trinity. Jesus 

Christ is 100% man and 100% God. He is the only man ever to have lived a sinless life (John 

1:1,14, 20:28; I Timothy 2:5, 3:16; Isaiah 9:6; Philippians 2:5-6, II Corinthians 5:21, Hebrews 

4:15, Romans 3:23). 

Virgin Birth: Jesus Christ is the only-begotten Son of the Father, conceived by the Holy Spirit in 

the Virgin Mary. Therefore, Jesus is the Son of God (Matthew 1:18, 20, 23; Luke 1:27-35; Isaiah 

7:14). 

Redemption: Humanity was created good and upright, but by voluntary transgression fell; our 

only hope of redemption is in Jesus Christ, the Son of God (Genesis 1:26-31, 3:1-7; Romans 5:12-

21). 

Salvation: We are saved by grace (which is undeserved and unearned) through faith in Jesus 

Christ, His death, burial, and resurrection. Salvation is a gift from God, not a result of our good 

works or of any human efforts (Ephesians 2:8-9; Galatians 2:16, 3:8; Titus 3:5; Romans 10:9-10; 

Acts 16:31; I Corinthians 15:1-4). 

Christ’s Blood: Because Jesus Christ lived a sinless life, His blood shed on the cross of Calvary 

is 100% sufficient to cleanse us of all sins when appropriated individually through repentance and 

faith. Jesus allowed Himself to be punished for the sins we have committed, enabling all who 

believe to be freed from the penalty of sin (which is death) (I John 1:7; Revelation 1:5, 5:9; 

Colossians 1:20; Romans 3:10-12, 23, 25; 5:9; John 1:29, Hebrews 9:22). 

Repentance: Repentance is a commitment to turn away from sin in every area of our lives and to 

follow Christ. Through repentance we individually receive forgiveness of sins and appropriate 

salvation (Acts 2:38, 3:19). 

Christ Indwells All Believers: Christians are people who have invited the Lord Jesus Christ to 

come and live inside them by the Holy Spirit. They are putting their trust in what Christ 

accomplished for them when He died, was buried, and rose again from the dead (John 14:17, 23, 

15:4; Romans 8:11; Revelation 3:20). 

Water Baptism: After receiving the Lord Jesus Christ, the new convert is commanded by the 

Word of God to be baptized in water in the Name of the Lord (Matthew 28:19; Acts 2:38; Mark 

16:16; Acts 8:12, 8:36-38, 10:47-48). 

The Church: The Church is the Body of Christ, the habitation of God through the Spirit, with 

divine appointments for the fulfillment of Christ’s great commission. Every person who is born of 

the spirit is an integral part of the church as a member of the body of believers (Ephesians 1:22-

23, 2:19-22; Hebrews 12:23; I Corinthians 12:12-14, 27-28; Ephesians 4:1-16). 

The Lord’s Supper: The Lord’s Supper is a unique time of communion in the presence of God 

when the elements of bread and wine (or grape juice), expressing in some spiritual way the body 

and blood of the Lord Jesus Christ, are taken by believers in remembrance of Christ’s sacrifice on 
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the cross (I Corinthians 10:16, 11:23-25; Matthew 26:26-28; John 6:53-54; Luke 22:1-20). 

Baptism in the Holy Spirit or Second In-Filling: Initiated at Pentecost, Holy Spirit Baptism or 

Second In-filling is the promise of the Father, given by Jesus after His ascension, to empower the 

Church to supernaturally communicate the gospel throughout the whole earth (Acts 1:8, 14:3; 

Mark 16:20). When a believer receives the baptism in the Holy Spirit, Scriptural precedent 

demonstrates that he has both the potential and probability of experiencing various manifestations 

such as Scripture-based prophetic experiences, unknown tongues, and other visible outward signs 

(Acts 2:1-18, 8:14-18, 10:44-46, 19:6;  Luke 11:13). 

Sanctification: Sanctification is the ongoing process of being set apart for God, characterized by 

our yielding to God to complete the development of Christ’s character in us. A lifestyle of 

developing righteousness and holiness is the evidence to all men that Christ’s Spirit lives within 

us (I Thessalonians 4:3, 5:23; II Corinthians 3:18, 6:14-18; Romans 8:29, 12:1-2; Hebrews 12:11). 

Health and Provision: We believe that, as part of Christ’s work of salvation, it is the Father’s 

ultimate will for believers to become whole and healthy in all areas of life: 

Spiritually (II Corinthians 5:17-21; Romans 10:9-10). 

Mentally and Emotionally (II Timothy 1:7; Romans 12:2; Isaiah 26:3). 

Physically (Isaiah 53:4-5; Matthew 8:17; I Peter 2:24; Romans 8:11). 

Financially (Joshua 1:8; Malachi 3:10-11; Luke 6:38; II Corinthians 9:6-10;  

Deuteronomy 28:1-14; Psalm 34:10, 84:11; Philippians 4:19). 

Sexually (I Corinthians 6:9-11; I Thessalonians 4:3-7; Ephesians 2:1-7; Colossians 3:5-7). 

These promises do not negate the experience of trials (John 16:33). And the presences of trials do 

not imply any sort of spiritual inferiority. These promises are merely a plan by which God receives 

glory and man receives wholeness - whether received in this life or the next. 

Healing of the Sick: Healing of the sick is illustrated in the life and ministry of Jesus and is 

included in the commission of Jesus to His disciples. Healing is a provision of Christ’s atonement 

on the cross and is given as a sign which is to follow believers (Matthew 8:16-17; Acts 8:6-7; 

James 5:14-16; III John 2; Psalm 103:2-3; Isaiah 53:5; Mark 16:17-18). 

Second Coming: Jesus Christ will physically and visibly return to earth for the second time to 

establish His kingdom. This will occur at a time undisclosed by Scriptures (Revelation 1:7; Acts 

1:9-11; Matthew 24:30, 36;  26:63-64; I Thessalonians 4:15, 17; II Thessalonians 1:7-8). 

Resurrection: We believe that Jesus Christ was physically resurrected from the dead in a glorified 

body three days after His death on the cross. One day all believers in Christ will also be physically 

resurrected in glorified bodies to their reward in heaven with God (Luke 24:16, 36, 39; Philippians 

1:21-23, 3:21; I Corinthians 15:42, 44; John 2:19-21, 20:26-28, 21:4; Acts 24:15). 

Heaven: Heaven is the eternal dwelling place of all who believe in Jesus Christ (II Corinthians 

5:1; I Peter 1:4; Hebrews 11:16; John 17:24; Matthew 5:3, 12, 20, 6:20, 19:21, 25:34). 

Hell: After living one life on earth, those who have rejected Christ will be judged justly by God 

and sent to Hell, where they will be eternally tormented together with the devil and the fallen 

angels (Hebrews 9:27; Matthew 25:41-46; Daniel 12:2; Revelation 14:9-11, 20:12-15, 21:8; Mark 
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9:43-48; Matthew 10:33). 

Marriage / Sexuality: We believe that God has created sexual parameters for all mankind through 

His word (I Thessalonians 4:3-7; I Corinthians 5:11, 6:9-10; Colossians 3:5). Sexuality is to be 

shared in the context of holy matrimony between one man, born as a man, and one woman, born 

as a woman (Hebrews 13:4; I Corinthians 6:15; Romans 1:26-27; Matthew 19:4-6). God empowers 

all believers with the power to transform their desires to His standards (Philippians 2:13, I 

Corinthians 6:11; Colossians 3:7) for the ultimate purpose of joy. Accordingly, this Church, its 

pastors, staff, and members will not participate in same-sex unions or same-sex marriages, nor will 

its property or resources be used for such purposes.  Common law marriages are not recognized. 

 

ARTICLE 2 COMMENTARY: “The Art of Crafting a Statement of Faith” – Over the 

years, I’ve asked the question: What makes a good statement of faith? 
 I’ve always been a fan of keeping these statements small. And in my opinion, the above 
statement could even be smaller. But some churches have over twenty pages of doctrines! 
 Part of the reason I prefer short statements is because: (1). The goal of a statement of faith 
isn’t to share everything you believe. In that case, you might as well copy and paste the entire Bible 
into this spot. Rather, the goal is to give a basic legal metric of your churches’ fundamental doctrines 
so that, if someone actively opposes them, you have a legal foundation to restrict their access to 
your church community. 
 For example, we have hundreds of different small groups and classes that meet at our 
buildings any given week. As a matter of discipline, our leaders often have these guest speakers 
do a quick read of our statement before prepping a message or speaking. And you’d be shocked 
by how many Christians don’t even believe in basic Christian orthodoxy or orthopraxy. 
 One time I had a small group leader who not only denied the existence of Hell but they 
started actively teaching other people to do the same. After addressing this person multiple times, 
along with elders of the church, I knew that this person had no interest in stopping. Over time, I 
was forced to “uninvite” this person from our community and set up some clear boundaries following 
the pattern given in 1 Cor.5:1-12.  
 Now, in all of my years of pastoring, I’ve only had a few circumstances where the individual 
threatened legal action. But I’ve never had anyone actually try to carry this out.  
 I do, however, know pastors who have gotten sued by former members who came out of 
the closet as active LGBT-QIA advocates. And when the church refused to accept this person into 
leadership positions they were sued for discrimination. 
 Generally speaking, courts don’t want to dive into religious traditions. They simply want to 
discern the social contract of your community and rule. Thus, in a court of law, if your church doesn’t 
explicitly state what you believe then, generally speaking, you must abide by the laws of the state. 
Thus, it’s important that churches have a detailed enough statement of faith to ward off lawsuits.  
 And, if you’re super concerned about lawsuits, one alternative is to have a more thorough 
“life-style commitment or covenant” in your employee handbook or ministry / leadership process. 
This enables you to outline more detailed expectations regarding things like alcohol, porn, or social 
media guidelines. Yet, you also won’t scare away seekers by jamming all of your convictions into 
a public statement of faith. And that’s where I’d caution you about the flip side of this. 
 You also want your statement of faith to be small enough where, it allows Christians to feel 
like they can wrestle with Bible doctrines without doing it “in the closet” so to speak. Many people 
interpret a statement of faith as a “condition for acceptance.” And thus, they assume: “If I can’t 
agree to everything, then, I am not welcome here.” So be aware of the psychological impact of your 
statement of faith. It will definitely become the most-read portion of your bylaws. 
 To be specific, this is not where you share your opinions on a pre-tribulation rapture or your 
thoughts on the five points of Calvinism. Rather, this is a legal document – an impeachment list of 
sorts. And remember, if you ever change your opinion regarding any of it, this same document 
could be used to impeach you. So, keep it simple! Don’t create a fertile atmosphere for a future 
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witch-hunt that will cut short your churches’ life-expectancy. 
 Last but not least, I wrote an entire chapter related to “over-developed theology” in my book 
Pharisectomy: How to Remove Your Inner Pharisee and other Religiously Transmitted Diseases. 
In chapter 6, I talk about the “The Art of Hedge-making” – it’s all about what happens when a church 
“over-develops” its doctrine under the pretense of safety. I spend a lot of time explaining why 
theological tension in a church is actually a good thing. A healthy amount of theological diversity in 
your church will ironically increase your people’s hunger for God’s word. And it will cause your 
church unity to stay rooted in love – not “uniformity of thought” (Jn. 13:34-35). And the results will 
dramatically increase your evangelistic impact. 

 
 

ARTICLE 3 

CHURCH MEMBERSHIP 

Membership:  The Church does not have corporate membership as defined by the 

Minnesota Nonprofit Corporation Act. The Church does have spiritual membership 

(“Membership”) as defined in these bylaws. The Church’s Membership is open to all who profess 

their faith openly in our Lord Jesus Christ. There will be one category of Membership. To be a 

Member, a person must agree to our Statement of Faith and must have contributed to the finances 

of the Church within the previous 12 calendar months. 

 

ARTICLE 3-1 COMMENTARY: “Membership and Voting Drama” – Membership is 

an extremely important facet of Congregationalist churches (like Baptists or Evangelical Covenant 
Churches). Part of this is because, these churches have a lot more voting procedures which 
require that church elders “qualify the voters.”  
 For example, the membership processes in some Baptist churches are often more akin to 
a job interview. They want to guarantee that you fully embrace a Biblical world-view. And 
understandably so: They don’t want to accept members who will vote like fools on leadership 
votes and church budgets. Even more, many Congregationalist denominations have national 
votes on certain doctrinal topics.  
 But there’s been a big swing away from firm membership processes and votes. Many 
Christian leaders feel that having a super-robust membership process can be similar to a long 
statement of faith: it can communicate elitism – that, people aren’t allowed to belong (or even 
attend) unless they can whole-heartedly sign off on all the churches’ beliefs. Yet, it’s important to 
keep in mind, whatever “membership style” your church utilizes (relaxed or firm) – is usually due 
to the votes demanded by your bylaws.  
 At one point, I pastored a church that did church-wide votes on two topics: (A). A Yes/No 
vote on Whether to install the new Lead Pastor candidate. And (B). Lay-Elder nominations: I.e. 
They could nominate people to become lay-elders (which functioned the same as staff-elders but 
we’re nominated by the church). Every year, our bylaws dictated that I preach on “Biblical 
eldership” on a Sunday morning and then have the congregation nominate people that same 
Sunday.  
 These congregational votes were a disaster for several reasons: (1). A huge number of 
our members had only been attending for a few years and they didn’t feel comfortable nominating 
people; thus, half of our people would abstain from the vote anyway. I.e., I quickly realized that 
church votes made more sense in small town churches where very few people turn over and 
everyone is extremely invested. (2). This vote was also a disaster for us because a huge number 
of our people were brand new Christians. And many of them weren’t even competent enough to 
be nominating people. At one of our campuses, we had over 1100 regular attendees. And 80% of 
them were new to Christ within the last two years. It was not uncommon for many of them to still 
have alcohol on their breath from the night before. So, having them pray and nominate an elder 
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candidate almost felt irresponsible. (3). People would always invite their unsaved friends on these 
Sundays – and regret it. Nobody wants to invite their unchurched friend to see “church voting 
procedures.” Yes, we could have done a church “family meeting” but; (4). No matter how many 
times we explained the rules on voting, people would break them: They would vote even if they 
didn’t have a giving record (creating an administrative nightmare); or, they would nominate 
themselves and their family members. (5). These votes would always re-ignite foolish debates 
about women in ministry or questions about LGBT rights. “After all,” they’d protest, my other 
church refused to allow women elders!” And don’t get me wrong, I love talking about these 
subjects; but, it’s important to handle these topics outside of the pulpit (as well as, outside of a 
voting procedure). Thus, these perennial debates would often highjack the church in moments 
when we had bigger theological fish to fry – such as, “Why does 80% of our church not even read 
their Bibles?” (6). But the most damaging part of these votes were the grieving processes and 
polarization that would ensue when the vote didn’t yield the results people wanted. With every 
vote, our pastoral staff would be inundated with meetings where people would ask: “Why didn’t 
[so and so] get nominated? Why aren’t we getting more women, minorities, or [fill in the blank]?” 
 Thus, the above issues started to make me wonder: Why do we even have votes like 
these? Do they really increase discernment? Or do they merely increase disenfranchisement and 
politics? Would most of our people even miss these types of votes if we took them away? I mean, 
is there a way people could have meaningful ownership and give meaningful feedback without 
needing a vote? 
 As a solution to these problems, many churches are turning to “spiritual membership” 
with no church-wide voting procedures. In other words, instead of doing a robust membership 
process (to qualify voters), many churches simply do a “Growth Track.” This assimilation process 
allows churches to increase the ownership and alignment of church attendees without having to 
“interview and reject people” in a formal membership process. 
 When people ask me: “Does your church have voting procedures to add discernment to 
big decisions?” The answer is still “Yes. Our board of directors, our Staff Elders and our Apostolic 
Advisors still vote.” Rather, we just don’t do church-wide votes in an effort to avoid the toxic side-
effects. 
 At the end of the day: I want people to be focused on fulfilling the mission, not controlling 
the methods behind it. It’s like this: If you work in a busy emergency room, you’re not worried 
about gurneys, scrubs or blood on the floor because you’re too busy saving lives. You’re giving 
CPR. So, the goal of spiritual membership is about focus: If our people are addicted to 
fruitfulness, the format (of the worship, the staff and the budget) simply won’t matter. 

 

As non-corporate members, Members are not entitled to cast any vote that is binding upon 

the Church. The Lead Pastor will have the sole and exclusive authority to seek the Membership’s 

approval or disapproval of an action that does not require a Membership vote (hereinafter a “vote 

of affirmation”). When the Lead Pastor seeks a vote of affirmation, the outcome of the vote carries 

no legal weight, is not binding on the Church, and is intended only to gauge the opinion of or seek 

moral support from the Membership. 

 
ARTICLE 3-2 COMMENTARY: This simply means that, if the Lead Pastor wanted to survey the 
congregation about something, they could. I.e., it’s an “optional vote” clause. This clause can be 
helpful for churches when they’re transitioning away from church votes. But, it’s also a helpful option 
for Lead Pastors when they’re seeking feedback on church service times, future campus locations, 
and sermon topics. 
 

 Termination and Dismissal of Membership:  A person’s Membership may be terminated 

for the following reasons: (a) by personal request of the Member; (b) the transfer of Membership to 

another church; (c) the Member remains inactive for a period of not less than one year; (d) death; or 
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(e) termination of Membership by the Staff Elders, in accordance with Matthew 18:15-17, as they 

deem necessary.  

 

 The Staff Elders may terminate a person’s Church membership by majority vote when, in the 

opinion of the Staff Elders, the Member’s life and conduct is not in accordance with the Statement of 

Faith in such a way that the Member hinders the influence of the Church in the community. 

 

ARTICLE 3-3 COMMENTARY: “Predatory Sins” – Many pastors have asked me: When, 

if ever, do you kick people out of the church? My response is essentially the same as the Apostle 
Paul in 1 Corinthians 5. When sin becomes predatory, then it is essential for a pastor to protect the 
flock.  
 But what is “predatory sin?” I.e., when does a person become a “wolf in sheep’s clothing” 
(Mt. 7:21). To put it simply: It’s a person who commits sins that victimize other people. 
 In a sense, all sin creates collateral damage. But we can’t just kick everyone out of our 
churches for sinning as there would be no one left – ourselves included! So, where’s the line? 
 Allow me to put it like this: it’s one thing for a Christian to struggle with alcohol. But, it’s 
quite another thing for a Christian to help one of our youth-group-kids get drunk. It’s one thing to 
struggle with sexual lust. But, it’s another thing to pressure another church member to sleep with 
you. When your sin struggle can harm another person and you resist external boundary making, 
your sin is predatory.  
 This explanation may explain predatory sinful behaviors. But what about predatory sinful 
beliefs? Can strange doctrinal convictions become predatory? Absolutely.  
 For example, I’m fine with church members who wrestle with our statement of faith. But, if 
they begin to actively recruit people away from our statement of faith, we’ll ask them to only process 
it with our pastoral staff. Many times, these individuals aren’t even seeking out the Bible’s answer.  
 Many Christians get caught up in strange stuff: End-time theories about blood moons or 
Medieval Jewish traditions that didn’t even exist in the times of Christ. Truth be told, by the time we 
enter heaven, we’ll going to realize that all of us had some strange doctrines. As the old joke goes: 
“When we enter heaven, we’ll have three surprises: (A). Who’s there; (B). Who’s NOT there; & (C). 
That WE’RE there! I.e., Let’s have some humility when it comes to doctrine. Thus, our beliefs 
become predatory when Christians start to define their fragile speculations and subjective methods 
as “essential to Biblical Christianity.” 
 For example, I had a former member once tell me: “If you have a Christmas tree, then you 
are an unsaved pagan, not a Christian.” Or, some people elevate their methodological preferences 
to essential: “If you don’t preach expository messages on Sunday morning, then you aren’t a Bible 
based church.”2 
Or, once I had a Christian woman in our moms group teach: “If you feed your baby formula instead 
of breast-feeding, it’s child abuse.” (No amount of seminary could have ever trained me for the 
diversity of debates I would encounter). 
 But, my point is this: It’s not the depth of a person’s theological struggle that makes them 
predatory; rather, it’s way in which they publicly sort it out. For example, James 3:17 says, “But the 
wisdom that comes from heaven is first of all pure; then peace-loving, considerate, submissive, full 
of mercy and good fruit, impartial and sincere.” James 3:17. If a Christian is actively trash-talking 
their small group leader, (or posting combative opinions on social media), and they’re refusing to 
align with this list here in James chapter three, then, they are probably crossing into predatory 
territory.  

 
2 By that standard, neither Jesus nor Paul were Bible based. Jesus would often preach entire messages using 

parables. And Paul’s message in Athens would be considered heretical (Acts 17:16-34). Don’t get me wrong: A lot 

of churches need to be doing more expository messages. But to say it’s “THE metric” of a Bible based church is 

downright cultic. And it essentially assumes that church services are a necessity for salvation. 
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 In these cases, it’s critical to follow the Biblical pattern of confrontation: Specifically, (1). 
The congregant must be confronted gently and with humility (Gal. 6:1–5). (2). It must be done 
quickly so that it doesn’t cause people to fester or spew on other people (Matt. 5:24; Heb.12:14–
15). (3). We need to go to the source of the problem first before you involve others (Matt. 18:15). 
And when all of these fail, sometimes we need to uninvite people from our church communities. 
Choosing right doesn’t always mean we will feel right. 
 But here is why this legal clause is important: On rare occasions, I’ve had members who 
consistently deny they’re in the wrong and refuse to leave: “This is my church. These are my friends. 
And you can’t tell me what to do!” Well, according to this legal clause, we can tell people what to 
do! 
 Once I knew an ex-husband who stalked their former spouse by “becoming a church 
member.” He tried destroying her life by gaslighting her church community. He had zero interest in 
Christianity; yet, he knew it was important to her. So, he purposefully joined her church and filed a 
restraining order on her (even though, he was the one who needed a restraining order). And when 
the church refused to let him continue his rampage, he refused to leave and threatened to sue. 
 And this is why it’s important to have some sort of “membership termination” clause. And 
if you don’t have a legal process for termination, an unconcerned judge may not see your expulsion 
as valid. 

 

 Restoration of Membership:  Dismissed Members may be restored by a two-thirds majority 

vote of the Staff Elders according to the spirit of II Corinthians 2:7-8 and Galatians 6:1, when their 

life-styles are judged to be in accordance with the Statement of Faith.   

 

ARTICLE 4 

CHURCH GOVERNANCE 

The Church seeks to be led by the Holy Spirit in all things. The Lead Pastor, Apostolic 

Advisors, Directors, Officers, and Staff Elders have the following roles in the Church’s 

governance.  

 

Lead Pastor: The Lead Pastor has executive and supervisory control over and is ultimately 

responsible for both the spiritual and the corporate health of the Church, including communicating 

the ministry vision for and overseeing the day-to-day operations of the Church (as described in 

Article 6).  

 

Apostolic Advisors: The Apostolic Advisors provide apostolic oversight to the Lead 

Pastor and are charged with protecting the Church through counsel, prayer, and if required, 

discipline of the Lead Pastor (as described in Article 7).  

 

Directors: The Directors have the duties and responsibilities generally associated with and 

exercised by a corporate board as defined by the Act. They serve the Church by assuring 

compliance with the Church’s management policies and procedures and by approving the annual 

budget and other major financial commitments of the Church (as described in Article 8). 

 

Officers: The Officers serve the Church through the roles and responsibilities determined 

by the Lead Pastor, Directors, or other persons designated by the Lead Pastor or Directors (as 

described in Article 10).  
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 Staff Elders: The Staff Elders serve in both spiritual and staff leadership capacities, as the 

protectors and encouragers of a positive spiritual climate within the Church and as seasoned and 

experienced members of the pastoral team who work alongside the Lead Pastor in carrying out his 

directives (as described in Article 11). 
 

ARTICLE 4-1 COMMENTARY:  "The Primary Players" – The goal here is simple: To 

introduce the primary players and the corresponding articles which unpack them. 
 However, it’s important to note that each of these entities have responsibilities that go 
beyond the basic bullet points in these Articles. So, if you’re a Director, you will probably only learn 
about 70% of your job description by reading Article 8. But, there are additional responsibilities 
spread throughout these bylaws. 
 “So, how do we find all of these jobs without reading the entire bylaws?” Well, to make life 
a little easier, I created cheat-sheets at the end of these bylaws for each of these entities. Thus, if 
you got suckered into being the Secretary / Treasurer (and you’re freaking out), don’t worry: Skim 
your cheat sheet at the end (to give you a quick glance of the processes you’re involved in) and 
then hit the bylaw’s table of contents in the beginning to narrow in on any particular responsibilities 
you need to review. 
 Once again, if you’ve been on a previous church board (or if you’ve been wounded by a 
previous church), I’m going to warn you: Some of these job descriptions might trigger you. 
Wounded readers tend to get irritated that the bylaws don’t empower their decision-making role 
more. 
 But the big picture is this: These entities are designed to create a healthy balance of 
power… or to be more specific, a perfect imbalance of power. Yes. I intentionally wrote imbalanced 
power. But why? Because, as churches age, the power always skews (in an unbalanced way) 
towards the board.3 So, in Article 5 (the upcoming portion of the bylaws), we will explore how to fix 
this by giving the Lead Pastor a slightly greater amount of authority on the highly subjective 
decisions of a church. 

 

ARTICLE 5 

LEAD PASTOR / PRESIDENT AND CEO 

Section 1. Dual and Concurrent Responsibilities: Church and Spiritual Body. 

 The Church finds its headship under the Lord Jesus Christ and in its Lead Pastor. The Lead 

Pastor has plenary authority over and is responsible for directing all of the ministries and spiritual 

activities of the Church. Concurrently, the Lead Pastor serves as the President of the Church and 

has plenary authority over and is responsible for directing all of the day-to-day business activities 

and operations of the Church. 

 

ARTICLE 5-1 COMMENTARY: “The Principle of Corporate Subservience”  This 

paragraph seems deceptively boring. Yet, it also reveals the secret as to why many churches never 
grow after their founding pastor is gone. And the key word is “Concurrently.” These bylaws merge 
two distinct roles into one: The Lead Pastor and the President of the Church board. But why is this 
profound? 

 
3 In my book, Happy Church Governance, I discuss a secular political theory called The Iron law of Oligarchy. 

Sociologist Robert Michels suggested that, any organization, no matter how democratic nor autocratic, will 

eventually become an oligarchy (a board of elite power families). And if you’re curious, I explore some of the 

reasons at length in the full digital manuscript of Church Politics 101. But I also describe it more in the commentary 

surrounding Article 5-1. 
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 In my commentary on Article 4-1, I hinted that, as churches age, the power-base of the 
church harmfully shifts towards the board, which tends to cut short the evangelistic life-expectancy 
of the church. Thus, this little clause is designed to help slow this power-shift by giving the Lead 
Pastor the additional role known as the Chairman of the board (a.k.a., the President or simply, the 
Chair-person). 
 In many churches, the Lead Pastor and Chair of the Board are two distinct positions: One 
has the power of the pulpit; the other has the power of the purse. One determines the vision. The 
other controls the resources. However, even though this appears to be an even split of power, it’s 
absolutely not. So, to unpack this, I need to introduce a concept called: Corporate Subservience. 
 When people refer to a church, there are usually two different concepts that people have 
in mind: The Church could refer to the “Corporation” (a.k.a, the building, the organization, the staff, 
the programs, the assets, etc.). However, there is also the “Spiritual Body” which is essentially the 
true spiritual church (a.k.a., the people, the congregation, the living breathing network of Christians 
who mentor and serve one another.)4 
 Now, the entire purpose for a church corporation is to serve the church spiritual body. It’s 
merely a tool. After all, what good is a program or building with no people? Yet, when you study 
the life-cycle of a church, it’s quite common for buildings, staff, the programs and the traditions to 
become as sacred – even more sacred – than the needs of the congregation. I.e., The tools become 
the end in itself. Church members slave away to perpetuate the existence of a dying program, 
building, or legacy (the tools) more so than the tools serve the community. And the take-away is 
this: the moment the corporation (buildings, staff, traditions) become equal to in emphasis, 
or greater than, the spiritual body, is the moment the church begins to die.  
 For example, many churches attempt to build facilities or hire staff they cannot yet afford. 
As a result, their mortgage payments become a stranglehold on their church income. Thus, they 
spend all of their time doing oppressive offering sermons, trying to squeeze every last dollar out of 
God’s people. And the people dehumanized from being disciples into mere “giving units” – from 
children of God to slaves of the corporation. I.e., the Corporation is no longer subservient to the 
people. 
 Or as another example: every church has a tendency to acquire traditions or programs that 
have outlived their fruitfulness. Politically, it’s always more fun to start a program than it is to kill a 
program. Indeed, killing a program can be so politically difficult that, many leaders find it easier to 
arm-twist people into maintaining a dying ministry than is to simply put the program to death. 
Indeed, manipulating people from the pulpit is often a standard-operating-procedure in corporate 
dominated churches. 
 In some ways, the Federal government of the U.S. struggles with a similar problem. We’ve 
created a lot of words like “bureaucracy,” “the swamp,” or “mission creep” to describe a toxic 
government that no longer serves the people. And churches can become the same way. 
 However, we can easily avoid this by doing two simple things: We identify the “tipping 
points” (when the traditions of Christ outweigh the missions of Christ); and then, we create bylaws 
to slow these moments from happening. 
 On the surface, corporate subservience sounds like a simple concept to enforce: “Don’t 
hire more staff than you can afford. Don’t allow too many dying ministries to stack up.” Yet, as 
churches age (or move beyond their founders), corporate subservience becomes impossible to 
maintain without the right bylaws. 
 For example, corporate subservience requires constant pruning and change. Big 
programmatic changes and budget cuts are hard for people, even when they are healthy. Founding 
pastors often have more a bigger voice and more centralized political influence than subsequent 
pastors. And thus, they often find skillful ways of pruning without losing power-families or creating 
splits.  
 But, when you remove the linch-pin (the founding pastors), and toss in a power-vacuum or 
a dip in morale, change becomes infinitely more political. Not surprisingly, many non-founding 

 
4 This concept was originally introduced to me by Ted Haggard. It was also outlined in his out-of-print book called: 

The Life-giving Church. Indeed, these annotated bylaws were inspired by his book. 
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pastors win the job by promising to make the least number of changes. In fact, this is why very few 
churches ever continue growing (in a meaningful way) after the founding pastor resigns.5 But this 
creates a catch-22 for all future pastors. 
 And thus, this death spiral creates a predictable story: The founding pastor leaves big 
shoes to fill. Board members and power families rise up to fill the gaps. Yet, they simultaneously 
worry: “How will we maintain certain values and traditions without our founder?” And in these 
moments of transition, the congregation comforts itself by turning small traditions into sacred 
traditions. And the next thing that happens: The board becomes obsessed with “protecting the 
churches legacy” (which, is just an abstract way of referring to corporate things like, the former 
pastor’s favorite pet-ministry; their favorite staff member; their preferred worship style, etc.) I.e., 
corporate tools (programs & formats) become memorials. They become essential to the identity of 
the church community. 
 These memorials don’t always have to be related to the founder. Many of them are the 
programs that impacted the power-families the most (For eg., the Christian school; the outreach 
program; the discipleship ministry that restored a power-families’ marriage).  
 And suddenly, much like a hoarder collects junk, church communities become emotionally 
dependent upon programs, traditions, buildings and/or staff whose usefulness is long-gone. I.e., 
Over time, the psychological weight of preserving the corporate church naturally takes precedent 
over the most important people of all – the people who are not yet coming! In other words, churches 
fatally make decisions to comfort the people who are currently coming or currently giving. Yet, 
visionary leaders are always thinking about another group – the future congregation – the group 
who doesn’t have a voice at the board-room table – the group who doesn’t give a rip about the 
founder or the dying programs that the average church member loves. 
 My first church looked a lot like this. I took it over with a good number of assets. We had 
over 70 acres of land – a 1000 seat auditorium – a 400 seat youth auditorium and a K-12 Christian 
school – almost completely paid off. But with a lot of assets comes a lot of opinions and traditions. 
 To make matters worse, I inherited a church board – where everyone was twice my age 
and had permanent board appointments. Many of them were former staff members. (Rumor had it 
that two of them wanted to have my job – but didn’t get it). And not surprisingly, corporate 
subservience became a complicated goal. 
 At times, it felt like my smallest requests would suddenly trigger long lectures about the 
churches’ former values. Even a simple one-thousand dollar missionary expenditure would result 
in endless debates. And when I suggested that the church re-start its small group program, I got 
group confronted by three board members – who promptly told me that I overstepped by 
boundaries. But these experiences are quite common in an aging church. 
 Research shows that, when a non-founding pastor takes over a church, it takes about 6 to 
10 years to turn the church around. In other words, the average church goes into a six to ten year 
dip in both finances and attendance – which is usually about the time it takes to recreate corporate 
subservience in an aging church.6  
 But, as depressing as that stat might sound, it would have encouraged me to know this. At 
least I would have had a possible finish line. Unfortunately, I became wearisome of these 

 

5 In the book, The Pastor’s Manual for Effective Ministry, Win Arn stated that most churches begin plateauing and 

declining around their 15th to 18th year (Monrovia, Calif.: Church Growth, 1988), p.41. David Olsen, similarly 

discovered, in his brilliant treatise “The American Church in Crisis,” that most evangelical churches go into a 

permanent plateau between years 17 to 21. After this time, these churches usually grow by less than 1%. And the 

majority of this 1% is transfer growth, not conversion growth.  
6 Most churches go through a “honeymoon bump” in attendance and finances when the new pastor steps in. I.e., 

Disenchanted members get curious and come back to see the new horse and pony show. But filling the pulpit with a 

decent preacher is quite a bit easier than finding a leader who's got the finesse to take over the politics and pay the 

ever-inflating over-head costs. Finances often dip to new lows around years four to eight. So, whenever a church 

changes its Lead pastor, it needs to be geared up for a potential six to ten year famine. 
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confrontational appointments begging me to “stop rocking the boat” – even though the boat was 
already sinking! 
 And right when I had consolidated enough power to make healthy changes, I was so 
exasperated that, I resigned and planted a new church – which condemned the church to a classic 
death spiral. 
 But the moral is, aging churches always struggle with corporate subservience. And this 
psychological shift tends to nit-pick their non-founders to death. Dealing with traditions without the 
right bylaws, is like getting nibbled to death by a bunny rabbit. And right when non-founders 
consolidate enough power to reset corporate subservience, they resign – and send the church into 
another 10 year plateau. 
 After planting, I was almost shocked how much fun I started having. Although I had zero 
assets, everything we did resulted in growth.7 My new board was a complete delight. And because 
we didn’t have any assets, nobody over-critiqued my every move. I was free to dream up crazy 
evangelism ideas. And shockingly, they worked.  
 So, the million-dollar question is this: How can we change all this? Well for starters, don’t 
pick new pastor unless you believe they have a good twenty years in them. If it takes an average 
of 6 to 10 years to turn a church around (the tough years); then, be sure to get and keep a lead 
pastor who can last long enough to usher in a new life-cycle. But the true solution rests in the 
bylaws – which can fast forward this six to ten year window. 
 But the big idea is this: When large groups of people are forced to make highly subjective 
decisions in a pressure filled environment, there’s a tendency to make political decisions rather 
than healthy decisions. I.e., “Leave the program alone.” Or “Let’s just do another fundraiser, and 
defer maintenance on the building again… because, that’s better than laying off another person.” 
I.e., You keep kicking the can down the road – not realizing that, the can keeps doubling in size 
until it blocks the whole road. 
 
But how does this relate to merging the Lead Pastorate with the Chairman of the Board 
position? 
 
Well, remember: the Chairman of the Board is the head of the Trustee/Directors (who lead the 
Corporation: the budgets, buildings and bylaws). And the Lead Pastor is the head of the Staff Elders 
(who lead the Spiritual Body: the pulpit, the people, and the purpose of the church). So, when you 
merge these two roles together, it creates a situation where there is only one person who speaks 
to both the corporation and the spiritual body. i.e., Only one person gets to live at the intersection 
of these two competing entities – the convergence where most church splits happen. 
 For example, churches will never agree on: “What’s the perfect budget?” All of us will have 
different preferences about which program should be the priority. It’s the same problem with staffing 
or worship preferences. So, let’s stop wasting time debating an eternally subjective topic. Instead, 
let’s allow the Lead Pastor to simply make the call. Besides, people are going to hell every day. 
The church is a busy emergency room. We don’t have time to have lengthy votes and discussions 
about whether to give CPR. We seek progress over process. We want to be addicted to fruitfulness 
more than format. 
 In other words, the idea is to take the most subjective topics (the ones churches split over 
most) and give them to the Lead Pastor – things like payscales, hiring/firing, worship formats, and 
programming. 
 Or, to use the football metaphor: Let’s let the coach do the play-calling. And the rest of us 
can get so good at execution that, even if the coach calls a mediocre play, we can turn it into a 
huge gain. We don’t ALL have to contribute to the play calling. We don’t ALL have to touch the ball 

 
7 Ironically, most churches do the vast majority of their growth within the first ten years of planting when they have 

little assets. And why? There’s hardly any corporation to subdue. It’s similar to why the church grows so fast in 

persecuted countries: Churches can’t afford to build big corporations; thus, persecution naturally creates corporate 

subservience for them. 
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at the same time. And because of this, our specialized skills can even over-come a few bad calls 
from time to time. 
 To get specific: The Lead Pastor/President brings the vision; the Trustee/Directors bring 
the wisdom. Or, as a Lead Pastor, I’m always pitching budget and building proposals to my trustees. 
And you’ll notice in these bylaws, the Lead Pastor/Chairman doesn’t get to vote on things (unless 
there’s a tie); Thus, I often tell my trustees: Only you can have a vote; and, only I can have an 
agenda. 
 And keep in mind: the spirit of my board is that everyone can speak to everything. I.e., You 
don’t want to use these principles to be controlling; however, the only teams who win championship 
games are those who have specialization and role definition. 
 And so, in the next several bylaw articles (Articles 5-7), you’re going to see two things: (1). 
Role definition that’s designed for corporate subservience. And (2). You will also see checks and 
balances for each of these specialized roles.  
 But do not assume there’s less accountability in this Hybrid model; because, when you 
have teams who specialize in certain aspects of church health, it ultimately results in more 
accountability. And if you want to hear more of the research that resulted in all of this, be sure to 
read: Happy Church Governance: Failures, Fights, and the Bylaws to Prevent Them. 

  

Section 2. Responsibilities of the Lead Pastor. 

 The Lead Pastor is responsible to lead the Church in accordance with Biblical principles to 

accomplish the New Testament purposes of the Church. The duties of the Lead Pastor are as 

described in this section and the following sections, and can be carried out in person by the Lead 

Pastor or by people chosen by the Lead Pastor to assist in the work: 

 

1. Provide Biblical vision and direction for the congregation. 

 

2.  Serve as the leader of the Church body of believers, the Church staff, all Church 

organizations, all Church ministries, the Directors, and all Church Advisory 

Committees, with the exception of the Independent Compensation Committee. 

 

3. Define and communicate the Church’s purpose. 

 

4. Administer and coordinate the day-to-day ministry to the congregation and 

administration and operations of the Church. 

 

5. Nominate and remove Apostolic Advisors under Article 7. 

 

6. Recognize and establish apostolic, prophetic, evangelistic, pastoral, and teaching 

ministries and appoint people to administer them. 

 

7. Appoint, direct, oversee, and remove Staff Elders. 

 

8. Hire, direct, oversee, and terminate Church staff and volunteers as necessary to help 

administer the affairs of the Church. 

 

9. Ensure that all official and duly authorized directives and corporate resolutions of 

the Directors are properly carried out. 
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10. Do all things necessary and proper to fulfill the above-described leadership position 

and to fulfill all duties incident to the Office of President of a corporation. 

 

Section 3. The Lead Pastor’s Spiritual Leadership. 

The Lead Pastor may work with the Directors, Staff Elders, Apostolic Advisors, and 

anyone else serving in any five-fold ministry offices (as outlined in Ephesians 4:11-13) in any way 

that the Lead Pastor determines is Biblical and consistent with these Bylaws, the Articles of 

Incorporation, and the law. In addition, the Lead Pastor may budget monies, hire staff, develop 

projects or ministry, and create small groups or other specialized ministries. 

 

Section 4. The Lead Pastor’s Responsibility for Worship Services. 

 Times, order of services, and leadership of services are to be determined by the Lead Pastor. 

No person may be invited to speak, teach, or minister at a service held in Church-owned facilities, 

or in the name of the Church, without the approval of the Lead Pastor. 

 

Section 5. The Lead Pastor’s Role with Directors. 

 The Lead Pastor has the exclusive right to nominate candidates from the Membership to 

serve as Directors (as described in Article 8) and serves as the Chair of the Directors. The Lead 

Pastor will call the meetings and determine the agenda for all Director meetings in consultation 

with the Directors. If there is a tie vote, the Lead Pastor is entitled to cast a tie-breaking vote on 

matters before the Directors with the exception of votes which create a conflict of interest, such as 

the Independent Compensation Committee or Confirmation Committee for a new Lead Pastor (as 

described in Article 8). 

 

Section 6. The Lead Pastor’s Role in Administration. 

The Lead Pastor, as the President of the Church, has plenary authority over and is 

responsible for directing all of the day-to-day activities and operations of the Church.  

 

 The Lead Pastor is responsible for hiring, directing, disciplining, and dismissing staff 

members. The Lead Pastor will, in accordance with IRS guidelines for nonprofit organizations, 

determine and establish salaries and pay scales for all salaried employees (excluding his salary and 

the salaries of his family members).  

 

Section 7. Church Discipline Regarding the Lead Pastor.  

(a) Criteria for Discipline of Lead Pastor. If two (2) or more members either of the 

Directors or of the Staff Elders believe that the Lead Pastor has engaged in immoral conduct or 

illegal financial practices, or has espoused theological views or beliefs that may require discipline 

(hereinafter referred to as “pastoral misconduct”), then those Directors or Staff Elders will first 

contact the Lead Pastor and then, if necessary, the Apostolic Advisors, and ask the Apostolic 

Advisors to investigate all alleged incidents of pastoral misconduct and evaluate whether to take 
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disciplinary action.  

ARTICLE 5-7a COMMENTARY: "When sheep try to discipline shepherds" 
Sheep should never be in a position to discipline their shepherd. When church boards have 

the power to investigate and discipline their pastors it generally doesn’t end well. Internal 
disciplinary processes have a long and terrible history of either over-disciplining their pastors 
(removing them on weak grounds because they’re extremely emotional); or the opposite: never 
removing them no matter how foolish they are (because they’re extremely emotional)! 

My sister worked for a pastor who she caught having an affair with the secretary. And when 
it came time for disciplinary action, the internal board decided to let it go. “After all,” the chairman 
of the board said, “he’s a great speaker. And nobody’s perfect.” And that was literally the end of it! 
Not surprisingly, my sister resigned shortly afterwards. 

On the other hand, I’ve also seen Lead Pastors removed by Directors for the dumbest 
reasons. Sometimes it’s as small as a personality clash. And when the inevitable questionable 
decision is made (about a staff, program or expense) suddenly, it’s a full-on impeachment hearing. 
In other words, many internal boards treat the Lead Pastorate like it’s a coaching job for a football 
team: They remove them over one or two losing seasons. 

Yet it’s important to remember: Turnover in the Lead Pastorate is way more devastating to 
a church than say, turning over the CEO of a business or coach of a team. Like I mentioned in 
Article Commentary 5-1, the average church goes into a six to ten year dip in attendance and 
finances every time they switch Lead Pastors. I.e., Churches do NOT bounce back as fast as 
football teams or businesses.  

Church are “morale based organizations.” The majority of your employees are volunteers! 
Thus, you can’t leverage things like paychecks. If the church isn’t fun and fulfilling (aka., free of 
politics), the people will find one that is! Thus, in a church, you do not want a board of corporate 
board-members impeaching the pastor every six years over shorter-term performance issues. 

Thus, the key idea here is this: You do not want an internal board to make emotional 
disciplinary decisions. But you also don’t want a lay-board to make the decision, (a board of people 
who’ve never been a Lead Pastor before – let alone even been on a pastoral staff). After all, 
churches have gotten a lot bigger and more complex than they were a hundred years ago. 

Churches are similar to football teams. A hundred years ago, they drew small crowds. They 
players weren’t paid much. Teams were small. And playbooks were too. But now, NFL football 
teams are huge. Playbooks can easily grow to over four-hundred pages. And this matters because, 
having a lay-board on disciplinary issues is like having a pee-wee football playbook in the NFL. It’s 
irresponsible. It’s like allowing your seven-year-old have a vote on the family budget or giving them 
the ability to over-ride the decisions of your surgeon while she’s doing surgery. And even from a 
perception standpoint, internal disciplinary boards comprised of lay people often lack credibility and 
objectivity.  

Thus, to simplify all of this: we always want an objective outside board of professional peers 
to make the most controversial decisions. Not only does it circumvent local politics (freeing up the 
local leaders to help with day-to-day church tasks); but, it adds credibility and objectivity to the 
entire process. 

Lastly, it’s important to avoid putting murky “performance based” impeachment clauses 
into your bylaws. 1 Timothy 5:19 says, “Do not entertain an accusation against an elder unless it is 
brought by two or three witnesses.” I.e., Make sure the standard (for accusing your leaders) is 
slightly higher so that you don’t nit-pick them to death – especially when, even good leaders often 
need six to ten years to statistically turn a church around! 

Thus, to help, these bylaws require an accusation to be limited to: (1). Immorality; (2). 
Illegality; (3). Or Bad theology. Each of these three categories is slightly more objective than say, 
“bad performance” or “mediocre preaching.” After all, 90% of immorality and doctrine accusations 
are usually clearly defined by a churches’ statement of faith (or it’s employee handbook). And 
Illegality is defined by your local statutes. 

Yet even these three areas can become gray! And this is why you need an outside board 
of professional peers called the Apostolic Advisors to make these decisions. 

Most congregants think: “I don’t expect much from my pastor… maybe just two or three 
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things.” But when you multiply those three things times one-thousand members, that’s three 
thousand expectations to fulfill. And then, if a board can indict you on any one of those opinions 
(Based on some ambiguous performance clause), you can imagine why pastoring has a super high 
burn-out rate. 

So, the nutshell version: Don’t have murky impeachment criteria. And don’t give internal 
boards (who are often plagued with self-interest) to discipline their own Lead Pastor. After all, these 
types of political situations can burn out board members just as bad as Lead Pastors. So, avoid it 
all together by using Apostolic Advisors. 

 

 (b) Process for Investigation and Disciplinary Action. The Apostolic Advisors may initiate 

an investigation of alleged pastoral misconduct only upon request of the Directors or Staff Elders 

and then only by an affirmative vote of the majority of the Apostolic Advisors.  

 
ARTICLE 5-7b COMMENTARY ONE: The goal here is simple: If there’s an Overseer with an axe 
to grind against the Lead Pastor, there are two safeguards: There needs to be an official request. 
And, the Apostolic Advisors must agree that there’s enough evidence to merit an investigation. 

  

 After the Apostolic Advisors complete their investigation, an affirmative vote of a majority 

of the total number of Apostolic Advisors is required to take disciplinary action against the Lead 

Pastor. The Apostolic Advisors may discipline the Lead Pastor in any way deemed necessary, 

including removing the Lead Pastor from leadership and terminating the Lead Pastor’s 

employment with the Church. If there are two Lead Pastors (a circumstance that is exclusively 

reserved for the founding pastors8), the Apostolic Advisors may vote to discipline, remove, or 

terminate one or both. The Apostolic Advisors will report the findings of their investigation and 

the disciplinary steps they select to the Directors and Staff Elders. 

 

 Immediately and automatically upon an initiation of an investigation, all of the authority 

and responsibility of the Lead Pastor under Article 6 transfers to the Apostolic Advisors and 

remains with them for the duration of any investigation and subsequent discipline. The Apostolic 

Advisors may delegate the authorities and responsibilities of the Lead Pastor in whole or in part to 

any of the Lead Pastor, Apostolic Advisors, Directors, Officers, or Staff Elders. The total length 

of any investigation and discipline cannot exceed two (2) years.  

 

ARTICLE 5-7b COMMENTARY TWO: "The 2 Year Discipline Window" – If you pay 

close attention, you’ll notice that, when there is an investigation and/or discipline, the Apostolic 
Advisors may function in the office of the Lead Pastor. But, this emergency role cannot last longer 
than two years. 
 This two-year window accomplishes two things: (1). It prevents the Apostolic Advisors from 
stringing out their control over the congregation. And (2). It creates a decisive window regarding 
when to fire a Lead Pastor. 
 For example, I once had a pastor friend who was caught having an affair. At first, he 
admitted to kissing a girl. But, as often happens, this was only 10% of the truth. One month later, 
we discovered it was far more than that. We discovered there were multiple mistresses – one of 
whom, he was still emailing! 

 
8 My wife Carolyn and I planted Substance together. She is very active in preaching at Substance and currently runs 

much of Substance. Our Staff Elders and Directors wisely suggested that, she is very much a co-lead pastor along 

with me and not merely a spouse who happens to be on staff with me. If something happened to me, she would very 

much be the heir apparent. So, we finally updated our bylaws to reflect the reality of our situation.  
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 Now, if there’s one thing I’ve learned when it comes to moral failures it’s this: The full story 
usually takes a while to come out. And any affair that lasts longer than a couple weeks should be 
treated more like an addiction. Repentance is not a moment, but a process, that requires ongoing 
boundaries and tests of sobriety. And sometimes it takes a month or two before the full extent of 
the dysfunction and addiction can be revealed. 
 Naturally, the Apostolic Advisors and I had to ask the question: “Could trust be rebuilt and 
proven within two years?” His wife thought so. But what about the staff? The church? And the 
community at large? When all the information came out, we realized, this was more than just an 
affair. It was ongoing duplicity. It involved illegal drugs. Thus, restoring trust to a functional level 
(with each of these entities) was certainly going to take a lot longer than just two years. 
 You see, when a moral failure like this happens, there are a lot of entities who have 
competing self-interests. Here are six of them: (1). The Pastor who sinned; (2). The spouse and 
family of the fallen pastor; (3). The needs of the church; (4). The needs of the Staff who might lose 
their jobs (because churches often lose a lot of attendees and income during a moral failure); (5). 
The interests of the board of Trustee/Directors (who are looking out for the financials); and 
sometimes, (6). The Bank – who could pull the loan on the building (or even repossess the church 
building).  
 So, if you’re an Overseer in this situation, you’re not just trying to negotiate a Win/Win. 
Rather, you’re negotiating for a quadruple, even a sextuple win – which is super tricky – especially 
when many of these entities are grieving. Thus, it’s not a surprise to note that, quite often, only one 
or two of these entities walk away with a win. 
 But why is a two-year window necessary? Well, two is not a magical number. In an ideal 
world, these six competing entities would hold hands, sway back and forth singing worship songs 
– while church members pony up their retirement funds to make up for the giant financial deficits 
that will prevent layoffs. But, once again, bylaws are not designed for idealistic situations. They’re 
designed to create clarity in terrible ones. 
 To stabilize these competing entities, it’s common for the Apostolic Advisors to set up a 
“sub-committee” of these various factions as an interim board. For example, this board might 
consist of say, 3 Apostolic Advisors; 2 senior staff and 1 trustee (thus, the various parties are 
represented with a majority of them being objective outside Apostolic Advisors). 
 Unfortunately, it’s quite common for these six entities to self-righteously go to war with each 
other. The finances always take a huge hit – which leads to a series of catastrophic changes. After 
a wave of layoffs, church members start to ask: “Why does my favorite staff member have to lose 
their job while the fallen pastor gets to keep theirs?” Then, good staff members often take jobs in 
healthier churches – (which initially helps out the church finances) – yet, these changes create 
another huge wave of grieving processes as everyone’s sense of community goes through a mega-
shift. And amidst this low morale environment, the rumor mill will start to run about whether the 
fallen pastor is even truly repentant. And, the next thing you see: There’s an inside pastor who 
thinks they should be the next Lead Pastor – even though half of the staff disagree. And finally, the 
trustees (& bank) say: “Enough is enough.” 
 Early on in a moral failure, it’s common to have each of these groups warring against each 
other while the basic information is still coming out. So, the Apostolic Advisors role is to calm 
everyone down, to buy time, and to help people make wise decisions instead of emotional ones. 
Quite often, a team of doctors and therapists will be assembled to help assess the depth of the 
failure. And thankfully, most Apostolic Advisors are smart enough to know within 90 days if a 
restoration process is possible (ie., a process that eventually returns the leader back into ministry). 
Indeed, if such a restoration process is possible, most of the time they can / should be done within 
a year. Thus, the two-year window is generally considered the maximum amount of time that a 
church can reasonably hold these factions together without fracturing.  
 The other reason why two years is considered the limit is because of “church turn-over.” 
New people will start coming during the interim. And half of a church won’t even know who the 
former pastor was when he comes back – creating another transition process. Thus, the two-year 
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window nothing more than helpful metric, similar to the “golden hour” of traumatic injury.9 Or, think 
about it like “field goal range” in football. The average pro-kicker can’t reasonably pull off a kick 
longer than 55-ish yards. And churches, in a transition longer than two years, often suffer a similar 
problem. 
 As one last example, I once had a Lead Pastor friend confess that he was having an 
emotional affair with a woman on staff. And after confessing it to his Elders, they promptly called in 
the Apostolic Advisors who started an investigation.  
 As we investigated, the failure was a bit more than just an emotional affair. The pastor 
further confessed that he was hopelessly addicted to porn. And he couldn’t quit on his own. 
 Over the years, I’ve been on a lot of overseer boards where, the majority of the Apostolic 
Advisors were nothing more than figure-heads – pastors who had giant ministries or books – but 
they had no real relationship to the pastor (nor time to deal with situations like this) – which is not 
good!  
 Thankfully, this particular board of Apostolic Advisors was filled with successful and 
available pastors who also had the “gift of restoration” (Galatians 6:1-3). In other words, you want 
Apostolic Advisors who are humble, generous, and capable of more than mere discipline. They 
need to be able to build this leader back up. And that begins by having Apostolic Advisors who are 
available enough to truly assess the situation correctly. 
 For example, getting drunk, bad language, and porn are quite different than, say, drunk 
driving, verbal abuse and actually initiating an affair (the escalated versions of the first three). And 
meth addiction, physical abuse, and having an extended affair could be considered a third level of 
the same sins. Thus, a person with a restoration gift will not merely acknowledge these levels but, 
they will apply the appropriate process to resolving these deceptions. 
  So, coming back to my pastor friend: About a month into his investigation, we had a long 
talk with his counsellor about what it would take to reasonably bring restoration to this person. And 
because the pastor had been so contrite and forthcoming, we actually felt that, if this person truly 
committed to a process of healing that, by the end of two years, they could handle the pressures 
of ministry again without crumbling. 
 Don’t get me wrong: We didn’t tell the church everything. There were a few details that 
were unnecessary to tell. Yet, we felt confident committing to a restoration process. And the church 
felt a huge amount of reassurance that, the Apostolic Advisors (many of whom had preached at 
the church on a regular basis) would keep the church on mission. 
 So, we structured the process like this: For the first six months, this pastor would be 
completely out of the pulpit. By six months, if everything was going well, we would start to integrate 
the Lead Pastor back into the pulpit once or twice a month. And if all went well, after 18-24 months, 
we would have an official restoration service for this individual.  
 When all was said and done, it was a beautiful process. Indeed, hundreds of other failing 
marriages were helped as well. And it ended up being a healing process for the entire church. 
 But the main takeaway here is this: Apostolic Advisors need to be able to balance the 
competing interests of the church while assessing the needs of the Lead Pastor. In an idealistic 
world, we would ignore both finances and timelines; yet, neither of these are wise nor realistic. 

 

Section 8. Installation of New Lead Pastor. 

 (a) Vacancy in the office of Lead Pastor. A new Lead Pastor will be selected when a 

vacancy arises in the office of Lead Pastor because of the death, disability, resignation, removal 

by the Apostolic Advisors, or other absence of the Lead Pastor. Any dispute over the existence of 

a vacancy or the disability of the Lead Pastor will be resolved by a majority vote of the Apostolic 

Advisors.  

 

 
9 It is commonly taught that, when an ambulance of E.M.T.’s intervenes within 60 minutes of an injury, that survival 

rates dramatically increase.  
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ARTICLE 5-8a COMMENTARY:  There are rare moments when, a lead pastor might 

experience a mental disability or traumatic injury that affects their ability to function as the Lead 
Pastor. Thus, the Apostolic Advisors alone are called in to handle this dispute. 

  

 A Lead Pastor in Good Standing may commence the succession process before resigning 

to ensure a smooth transition. The Lead Pastor is in “Good Standing” as long as the Lead Pastor 

is not under investigation or discipline by the Apostolic Advisors. The Lead Pastor is “Not in 

Good Standing” when the Lead Pastor is being investigated or disciplined by the Apostolic 

Advisors. 

 

 (b) Nominating Candidates for a New Lead Pastor. If a vacancy occurs while the outgoing 

Lead Pastor is in Good Standing, the outgoing Lead Pastor will nominate a candidate to serve as 

the new Lead Pastor. The nomination must be made in signed writing and submitted to the 

Secretary/Treasurer, who will deliver it to the Directors. If the outgoing Lead Pastor is dead, 

disabled, or absent, a signed, written nomination made by the outgoing Lead Pastor before the 

absence, onset of disability, or death will be submitted to the Secretary/Treasurer, who will deliver 

it to the Directors. 

 

If a vacancy occurs while the outgoing Lead Pastor is Not in Good Standing, or if a Lead 

Pastor in Good Standing is unable or unwilling to nominate a candidate, the Apostolic Advisors 

will nominate a candidate to serve as the new Lead Pastor. An affirmative vote of a majority of 

the total number of Apostolic Advisors is required to nominate a candidate. The nomination must 

be made in signed writing by the required number of Apostolic Advisors and submitted to the 

Secretary/Treasurer, who will deliver it to the Directors. 

 

ARTICLE 5-8b COMMENTARY: “Search Committees and Succession”   

 The above section explains that the Lead Pastor can nominate the heir-apparent through 
writing – similar to a written will. Remember, this nominee must still be voted on. But the Lead 
Pastor (in good standing) deserves to have their nominee(s), considered. Remember, they can 
nominate more than one person, meaning: If their first nominee fails to achieve a two-thirds “Yes” 
vote, they can nominate a second or third candidate to be voted on. 
 If there is no clear heir-apparent that the Lead Pastor is comfortable with, or, if the Lead 
Pastor was removed for a moral failure, then, the next most qualified group to make a nomination 
is a group of successful Lead Pastors. And this this can have a profound effect on your churches’ 
life-expectancy. Here’s why: 
 When you study Evangelical churches over the past six decades, the concept of the search 
committee has played out to be one of the most destructive concepts ever introduced into the 
church. Once again, the odds of a church ever achieving statistical vitality after a search committee 
selection process is quite slim over a ten-year period. And here are a few reasons for these 
predictable train-wrecks: 
 As a lead pastor, I'm currently hardwiring a lot of leadership values and procedures into 
our church leaders that may or may not be visible. There are a massive number of expectations 
that exist in our church that people aren’t even fully aware of – until you have a new lead pastor 
who suddenly transgresses these unspoken boundaries! 
 For the most part, search committees often pick nominees who (A). speak the best; & who 
(B). make the most promises to maintain the most traditions (see Article 5-1 Commentary “The 
Principle of Corporate Subservience”).  
 Unfortunately, most churches need a lead pastor who reinvent the churches traditions, not 
maintain them. They need a lead pastor who will innovate and painfully prune the church for its 
next growth season. But the political nature of a search process almost always eliminates visionary 
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leaders in favor of politically conservative ones.  
 In many ways, search committees have an impossible job: In a power vacuum, there are 
always three other competing groups: the congregation; the staff; & the board – each of which exert 
different types of political pressures on the search committee. And in the end, no matter who the 
search committee chooses, it's inevitable that some influential person (from one of these three 
entities) will publicly critique or even derail the credibility of the process or the candidate. And why? 
Because the very existence of a search committee creates in-alignment with both the church staff 
and the official board – the two entities with the greatest clout to make nomination fail. 
 For example: I served on a search committee at my former church in Wisconsin. After the 
search committee combed through 74 candidates (over nine months), we presented the top 3 picks 
to the trustees.  Of course, there were three trustees who didn’t like the selections; and, as often 
happens, they attempted to wrestle the entire process away from the search committee (or restart 
a new one). As a result, such processes often result in three devastating problems: (A). The boards 
and committees extend the length of a churches’ leadership vacuum in the very moment when a 
church needs stability. Or (B). They create a political crisis after a search process – which is, once 
again, the most dangerous time in a churches’ history. Or, as a third disaster scenario, (C) In many 
churches, there’s often a "wannabe inside-staff member” seeking the senior-pastorate who’d be a 
terrible choice. Sometimes this person is the former executive who's over-estimated their preaching 
skills or the interim pastor (who's grown fond of being in charge); Naturally, this usually results in a 
pretty complex dynamic which shoves the church into a doom loop. No matter who the next senior 
pastor is, they're likely to take over big heap of demoralized people. 
 Currently, the vast majority of successful10 Lead Pastor transitions have a very specific 
formula: 
The founding pastor nominates a singular heir apparent (usually an insider who has been groomed 
over many years). And a small group of staff elders & trustees vote to confirm or deny the candidate.  
 In other words: (1). Succession is often better when the Lead pastor chooses their 
replacement (as they know the personalities of the staff and the power players better than anyone). 
(2). Succession is often better when the nominee is an inside person (or is highly successful 
outsider who's already well known and well-loved by the congregation).11 (3). Succession is often 
better when the nominee is groomed over time so that when the transition happens, it's obvious 
and comfortable to everyone. When churches ignore these three criteria, their odds of a successful 
transition tend to plummet. 
 But what does a church do if it suddenly loses its lead pastor due to tragedy with no 
succession plan? In my opinion, the best solution is when the Apostolic Advisors (a group of 
successful senior pastors who are intimately familiar with the church) pick a singular nominee 
according to the criteria mentioned above; and after doing so, a confirmation committee (consisting 
of staff elders & trustees) then vote to confirm the nomination of the Apostolic Advisors. But why is 
this better than a search committee? 
 We would never allow a random lay-person to perform surgery on our bodies. Honestly, 
most of us would still be nervous having a 20-year veteran-surgeon perform the operation. So, why 
would we ever allow a board of lay-people do it on the body of Christ… and even worse, do it “by 
committee?” It's actually down-right irresponsible. In my opinion, even ninety-nine percent of 
pastors wouldn't even be qualified or competent to select a Lead pastor; and why? Because the 
majority of pastors have never been a Lead pastor. Indeed, you don’t even want Lead pastors 
making this decision. Rather, you want successful Lead Pastors. I.e., Experience is everything.  

 
10 And by successful, I mean, the church experiences both attendance and financial growth rates that outpaces the 

founder. I.e, It’s similar to a successful organ transplant. The body must accept the new organ and become healthier 

than before. 
11 In fact, in the classic corporate treatise Good to Great, researcher Jim Collins found an alarming fact about 

transitions in senior leadership.  The vast majority of organizations that thrived after a change in senior leader did so 

by raising up an inside leader (presumably who already had chemistry and credibility amidst the pre-existing 

leaders).  Disturbingly, only one out of eleven organizations continued to grow after bringing in an outside leader! 

(p.32) 
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 "But our church survived it!" you might argue. Well, perhaps! But that doesn't mean it's wise 
to go behind the barn and let uncle Jesse cut out your colon cancer! And I don't care if Jesse brings 
a few of his Godly friends who pray the entire time. It's still dumb.  
 “Yes, but uncle Jesse once was a veterinarian who did surgery.” Great! But it’s still dumb. 
Over the years, I’ve watched many churches get highjacked by board members who fancy 
themselves to be savvy to senior pastoring (as they’re an executive or business owner); yet, leading 
a church is fundamentally different than leading a business.12 
 So, if a church MUST have a search committee, then please guarantee that it's entirely led 
by successful and resourceful lead pastors who already know the church.  
 This adds several profound safeguards: (1). It avoids volatile congregational votes for a 
new lead pastor when a church is amidst a power vacuum or grieving process. (2). It avoids the 
misalignment and credibility issues that are often created between a search committee, the staff, 
& the church board.  
 After all, the Apostolic Advisors (who are all highly successful Lead pastors) are probably 
the most qualified individuals for recruiting and identifying a strong nominee – far more than a 
committee of laypeople who've never spent a single day in full-time ministry.  
 Even more, a churches' Apostolic Advisors are chosen because they’re already proven to 
have skills in managing staff; church budgets; public relations; etc. And most importantly, in the 
eyes of the everyday congregant, these successful senior pastors tend to add more credibility to 
the entire search process.  
 Even more, if there isn't a suitable heir apparent to be found on the current roster of the 
church, the Apostolic Advisors are the most likely group who would be able to identify a dynamic 
senior-pastor candidate on the outside who is ready for such a position (as church Apostolic 
Advisors are generally well networked individuals who are well acquainted with the leadership pools 
who could produce such an heir.) Indeed, many of our Apostolic Advisors were chosen because 
they have many dynamic teaching pastors on their staffs who could be uniquely qualified to play 
such a role.  
 Having led numerous lay-search committees, I've always been astonished by how many 
mediocre and discontent senior pastor candidates would send us their exaggerated resumes. In 
most of the search processes I've led, the people who send their resumes are often the worst 
candidates. The best, on the other hand, aren't even looking for jobs nor sending out their resumes. 
But, a great overseer usually knows this elite group. And they don't even need to comb through 
one-hundred bad candidates to find that one good one. 
 Lastly, the Apostolic Advisors can be quite resourceful in filling the pulpit of a church while 
it searches for a new senior pastor. This can be a valuable asset for churches when they are in a 
vulnerable leadership transition. As I mentioned earlier, many churches have a "Wannabe Insider” 
who often becomes the temporary preacher in the midst of a search process. Unfortunately, this 
person often becomes a "splinter staff” (a.k.a, the catalyst of a church split) – even when they don’t 
want to be. 
 For example, it's common for congregants to rally around whoever is preaching 
consistently (even if they're a terrible future choice for the lead pastorate). Thus, the moment the 
congregation finds out the interim pastor (or their favorite staff) isn't the top nominee, it tends to 
create a lot of politics & campaigning. 
 Thus, the new trend is this: rather than propping up an interim pastor or inside preacher (& 
take the risk of creating a splinter staff), the Apostolic Advisors themselves take over the burden of 

 
12 Leading a church is generally considered to be more difficult than leading a business because they are “morale 

based organizations” (as opposed to Money based organizations). In the business world, if people won’t do what you 

want, you can yank their paychecks or demote them in the flow-chart. But, in churches, the vast majority of you 

employees are volunteers. Indeed, they’ll only come if, your vision and leadership brings them joy and meaning. 

I.e., If the leader of a morale based organization is mean, uninspiring, or simply doesn’t add value to people, then 

volunteers will quit. Even worse, they’ll tell other people about a morale-based organization down the street that’s 

infinitely more inspiring. Thus, Forbes magazine ranked pastoring as the 5th most challenging leadership job (next to 

University president, corporate CEO, and Full-time football coach). 
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preaching - which guarantees that a seasoned teacher/visionary-leader is shepherding the church 
during a vulnerable season. 
 And as one last suggestion: I am a firm believer of churches “giving themselves” to other 
more successful churches. Many churches try to maintain their autonomy by appointing mediocre 
candidates. (Once again, as I argued in Article 5-1, they do this for unhealthy psychological 
reasons). Don’t misunderstand me: It’s O.K. to want to preserve your staff and traditions. Yet, what 
churches fail to understand is that: This is impossible! No matter who you make the new Lead 
Pastor, they will eventually remake the church – regardless of the promises they make. Change is 
inevitable.  
 Thus, instead of risking it all on a candidates who aren’t proven leaders – find a dynamic 
Lead Pastor in your city (who’s got at least 15 to 20 years left in the tank), and give yourselves to 
them! Indeed, if you’re a Lead Pastor who doesn’t have a solid successor, you might even consider 
nominating (in writing) that pastor in your city. 
 I would even consider looking outside of my city for such a church. However, I would give 
a few cautions: (1). Be sure that this larger church has a model that’s proven to work out of state. 
(I.e, don’t be the first “out of state” campus for this church.) (2). Go with a church that has a large 
internal leadership pipeline (For example, a church with a decent ministry school). (3). I would also 
be mindful to look for a Lead Pastor who’s got a solid decade or two left in the tank. Remember, 
most churches go into a six to ten year plateau in attendance and finances when they change lead 
pastors. A large church with lots of resources can speed up this timeline. But, you do not want to 
merge with a church that’s likely to go into a plateau of its own within ten years. 
 But whatever you do: Do not coronate a “Maintainer-Pastor.” You want an entrepreneurial 
risk-taker and good preacher who will openly admit: “I will change your traditions.” And if they don’t 
make you nervous, they probably won’t pastor you or lead you either.  

 

(c) Confirming a New Lead Pastor. An affirmative vote of two-thirds of the members of 

the Confirmation Committee (Article 8, section 4) is required to confirm a nominee to be the new 

Lead Pastor of the Church. If a nominee is submitted but is not confirmed, a new nominee will be 

selected and submitted for consideration as provided above. This process will be repeated until a 

new Lead Pastor is confirmed.  

 

ARTICLE 6 

APOSTOLIC ADVISORS 

Section 1. Requirements and Biblical Qualifications to be an Apostolic Advisor.  

 The members of the Apostolic Advisors must be licensed or ordained pastors of respected 

congregations or leaders of respected ministries who know and love the Church and its Lead 

Pastor. They must agree to make themselves available to serve the Church when requested. 

 

 Biblical qualifications for an Apostolic Advisor are: “Now the overseer must be above 

reproach, the husband of but one wife, temperate, self-controlled, respectable, hospitable, able to 

teach, not given to drunkenness, not violent but gentle, not quarrelsome, not a lover of money. He 

must manage his own family well and see that his children obey him with proper respect. (If anyone 

does not know how to manage his own family, how can he take care of God’s church?) He must 

not be a recent convert, or he may become conceited and fall under the same judgment as the devil. 

He must also have a good reputation with outsiders, so that he will not fall into disgrace and into 

the devil’s trap” (1 Timothy 3:2-7). 
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 The Apostolic Advisors as a group should possess: 

● Experience as the lead pastor of a successful church 

● Resourcefulness in attracting speakers 

● Expertise in lead pastor compensation 

● Expertise in managing personnel 

● A heart for restoring pastors accused of pastoral misconduct 

● A combination of members senior to and contemporaries with the Lead Pastor 

● At least one member capable of responding immediately in an emergency 

 

 

ARTICLE 6-1 COMMENTARY: “The Term 'Overseer' verses 'Apostolic Advisor'” 

 People often ask me: "Why are churches moving towards the term apostolic advisor instead of 
overseer?" Part of this is because, to some people, overseer automatically means "direct authority" over a 
local pastor (similar to bishops in traditional denominations). This has naturally led to a lot of misguided 
lawsuits. 
 You see, in the Hybrid model of governance, Apostolic Advisors generally do not have direct 
authority over local pastors. Indeed, they're more of a mentoring board. And they only have legal authority 
when called upon by the trustees or elders. Thus, to avoid being targeted by overly aggressive lawsuits, 
churches are moving towards the term apostolic advisor as it implicitly denotes a different type of 
relationship. 
 For example, in the Catholic church, there has been a sad tradition of sexual misconduct among 
priests. But even more scandalous, there have been a lot of bishops who have covered up this behavior – 
leading to lawsuits.  
 Obviously, independent evangelical churches are quite different than most mainline denominations. 
For starters, we have a much stronger holiness tradition. (Ironically, many evangelical churches have a sad 
tradition that's exactly opposite of mainline denominations: we over-react to any moral failures – even non-
criminal ones. Some evangelical denominations won't hire you if you've ever had a divorce – even if it was 
twenty years before you became a Christian.) 
 Another important distinction is that independent evangelical churches rarely have bishops – and 
even though they have Apostolic Advisors, they do not have direct authority over the pastors they oversee 
(unless officially called upon in crisis).  
 For example, if a pastor has an inappropriate relationship with a staff member, the Apostolic 
Advisors are now being accused of "not giving proper oversight and protection." However, according to 
these bylaws, this board doesn't have direct authority until after the problem has occurred. Indeed, they 
would only know (and could only know) what the pastor reveals to them.  
 Unfortunately, there are a lot of law-firms who don't realize these distinctions. They waste valuable 
time and money going after Apostolic Advisors who aren't legally culpable the same way that traditional 
denominational Apostolic Advisors are. Naturally, this creates a problem for independent churches.  
 Because of these spurious lawsuits, no one wants to be an overseer (for liability reasons). And 
when you decrease mentoring and accountability, it ironically increases moral failures! So, what are we to 
do?   
 For starters, some say: Let's distance ourselves from confusing terms like bishop or overseer – 
Terms which tend to mis-communicate the actual legal flow-chart. Secondarily, many apostolic advisors 
are signing special indemnification clauses (little legal statements that clarify their roles and protect them 
from liability). Lastly, churches simply need to start budgeting more for legal counsel. Unfortunately, we live 
in a litigious society. And thus, we need to budget extra finances for these types of lawsuits. 

 

Section 2. Responsibilities of Apostolic Advisors.  

The Apostolic Advisors will provide mentoring and prayer. They will communicate with 

the Independent Compensation Committee (Article 8, section 3), and when activated by the 
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Directors or Staff Elders, they will provide oversight to both the Lead Pastor and the investigation 

of alleged pastoral misconduct and any resulting discipline of the Lead Pastor as described in 

Article 5. 

 

ARTICLE 6-2 COMMENTARY: “Picking Your Apostolic Advisors” 

Over the years, I’ve mediated splits where the Apostolic Advisors (a.k.a., Overseers) were a bad fit. So, 
allow me to unpack a few of the criteria above: An ideal overseer is… 
 (1). AN ACTIVE LEAD PASTOR:  Remember, this is a crisis board… people who will be leading 
amidst moral failures or staff rebellions. They need to have a resume that could withstand scrutiny.  
Apostolic Advisors who aren’t active senior pastors are often seen as less credible and qualified to make 
complex and controversial decisions.  
 (2). THEY SHOULD BE SUCCESSFUL ENOUGH WHERE THEY “AREN’T IMPRESSED WITH 
YOU” - Ideally, you want Apostolic Advisors who pastor churches that are larger and more resourceful than 
your own church. You want your staff to be able to look up to these Apostolic Advisors and their church 
staffs. And you don’t want Apostolic Advisors who secretly wish they could take over your church.  
 Don’t misunderstand me: You want your Apostolic Advisors to love you. These are people who are 
successful enough where, they don’t need you to pay them. (see Section Five below on paying Apostolic 
Advisors). I.e., These are mentors and friends who are coming because they love you – not because they 
want to sell books or benefit from your platform. 
 (3). ACCESSIBLE and AVAILABLE: You don’t merely want “big name pastors” who will never be 
available to come preach at your church. Yes, a famous pastor may add credibility to your church; but, the 
goal isn’t merely to get figurehead leaders who will lend their names (as if this were a book endorsement). 
Rather, you want people you could actually call upon in times of crisis and they would be willing to come. 
Thus, I would avoid pastors who are so successful that you would be scared to text them. Pick people who 
could come preach once every two years. You want your church and staff to feel familiar with them so that, 
if a crisis required their assistance, your leaders would have some sort of connection and/or trust.  
 (4). PICK SPIRITUAL PARENTS AND SIBLINGS – You want a mix of Apostolic Advisors who are 
fathers and mothers as well as brothers and sisters – who pastor churches of similar style and size. Be 
sure to pick at least one overseer who has a “Restoration Gift” (aka., the ability to pastor you through your 
toughest day). You want people who can be honest with you – people you would trust to take over your 
church in a time of crisis. Pick people you would be comfortable confessing your sins to. They don’t need 
to be your weekly accountability partners; but, you want people you can be vulnerable around. 

 

Section 3. Number, Appointment, and Term of Apostolic Advisors.  

There will be at least five (5) Apostolic Advisors. When the Lead Pastor is in Good 

Standing (as defined in Article 6), Apostolic Advisors will be nominated by the Lead Pastor in 

consultation with the Staff Elders and confirmed by a majority vote of the Directors. Before the 

Directors vote on the confirmation of an Overseer, they will conduct reasonable due diligence. The 

term of service for Apostolic Advisors will be four (4) years. Apostolic Advisors may serve more 

than one term, but they must be re-nominated and confirmed for each term. 

 

ARTICLE 6-3 COMMENTARY: “The Magic Number of Apostolic Advisors” 

These bylaws recommend at least five Apostolic Advisors. But I’ve seen smaller churches have as few as 
three. Ideally, you want more than three; but, less than seven. Here’s Why: If you only have 2 Apostolic 
Advisors in a time of crisis, it could be easy for an internal board of trustees or elders to dismantle or 
undermine the authority of your overseeing board. 
 One time I was friends with a Lead Pastor who was going through a trustee board coup. They were 
trying to impeach him for bad leadership. And their primary grudge was that the pastor drove off a well 
loved youth pastor. At the time, the church only had two Apostolic Advisors: One was a pastor of church 
that was much smaller than my friends church – but it was a similar denomination. The other overseer came 
from a large mega church on the other side of the country. But, he hadn’t come preach at the church in 
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over a decade. Thus, there was no relational equity. 
 When the Apostolic Advisors finished their investigation, they gave their verdict: “Yes, the Lead 
Pastor was a mediocre leader. But, you can’t impeach a Lead Pastor over something as small and ridiculous 
as nudging out a problematic youth pastor.” But the trustee board was quite shocked that the Apostolic 
Advisors didn’t agree with them! 
 Unwilling to take NO for an answer, the trustees decided to campaign against the credibility of the 
Apostolic Advisors. The Overseer from the large church didn’t have either the time nor the relational equity 
to care about this church. And the Overseer from the small church had relationship; but, he didn’t have the 
respect or the platform to leverage against the board.  
 The trustees, on the other hand, had big-time leverage: Many were the top givers and had been at 
the church twice as long as the Lead Pastor. So, both doubled down. Both made their case to as many 
people as possible. And after three church splits, everybody lost. And the building was ironically purchased 
by the growing church down the road. 
 So here’s the Moral: Your overseer board is useless if there’s not enough of them and they don’t 
have equity with the people. So, never have less than three. And if you’re going with this low number, make 
sure that all three are available in crisis and could come preach every now and again. If you have more 
than seven, it can be a rather cumbersome number of relationships to maintain. But the maximum number 
isn’t as important as the minimum number. 
  Lastly, the four-year term is simply to force the Lead Pastor to reassess their overseer relationships 
every few years. Friendships can change. Sometimes your church outgrows the leadership capacity of a 
certain overseer. And sometimes, certain Apostolic Advisors start moving into theological or methodological 
flows that are different than your congregation. Thus, a four-year term gives you a reset point without 
requiring you to reject that pastor by terminating them. 
 Other times, there are certain Apostolic Advisors whose success makes them unavailable or 
inaccessible. Thus, it’s important to acknowledge when these changes happen. And thus, every four years 
is a reasonable time frame for reassessing: Do I have a functional overseer board? 

 

Section 4. Resignation, Removal, and/or Nomination of New Apostolic Advisors.  

 An Overseer may resign at any time by giving written notice to the Lead Pastor. The 

resignation will take effect on the date the Lead Pastor receives the notice or on a later date 

specified in the notice, and the resignation will be effective regardless of whether it is accepted. 

The Lead Pastor will provide a copy of the notice to the Directors. 

 

 The Lead Pastor may unilaterally remove up to one (1) Apostolic Advisors per year, with 

or without cause, provided that the removal does not reduce the total number of Apostolic Advisors 

to less than three (3). The Lead Pastor will give contemporaneous written notice of a removal to 

the Directors. The Lead Pastor may remove more than one Apostolic Advisor within a year only 

upon confirmation by a majority vote of the Directors. 

 

If a vacancy in an Apostolic Advisor position occurs, the Lead Pastor will nominate a new 

Apostolic Advisor within a reasonable time. 

 

 While the Lead Pastor is being investigated under Article 5, Section 7, the size and 

Membership of the Board of Apostolic Advisors may not be changed. While the Lead Pastor is 

being disciplined under Article 5, section 7, the size or Membership of the Board of Apostolic 

Advisors may be changed only upon confirmation by a majority vote of the Directors. 

 

ARTICLE 6-4 COMMENTARY:  
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There was a time when, due to a moral failure, I had to remove one of my Apostolic Advisors (a.k.a., 
overseer). And conversely, I knew a Lead Pastor who, after embracing heretical doctrine, attempted 
to stack his board with “yes-men.” However, this clause slows (or even stops) the rate at which this 
can happen. 
 

Section 5. Payment of Apostolic Advisors.  

 Apostolic Advisors will not be paid a salary or honorarium for performing the role of 

Overseer, but the Church may reimburse the reasonable out-of-pocket expenses they incur in that 

role. Apostolic Advisors who speak at the Church may be paid an honorarium on the same terms 

that speakers who are not Apostolic Advisors are paid. 

 

ARTICLE 6-5 COMMENTARY: “The Origin of First-Fruits”  
 A while back, there was a pastor who paid his Apostolic Advisors huge honorariums to 
come preach (like five times the average). And then, these same Apostolic Advisors helped 
approve this pastor’s salary. Not surprisingly, when the media got ahold of this, it became a public 
relations nightmare for all of the churches involved.  
 From my perspective, it wasn’t so much that the honorariums or salary amounts were 
unreasonable; rather, it was the conflict of interest and the public perception. As the Apostle Paul 
puts it: “But among you there must not be even a hint of …any kind of impurity, or of 
greed, because these are improper for God’s holy people” (Eph. 5:3) I.e., there doesn’t even 
need to be actual greed for it to be wrong. The mere hint of greed is all it takes for it to be 
improper. 
 Don’t get me wrong: It’s ok to “reimburse their reasonable out of pocket expenses.” And 
it’s O.K. to want to honor your Apostolic Advisors – with an amount that’s justifiable for the level of 
speaker. But, if the Lead Pastor’s salary is exclusively set by Apostolic Advisors, this can produce 
a conflict of interest. Thus, here are two solutions. 
 First, as you’ll see further down in Article 8-3, we have a trustee and an overseer on the 
compensation committee – which adds objectivity to the independent compensation committee. 
But, other pastors bless their Apostolic Advisors out of their personal tithes and/or first-fruits. And, 
believe it or not, this practice has been done for thousands of years. In the Old Testament, it was 
called “Terumah.” And it might be an interesting way to honor your Apostolic Advisors. 
 As you know, there were three types of tithes13 which were very much separate from 
First-fruits (Nehem 12:44). And the First tithe went to your local temple to support Levites (church 
staff). But about five times a year (depending on your crop), you would take your First-fruits 
(known in Hebrew as "Bik-kur-im") and take it to your Priest – particularly the one who’s anointing 
you wanted to share. Usually, First-Fruits (the first part of the harvest) amounted to between 1.6% 
to 2.5% of the total harvest. So, in Jesus’ time, if a person gave the bare minimum (1.6%), you 

 
13 The FIRST Tithe (In Hebrew, Ma’asair Rishone) also known as the Lord’s Tithe was essentially the classic tithe 

that most pastors teach about. (ten percent of your total income). It went directly to the local church for facilities, 

programs, etc. Then ten percent of this ten percent went to the priests as a base-pay of sorts – similar to a server at a 

restaurant. And then 1st fruits was kind of like their tips (if they were good). After 1st Fruits & the Lords Tithe, then 

Jews would then do the “Self-tithe” (In Hebrew: "Maasair ShaNai") God required every good Israelite to save 10% 

of their income their entire adult life. In other words, after 1stfruits (2.5%); and after the Lords Tithe (10%) which 

equals a total of 12.5%, they took out an addtl 10% for savings. Hence, a typical Israelite lived on less than 77.5% of 

their income. (Just subtract 22.5% -- i.e.,12.5% for 1stFruits & the Lords Tithe… & 10% for savings = 77.5% 

leftover). Naturally, by the third generation, a Jewish family would be so wealthy from this second tithe that God 

required a 3rd tithe called the The Poor Tithe (Heb: "Maasair ANai") Every 3rd year, Israelites were required to take 

the Self-Tithe and instead apply it to the Poor Tithe: Rather than "paying yourself" (saving for your children’s 

children), every 3rd year you’d give it to the poor, the alien, or widow (Deut 14:28). Hence, this was a social justice 

tithe / a "missions" tithe; but, it would not take away from the local church. 
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were considered to have an “evil eye” (see Mt. 6:22-24). And a “good eye” (2.5%) meant you 
were a generous person who longed to please God.  
 But, the idea was that you would take your harvest, bind it into a big bundle, and take it 
directly to your rabbi or priest (not the temple, which got the tithes) and then you’d lift it high and 
wave it (hence it was also called a wave-offering). When you did this, your "Bikkurim" would 
become "Terumah" which means 'Blessed'. And this ritual became a type and shadow of Christ.14 
 Israelites & early Jews believed that whatever anointing was on your priest or rabbi would 
come onto your life when you did this (also known as a Covenent of Salt – see Ezek. 44:30). 
Thus, you wouldn’t give First fruits to a priest unless you were willing to share their blessings and 
curses. Indeed, a poor rabbi was seen as corrupt – not worthy of having an anointing worth 
sharing – (which is why the Gospels referred to the soldiers as casting lots for Jesus’ seem-less 
robe – an article of clothing that was extremely expensive – thus implying that, everyone saw 
Jesus was a righteous man). 
 But my point is this: My wife and I have always tithed to the local church. And we’ve also 
taken 2.5% and given it to our “priests” – the people whose anointing we want to share (a.k.a., 
mentors or Apostolic Advisors). Thus, to break it all down: When my Apostolic Advisors preach at 
my church, I pay them the same amount I would pay any of my speakers (which is usually one-
weeks worth of their typical salary + reimbursements). And, I often add my personal First-fruits 
(2.5%) to this. 
 Now, I’m not suggesting that any of us are obligated to continue practicing this Old 
Testament pattern. And when I give my First-fruits to my mentors, I certainly don’t bundle it and 
wave it around in front of them to experience a blessing. (Although, that would be quite dramatic). 
But, you get the idea: It’s the principle. God wants us to honor our spiritual leaders. And for my 
wife and me, it has become a rich and delightful tradition. 

 

ARTICLE 7 

DIRECTORS 

Section 1. General Powers and Authority of the Directors. 

The Directors will have the duties and the responsibilities generally associated with and 

exercised by a corporate board and are the only governing body within the Church.15 All corporate 

powers will be exercised by or under the authority of the Directors and in accordance with the law 

and these Bylaws. Accordingly, the Directors, under the leadership of the Lead Pastor, will have 

the final authority solely over affairs pertaining to corporate matters of the Church. 

  

The Directors will be responsible for the oversight of all of the Church’s financial 

resources, including the acquisition and disposition of Church property (both real and personal). 

Further, the Directors will have the power:  

 

(a) To buy, sell, mortgage, pledge, or encumber real or personal property owned by the 

Church 

 
14 Once the First-fruits were high and lifted up, they were “blessed” and placed into the hands of the priest. Hence, 

Jesus became our “First-fruits” –  "...when I am lifted up from the earth, I will draw all men to myself." (John 12:32); 

"Father, into your hands I commit my spirit" Luke 23:46 – a symbol of first-fruits to God, the Father. 

 
15 This doesn’t mean that Apostolic Advisors and Staff Elders don’t have a governing role; rather, it’s indicating that 

the Directors have the ultimate authority insofar as they can modify the bylaws to eliminate the other two (in 

agreement with the Lead Pastor). 
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(b) To cause or permit the Church to merge or transfer some or all of its assets to another 

qualified organization 

  

(c) To cause or permit the Church to dissolve or otherwise liquidate its assets 

 

(d) To cause or permit the Church to engage in any transaction, contract, agreement, or 

arrangement that is related to the purposes of the Church 

 

(e) To cause or permit the Church to enter into any financial commitment in excess of fifty 

thousand dollars ($50,000.00) in the aggregate 

 

 (f) To do all things necessary and proper to carry out the above-described general corporate 

powers and to fulfill all the duties incident to the role of Directors of the Church 

  

 The Directors, in consultation with the Lead Pastor, are entitled to select advisors and 

delegate duties and responsibilities to them. Directors will have no personal liability for actions 

taken or omitted by the advisor if the Directors act in good faith and with ordinary care in selecting 

the advisor. The Directors may, in consultation with the Lead Pastor, remove or replace the advisor 

at any time, with or without cause.  

 

The Directors, despite the use of the word, will not have the powers or duties of a “Director 

of a trust” (as that term is generally understood in the law of trusts) with respect to the Church or 

with respect to any property held or administered by the Church, including property that may be 

subject to restrictions imposed by the donor or transferor of the property.  

 

Section 2. Number, Qualifications, Appointment, Term, Resignation or Removal of 

Directors. 

(a) Number. There will be at least five (5) and no more than nine (9) Directors. 

 

 (b) Qualifications. Directors will not be employees of the Church, nor will they be related 

by blood or marriage to any other Director, the Lead Pastor, any Officer, or any Staff Elder. 

Directors will: 

● Live a life in which the fruit of the Holy Spirit is evident 

● Demonstrate good judgment in private and public life 

● Enthusiastically support the Church and its Statement of Faith 

● Be willing and able to commit a significant portion of time and money to the 

Church 

● Have demonstrated an ability to work with other people in unity. After a 

vigorous discussion and open disagreement, to be able to submit to an 

authoritative vote and work as one 

● Be able to attend all Director meetings unless temporary, unavoidable 

circumstances arise and the Lead Pastor is notified 

● Possess in-depth experience and skills in at least one of the following areas: 

o Organizational management 
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o Finance and budgeting 

o Nonprofit organizations 

o Law 

o Real estate 

o Entrepreneurship 

o Marketing and public relations 

o Fundraising 

o Theological understanding 

o Missions and evangelism 

● Be able to advise and counsel the Lead Pastor upon request but refrain from 

unsolicited involvement in management 

 

ARTICLE 7-2b COMMENTARY: “What makes a great Trustee / Director?”  
 Over the years, I’ve been asked: Who are the types of people who make great trustees? 
I.e., Who are the type of people that a Lead Pastor should look to nominate? Well, allow me to 
expand upon the above mentioned criteria using 4 categories of thought:  Imperatives, Preferences, 
Optionals, and Don’ts (a.k.a., I.P.O.D.S.) 

IMPERATIVES: Trustee / directors focus on the financial and business health of the 
church. Some pastors see them as a type of specialized elder. Hence, they should: Live a lifestyle 
that’s beyond reproach (i.e., it’s not easy to accuse them of evil) (1 Tim. 3:2); They manage 
themselves, their doctrine, their marriage, finances, and their family well. (Titus 1:6-7, 9); They have 
a good reputation with outsiders (1 Tim. 3:7); They are not a recent convert (i.e., they have a track-
record of choosing God). (1 Tim. 3:6, 10); Look for people who love you (the Lead Pastor) and 
feel called to your leadership. Look for people with whom you have divine chemistry. (i.e., You 
communicate with them easily). Look for people who are willing & available to pursue a relationship 
with you. Look for people who consistently attend your church (Relationally connected); Look for 
people who are generous to your church in both time and money. (i.e., people with ownership); 
Pick trustees who are able to balance big-faith along with skeptical diligence.  

PREFERENCES: When possible, look for trustee-oriented skill-sets: Eg., lawyers, CEO’s, 
accountants, contractors, real-estate leaders, business owners, human resource or fundraising 
skills. Look for people who can help you develop a legacy team (a group whose gift is giving). I.e., 
Look for people who can help you attract and maintain donors, business leaders, and people of 
influence. Look for diversity: A board with diverse ages, genders, and ethnic backgrounds can 
increase your influence, boost church confidence, as well as boost church evangelism (See Acts 
6). When the church is small and can’t afford staff, use this team as a testing ground for potential 
staff. Look for people who would be comfortable talking about executive compensation packages:  

Studies show, if everyone on your board makes less than a typical pastor, they’ll be less 
likely to approve normal compensation packages, even if it’s in line with national averages. I say 
this not so that you appoint “wealthy business people” so you can get a more generous salary 
(although, some of you were probably thinking that)! Rather, if your church pay-scales are below 
average (because your board is uncomfortable or inexperienced making market-based business 
decisions), then it can mess up your churches pay-scales – which makes it harder for your church 
to recruit or keep talented staff. (See Commentary on Article 8-3 for the disaster that taught me 
this). 

 
OPTIONALS:  Feel free to include spouses as much or as little as you feel comfortable. 

The Bible bids us to consider married couples as “one flesh.” So, in meetings, when the Lead 
Pastor is sharing more vision, pull more people in. In times when a complicated decision is being 
made, keep the meeting smaller. Feel free to break the mold on a few of your trustees. They don’t 
all need to be “successful business people.”  

DON’TS:  Don’t pick board members with “church wounds.” Be careful about people 
who’ve served on previous church boards. They may have more baggage and preconceived 
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notions about their role on your board. Don’t pick trustees exclusively based on wealth or skill. Yes, 
financial success is often a sign of good stewardship; but, this is not a substitute for the Imperatives 
mentioned above. And Yes, it’s helpful to have lawyers, CEO’s, contractors, and real-estate leaders 
on your board; but, you can hire these skills. Avoid family members due to the perception of conflicts 
of interest: Family members can either be too harsh or too soft when it comes to big decisions. I.e., 
It’s critical to establish a healthy perception of accountability as well as actual accountability. And 
family members can add a complicated dynamic. Avoid appointing trustees who want to “mentor 
you” – this may be a great attribute in an Overseer. But, the trustee role is all about carrying out 
your vision – not to mentor a vision into you. People who perceive themselves to be mentoring 
could be tempted to think that the vision of the church flows from them to you. However, trustees 
don’t dictate vision. They exist to help you carry it out in a responsible way. Yes, they can push-
back on your vision. But, it’s important to maintain relationships that protect the flow of vision. 

  

 (c) Appointment. The Lead Pastor will have the exclusive right to nominate individuals 

whom the Lead Pastor deems qualified to serve as a Director. A candidate for Director must be 

approved by a majority vote of the Staff Elders (described in Article 10). The Lead Pastor’s 

nomination of a new Director will not exceed the rate of one (1) new candidate every six (6) 

months, except if a vacancy causes the total number of Directors to be less than five (5). The Lead 

Pastor will be given a reasonable amount of time to nominate individuals to fill Director vacancies. 

  

(d) Term. Directors will be nominated and confirmed for an initial one (1) year term. The 

Lead Pastor has the exclusive, unilateral authority to extend the initial term for an additional three 

(3) years, leading to a potential total of a four (4) year term. Directors may serve more than one 

term, but they must be re-nominated and confirmed for each term. 

 

ARTICLE 7-2d COMMENTARY: “Healthy Board Rotation”  
Over the years, people have asked me: “What’s up with the One-year and Four-year 

appointments?” At first glance it can look kind of confusing and unnecessary. But the goal is to maintain a 
healthy amount of divine chemistry. 

Before planting Substance, I took over a church that had life-time Trustee appointments. Don’t get 
me wrong, according to the bylaws, I could technically remove one of them every six months. But, whenever 
I tried to utilize this privilege, the individual (or group) would interpret this as rejection – as though I was 
firing them or executing some nuclear option.   

Conversely, I also had certain trustees who had lost all of their availability to be on my board. They 
secretly wanted to get off the board but, they didn’t want me to feel like they were abandoning me. So, to 
avoid these situations, I built a system of rotation that causes natural reset moments without amplifying 
awkwardness or rejection. 

Thus, here’s how Lead Pastors need to utilize these rotation tools. The ultimate goal is to create a 
healthy team dynamic. Quite often, my executives will curate a list of dynamic people I should consider 
nominating to our board. After vetting them, I often nominate them for a one-year term, which I can extend 
into a four-year term. And the idea behind this is simply to test out the team-dynamic over a one-year 
window: ie., does the new addition add a good dynamic to the team? At the end of a year, do they even 
want to serve in that capacity? Do the other trustees enjoy this person as well? 

Beyond this “probationary year,” these rotation points also help when Directors (or their spouses) 
regress in spiritual health.  

Over the years, I’ve had Directors who weren’t “watching their lives and doctrine closely” (1 Tim. 
4:16). One started listening to certain extremist church-podcasts whose culture diverged from our own. Or, 
sometimes it’s the spouse who regresses.  

We’ve had spouses get wounded or weird over certain topics – issues that wouldn’t disqualify them 
if they weren’t in leadership. Unfortunately, the high bar of leadership often results in tensions that, some 
people aren’t ready for (see James 3:1). Thus, there have been multiple times when, these 1-year and 4-
year rotation points spared me from having to do an unnecessary confrontation. 
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Don’t get me wrong: As a good pastor, I’m going to have courageous conversations either way. 
Every ministry team is one-tough conversation away from a breakthrough. Thus, the goal isn’t to avoid 
conflict. Rather, the goal is to have a system that can prevent unnecessary conflict. 

 But the main idea is this: Relationships are always changing. Thus, a healthy board needs reset 
points where these changes can be acknowledged, and when necessary, the board can be modified. 

  

(e) Resignation or Removal. A Director may resign at any time by giving written notice to 

the Lead Pastor. The resignation will take effect on the date the Lead Pastor receives the notice or 

on a later date specified in the notice, and the resignation will be effective regardless of whether it 

is accepted. The Lead Pastor will provide a copy of the notice to the other Directors. 

  

 The Lead Pastor may unilaterally remove up to one (1) Director every six (6) months, with 

or without cause, provided that the removal does not reduce the total number of Directors to less 

than five (5). The Lead Pastor will give contemporaneous written notice of a removal to the 

Directors and Staff Elders. The Lead Pastor may remove more than one Director within a six (6) 

month period only upon confirmation by a majority vote of the Staff Elders. 

 

Section 3. Chair of the Directors.  

 The Lead Pastor will serve and preside as the Chair of the Directors, will call the Director 

meetings, and will determine the agenda for all meetings in consultation with the Directors. If the 

Lead Pastor’s attendance is impossible, then the privilege of chairing will first pass to the Vice 

President and then to the Secretary/Treasurer. If neither the Lead Pastor, Vice President, nor the 

Secretary/Treasurer is able to attend the meeting, then the Directors will elect a chair and proceed 

in order, keeping minutes of their actions for the corporate record. Any resolutions passed during 

a Director meeting without an Officer present will not take effect until the next properly called 

Directors’ meeting when the Lead Pastor is present and the minutes of the prior meeting are put 

forward for approval by the Directors and included in the corporate record book. 

 

ARTICLE 7-3 COMMENTARY: “The Secret Meeting Clause”  
 As stated in the commentary on Article 5-1, if a church wants to extend its life-expectancy, it needs 
to create “Corporate Subservience.” This requires that the Lead Pastor always serves as the “Chair” – 
a.k.a., the agenda setter. You do not want your church to have a “chairman of the board” who is not one-
in-the-same with the Lead Pastor as this often causes church splits over the smallest decisions. But even 
if your church merges the positions of “chairman of the board” with the lead-pastorate, it still can result in 
unnecessary splits.  
 Years ago, I was called in to mediate a board split. A director got into a fight with the lead pastor. 
This particular director attempted to pull a board-coup by calling a secret meeting at his house with the goal 
of persuading the other directors to vote his way. And, as you would expect, this power move ended up 
splitting the church. 
 Unfortunately, “secret trustee meetings” have become a common occurrence in a lot of churches. 
Thus, to avoid subterfuge like this, these bylaws create a clear process: Only the Chair can call meeting 
and determine their agenda. Of course, the Directors can share their opinions in advance. And that agenda 
must be enforced in succession by the officers when the Lead Pastor isn’t present. Indeed, resolutions 
cannot even be acted upon until the Lead-pastor/Chair is present at the following meeting. 
 But what if the Lead Pastor is acting immoral? Well, the bylaws state that any two Directors or Staff 
elders can call upon the Apostolic Advisors who will then take over the Chair if necessary. I.e., There’s a 
process for holding the Lead Pastor accountable. But conversely, this is a clause that holds the directors 
accountable. Directors can’t call secret meetings every time they dislike the pastor’s opinion on the worship 
set. 
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Section 4. Meetings.  

 (a) Regular or Special Meetings. A regular or special meeting may be held at any place 

that the Directors consent to in writing, either before or after the meeting. A record of the consent 

to location will be filed with the minutes of the meeting. Aside from the Lead Pastor, Vice 

President, and Secretary/Treasurer, no other staff member should attend a Director meeting unless 

invited by the Lead Pastor. 

 

ARTICLE 7-4a COMMENTARY: “The Intrusive Staff Members”  
 I had a pastor friend who took over an old church. And like a lot of non-founding pastors, he had to 
endure endless stories from the board about “the way the former pastor used to do things.” And over time, 
he began to push the Directors to start taking risks again.  
 “Let’s start allowing the community to rent the unused parts of our buildings. Let’s get the 
community onto our property a bit more with the hopes of getting them to come to church.” Yet the Directors 
would object, “We don’t need strangers coming onto our property… wearing out our parking lot and 
potentially vandalizing our buildings.” And like a lot of aging churches, the board became obsessed with 
mitigating risks rather than taking evangelistic ones. The buildings take precedent over the mission (see 
Article 5-1 Commentary on Corporate subservience). 
 So, to obstruct the Lead Pastors agenda, the resistant board starting inviting sympathetic staff into 
the meeting. Sometimes it would be a low-level financial person who would suddenly provide “alternate” 
financial information that was a different interpretation than the Lead pastor. Other times, it would be a 
random pastoral staff – who just happened to agree with this board’s agenda. 
 In many ways, inviting sympathetic staff became a form of filibuster for the Directors. And whenever 
the Lead Pastor objected to their invites, they would suddenly test the Lead pastor by saying: “Why? Why 
would you be afraid for this staff member to hear our discussion? Do you have something to hide?” 
 A similar problem occurred in my first church. I inherited a staff who were almost all twice my age. 
And many of these staff members were best friends with our life-time appointed board of directors.  
 I could handle the old-guard’s opinions throughout the week, but some of these staff members were 
former directors. And by the time I took over, they had a habit of continuing to show up at director meetings 
– presumably to provide information; but, it almost functioned like it was a small group.  
 Normally, I wouldn’t mind. But at the time, I was trying to turn the church. We were making hard 
decisions about the church. And I didn’t want too many cooks in the kitchen. Even more, I had inherited 
some obstructionist staff that I needed to transition out. And I needed my board of directors to give me 
wisdom on how to accomplish this. Yet, I didn’t have a clause like this to help keep these meetings sacred. 
And every time I attempted to uninvite certain people (to decrease the number of opinions and ears), it 
would result in drama for me. 
 So the bottom line is this: Whenever your Board of Directors has to make controversial decisions 
at a meeting, you don’t want unnecessary people showing up. Hence, this clause simply clarifies that the 
chair-person can limit meetings exclusively to directors and officers whenever they see fit. 

 

(b) Telephonic Meetings. Any meeting, regular or special, may be held by conference 

telephone or similar communication equipment, so long as all Directors participating in the 

meeting can simultaneously hear one another and participate. All Directors will be deemed to be 

present in person at a meeting so conducted. 

 

(c) Notice Requirements for Regular or Special Meetings. A regular meeting of the 

Directors will occur at least annually. Regular meetings of the Directors may be held without notice 

if the time and place of such meetings are fixed by a resolution of the Directors.  
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 The Lead Pastor or any three (3) of the Directors may call a special meeting of the 

Directors. The Notice of Special Meetings will include:  

  

 1) Manner of Giving Notice. Notice of special meetings will be given to each 

Director by a method reasonably calculated to reach the Director.  

 

 2) Time Requirements. Notice must be given in time to be received by the Director 

at least twenty-four (24) hours before the time set for the meeting. 

 

 3) Notice Contents. The notice will state the date, time, and place for the meeting. 

Unless otherwise expressly stated herein, the notice does not need to specify the purpose 

or the business to be transacted at the special meeting.  

 

4) Waiver. Attendance of a Director at a meeting will constitute waiver of notice of 

the meeting, except where the Director attends only to object that the meeting is not 

properly called.  

 

ARTICLE 7-4c COMMENTARY:  
After the commentary on 7-3 “The Secret Meeting Clause,” it sometimes confuses people 

that “any three directors” can call a special meeting. 
However, the assumption is that the rules of Section 3 still apply: Namely, the Lead Pastor 

still has control over the meeting, the agenda, and still needs to approve resolutions at the follow-
up meeting. So, why then, would Directors call a meeting?  

Over the years, there have been situations where the Lead Pastor has been tragically 
injured or incapacitated and the Directors were needed to make a decision. Of course, in most of 
these situations, the Apostolic Advisors would be called in (and would delegate the chair to one of 
the officers). 

A more common reason is simplicity: There have been many times when my admin 
department needed quick board approval on some sort of perfunctory lease renewal. Yet, if I’m out 
of country, the Directors can help take care of business. Thus, it takes at least three Directors (the 
necessary quorum for a board of five to pass a resolution). 

But, in any case, it’s never permission for subterfuge or deception. 

 

Section 5. Action of Directors Without a Meeting.  

 Any action required or permitted to be taken by the Directors may be taken without a 

meeting, if all of the Directors consent in writing to the action. Such action by written consent will 

be filed with the minutes of the proceedings of the Church.  

 

ARTICLE 7-5 COMMENTARY:  
 There have been many occasions over the years when I informed my board of an upcoming 
decision (say, a lease negotiation). We all agreed on the strategy; yet, the official lease took another 
three weeks to finalize. If the board is already informed and in agreement, then, a meeting is often 
unnecessary. Thus, there are times when my admin assistants will seek out Directors (who happen 
to be at a random church service at one of our campuses) and we move a resolution forward without 
trying to wrangle all of our schedules for a meeting. 
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Section 6. Quorum. 

Unless otherwise provided for in these Bylaws, a majority of the Directors then in office 

will constitute a quorum for the transaction of business at any meeting of the Directors. If a quorum 

is present at the beginning of a meeting, the Directors may continue to transact business even if 

enough Directors leave the meeting so that less than a quorum remains. However, no action may 

be approved without the vote of at least a majority of the number of Directors in attendance 

required to constitute a quorum. If a quorum is present at no time during a meeting, a majority of 

the Directors present may adjourn and reconvene the meeting one time without further notice.  

 

Section 7. Voting. 

The Directors will try to act by consensus. If action by consensus is impossible, then the 

vote of a majority of the Directors present and voting at a meeting at which a quorum is present 

will be sufficient to act unless the act of a greater number is required by the law or these Bylaws. 

Each Director will have one (1) vote. A Director who is present at a meeting and abstains from a 

vote is considered to be present and voting for the purpose of determining the decision of the 

Directors. The burden is on the individual Directors to ensure that their votes are properly recorded 

in the minutes as either “yes”, “no”, or “abstain”. If a vote of the Directors results in a tie, the Lead 

Pastor will be entitled to cast a tie-breaking vote, except for votes that create a conflict of interest, 

such as the Independent Compensation Committee or Confirmation Committee for a new Lead 

Pastor, in which case the next most senior Officer available who is not subject to the conflict (the 

Vice President, then the Secretary/Treasurer) may cast the tie-breaking vote. 

 

Section 8. Proxies. 

Voting by proxy is prohibited.  

 

Section 9. Duties of Directors. 

The Directors will discharge their duties in good faith, with ordinary care, and in a manner 

they reasonably believe to be in the best interest of the Church. The Directors may in good faith 

rely on information, opinions, reports, or statements, including financial statements and other 

financial data, that are prepared and presented by a variety of persons, including Officers, 

employees of the Church, professional advisors, and experts such as accountants or legal counsel. 

A Director is not relying in good faith if the Director has knowledge concerning a matter in 

question that renders reliance unwarranted.  

 

Section 10. Interested Parties. 

 Pursuant to the law and the provisions of Article 16 below, a contract or transaction 

between the Church and a Director is not automatically void or voidable simply because the 

Director, an employee, or other control party has a financial interest in the contract or transaction.  
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Section 11. No Compensation.  

 The Directors will not receive any compensation in exchange for services rendered as 

Directors. The Directors may, however, be reimbursed for reasonable expenses incurred in the 

performance of their duties as Directors upon approval by the Lead Pastor and a majority vote of 

the Directors.  

 

ARTICLE 8 

COMMITTEES AND ADVISORY TEAMS 

Section 1. Establishment of Committees and Advisory Teams. 

The Directors will establish the Committees specified in this Article and may, at their 

discretion, establish additional Committees or Advisory Committees. Any and all Advisory 

Committees will conform to rules established by the Directors.  

 

Section 2. Audit Review Committee. 

 The Directors will appoint the Secretary/Treasurer and two (2) Directors to serve on the 

Audit Review Committee of the Church. The Audit Review Committee will select and engage the 

Church’s independent auditors to perform the annual audit of the Church as required herein. After 

reviewing the annual audit, the Audit Review Committee will report its findings to the Directors 

at a meeting of the Directors.  

 

Section 3. Independent Compensation Committee. 

 An Independent Compensation Committee will be established by the Board of Directors 

and will consist of a minimum of two (2) Independent Directors and one (1) Independent Overseer 

who can add credible experience. Under no circumstances will the number of independent 

members of the Compensation Committee be decreased to less than three (3). An individual is 

considered to be “Independent” if the individual does not have a conflict of interest. A conflict of 

interest arises when the individual is in a position of authority over the Church (such as an Officer, 

Director, Staff Elder, or employee) and can benefit financially from a decision made in such a 

capacity, including indirect benefits such as to family members or businesses with which the 

person is closely associated. 

 

The Independent Compensation Committee will recommend total compensation amounts 

for the Lead Pastor and any family member to the Directors for the Directors’ review and approval. 

The Independent Compensation Committee may consider duties, performance evaluations, 

compensation comparability data, and other relevant information to assist it in ensuring that the 

amount of total compensation paid to each individual is reasonable and in compliance with current 

IRS guidelines for nonprofit organizations. The Lead Pastor will not participate in the Independent 

Compensation Committee’s discussion or vote regarding his or any family members’ 

compensation. 
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As part of their role, the Independent Compensation Committee will serve as a pastoral 

care committee for the Lead Pastor and will meet with the Lead Pastor annually to support the 

Lead Pastor’s spiritual, emotional, and physical well-being.  

 

 

ARTICLE 8-3 COMMENTARY:  "Cheap Skate Board Members" 
 

Years ago, I happened to have a good number of directors who were cheap-skates. Two 
of them were wounded from past churches on the topic of giving. And although I knew better, I 
nominated them to be Directors. 

One of my Trustee/Directors was constantly telling me "I'm so glad that you live humbly" – 
even though he lived in a giant house. He constantly said, “I’m so glad you’re not one of those 
Prosperity pastors." He formerly went to a church where he felt like he always had to apologize to 
his unchurched friends when they’d find out about how extravagantly his former pastor lived.” 

Obviously, I've always believed in modesty and margin. I didn't even buy my first new couch 
until I was forty-three years old. And I never stood behind the offering “needing an offering.” I never 
used pulpit pressure to make up for my own lack of stewardship. However, I also didn’t want to 
have directors who felt compelled to “keep me humble” either! I knew I was being paid way below 
national averages.  

To be honest, I didn’t care how much I made because I had already pre-decided that every 
dollar I made over a certain level I was going to give away. At the same time, I had several staff 
members who I was paying the same as me. And I knew that everywhere they went, pastors would 
offer them higher salaries to do even less. Heck, my wife was working full-time as an executive 
pastor for the price of a part-time secretary. So, our pay-scales were completely out of sync with 
national averages. And even internally our pay-scales were out of sync. Yet, I allowed this 
imbalance to continue on. 

We finally had that devastating year when one-third of my staff took jobs at other churches, 
causing massive turn-over at certain campuses – at least half of whom left because I simply couldn't 
pay them more than myself. Almost every staff transition costs about fifty to one-hundred members. 
And that’s when I realized, I allowed our pay-scales to get out of control because I didn’t feel 
comfortable talking about it with our directors. 

Don’t get me wrong: I’m not blaming my directors for this. I was partially responsible as 
well. But that’s why you want your Apostolic Advisors involved in this. You need people who are 
especially aware of the market rates for various church staff. If your church is out of sync, due to 
clueless or wounded directors, you’re going to end up either losing your staff or losing your Lead 
Pastor simply because they want to take care of their family and make an average wage. 

Staff turnover is easily the greatest risk factor in a churches' health. Most churches and 
splits occur during staff transitions. And you can rest assured, if you have good staff, there will be 
a church somewhere in the country who will certainly attempt to poach them. 

So, don't give your church staff an unnecessary reason to move. Too much money and 
staff are distracted with how to spend it (see Deut.17:17). Too little money and staff are distracted 
with how to make ends meet. Either way, the goal is to get staff to not think about money at all 
(Mark 4:19)! It's to eliminate distractions and keep your staff focused and planted. 

 

Section 4. Confirmation Committee. 

A Confirmation Committee will be formed when necessary to perform the roles described 

in Articles 5 and 8 in connection with the selection of a New Lead Pastor. The Confirmation 

Committee will be made up of a minimum of five (5) Directors and a minimum of five (5) Staff 

Elders. If there are more than five (5) Directors or more than five (5) Staff Elders in each respective 

group, then each member of each group will nominate five (5) colleagues (other than themselves) 

by ballot to represent their respective group on the Confirmation Committee. The 
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Secretary/Treasurer will tally the ballots. The top five (5) tallied nominees from each group will 

serve on the Confirmation Committee. 

 

 ARTICLE 8-4 COMMENTARY:  "Confirming the new Lead Pastor" 
 The main goal here is to make sure that the two main branches of church, the Corporation 

and the Spiritual body can come together in alignment to confirm the next Lead Pastor.  
The Lead Pastor (or Apostolic Advisors) will naturally pick a candidate who can communicate well, 

anticipate the future of the church, and politically negotiate all of the existing resources. Lead Pastors know 
what it takes to do their job better than anyone else: What it takes to cast vision; what it takes to raise funds; 
what it takes to emotionally move people from the pulpit. 

In a normal year, the Staff Elders specialize on the spiritual body side of church, and the Directors 
on the corporate side. Yet, on a confirmation committee, there is an ironic flip. 

Because the Directors are a lay-board, these members of the committee naturally think more about 
the end-users, the congregation’s experience: E.g, How might the Sunday service feel with this candidate? 
Can this candidate preach well? What would be the public perception of the church because of this 
candidate? But, because the Directors are aware of the finances and facilities, they also tend to think about 
the big-picture corporate elements like: How might this candidate maximize the finances and assets as a 
CEO? Could they electrify the base of the church with a great vision?  

The Staff Elders are naturally concerned about, how might my job change under this pastor? How 
might my ministry (and it’s values) be continued? Can I negotiate with this candidate? I.e., The Staff elders 
often think about the political aspects of pastoring: They’re hyper aware of staff egos. They know which 
power families might leave if a given candidate is confirmed. I.e., They see the hidden loyalties and fault-
lines of the church.  

But, this confirmation committee is generally designed to consolidate staff power and the power 
families of the church in a sacred prayer filled voting process. 

 

Section 5. Delegation of Authority. 

Each Committee will consist of two (2) or more persons. If, in addition to the Independent 

Compensation Committee, the Directors establish or delegate any of their authority to a 

Committee, that will not relieve the Directors of any responsibility imposed by these Bylaws or 

otherwise imposed by law. The Directors will define by resolution the activities, scope of authority, 

and qualifications, in addition to those set forth herein, for Membership on all Committees.  

 

 No Committee will have the authority to: (a) amend the Articles of Incorporation; (b) adopt 

a plan of merger or a plan of consolidation with another Church; (c) authorize the sale, lease, 

exchange, or mortgage of all or substantially all of the property and assets of the Church; (d) 

authorize the voluntary dissolution of the Church; (e) revoke proceedings for the voluntary 

dissolution of the Church; (f) adopt a plan for the distribution of the assets of the Church; (g) 

amend, alter, or repeal the Bylaws; (h) elect, appoint, or remove a member of a Committee or a 

Director or Officer of the Church; (i) approve any transaction to which the Church is a party and 

that involves a potential conflict of interest as defined in Article 18 below; or (j) take any action 

outside the scope of authority delegated to it by the Directors or in contravention of the law.  

 

The Directors may create various Advisory Teams not having or exercising the authority 

of the Directors. Such Advisory Teams will only function in an advisory capacity to the Directors. 

The Lead Pastor will have the power to appoint and remove members of all Advisory Teams. With 

the exception of the Independent Compensation Committee and Confirmation Committee, the 

Lead Pastor will serve as an ex officio member of all Advisory Teams. The Directors will define, 
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by resolution, the scope of activities and the qualifications for Membership on all Advisory Teams.  

 
ARTICLE 8-5 COMMENTARY:  "The Rules for Sub-committees" 
As churches grow, so too their ministries. Many churches have giant outreach ministries, Christian 

schools, daycares, and conferences. Some of these ministries may grow to a size where, the Lead Pastor 
and Directors may want to create a lay-over-sight team to help. These oversight committees can be 
reassuring to both the Lead Pastor and the Directors. 

Yet, these committees must always serve at the pleasure of the Lead Pastors and Directors. 
Committees like these can also grab power over time. So, the bylaws make sure that their entitlement stays 
leashed. But the goal of these sub-committees should be to “decrease noise” for the directors, not increase 
bureaucracy. 

Some Director boards create “Pastoral Care Committees” – specialized groups of coaches and 
counsellors who can help the Lead Pastor steward their home-lives and physical bodies. Think of this as a 
"preventative maintenance" team – paying for the pastors to go to marriage intensives or "executive 
physicals" where the lead pastor goes to a clinic for an all-day physical-health assessment – heart checks, 
body scans, etc. to catch small issues before they become big issues. They also might help the Lead Pastor 
utilize their sabbaticals or vacations well. 

Ultimately, the goal is simple: Churches die during transitions in Lead Pastor. Thus, board should 
do everything in their power to extend the health and tenure of their lead pastor.  

 

Section 6. Term of Office.  

Each member of a Committee or Advisory Team will serve until a successor is appointed. 

However, the term of any Committee or Advisory Team member may terminate earlier if the 

Committee or Advisory Team is terminated by the Directors or if the member dies, ceases to 

qualify, resigns, or is removed as a member of the Church. A vacancy on a Committee or Advisory 

Team may be filled by an appointment made in the same manner as an original appointment. A 

person appointed to fill a vacancy on a Committee or Advisory Team will serve for the unexpired 

portion of the terminated Committee member’s term.   

 

Section 7. Chair and Vice-Chair. 

Unless otherwise expressly stated herein, one (1) member of each Committee or Advisory 

Team will be designated as the chair, and another member will be designated as the vice-chair. 

The chair and vice-chair of each Committee and Advisory Team will be appointed by the Lead 

Pastor with consultation from the outgoing Chair. The chair will call and preside at all meetings. 

When the chair is absent, is unable to act, or refuses to act, the vice-chair will perform the duties 

of the chair. When a vice-chair acts in place of the chair, the vice-chair will have all the powers of 

and be subject to all the restrictions upon the chair.  

 

Section 8. Quorum. 

One-half (1/2) of the members of a Committee or Advisory Team will constitute a quorum 

for the transaction of business at any meeting. The members present at a duly called or held 

meeting at which a quorum is present may continue to transact business even if enough members 

leave the meeting so that less than a quorum remains. However, no action may be approved without 

the vote of at least a majority of the number of members required to constitute a quorum. If a 

quorum is present at no time during a meeting, the chair may adjourn and reconvene the meeting 

one time without further notice.  
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Section 9. Actions and Votes. 

 Committees and Advisory Teams will try to take action by consensus. However, the vote 

of a majority of members present and voting at a meeting at which a quorum is present will be 

sufficient to constitute the act of the Committee or Advisory Team unless the act of a greater 

number is required by law or the Bylaws (such as the case in selecting a new Lead Pastor). A 

member who is present at a meeting and abstains from a vote is considered to be present and voting 

for the purpose of determining the act of the Committee or Advisory Team. 

 

ARTICLE 9 

OFFICERS 

Section 1. Number, Appointment, Term, Resignation or Removal of Officers. 

(a) Number. The Officers of the Church will be a President who is the Lead Pastor (as 

described in Article 6), a Vice President, and a Secretary/Treasurer. 

 

(b) Selection. The President will be selected as provided in Article 5. The Vice President 

and Secretary/Treasurer will be nominated by the President and confirmed by a majority vote of 

the Directors. If the Directors do not approve the President’s nomination, new nominations must 

be made by the President until a nominee is approved. 

 
ARTICLE 9-1b COMMENTARY:  “Do I really need a Vice President?” 

Some smaller churches find it cumbersome to have additional roles like Vice President. So, it's 
not essential to have one. However, as your church expands, such roles can be helpful. For example, my 
wife co-leads the church with me. It has been this way since the beginning. Indeed, my wife is actually 
better at leading a meeting and managing than I am. Thus, we created a Vice President role so she could 
lead the meetings in my absence. 

Also, the Secretary / Treasurer role can be split into two people if needed. But, don't create 
unnecessary structure until you truly need it as these roles can be unnecessarily burdensome to 
subsequent lead pastors. 

 

(c) Term. The Lead Pastor will be the President until the Lead Pastor resigns or is 

removed as described in Article 5. The Vice President and Secretary/Treasurer will keep their 

offices until they resign or are removed as provided in this Article 9.  

 

(d) Resignation and removal. The resignation and removal of the President is governed 

by Article 5.  

 

The Vice President and Secretary/Treasurer may resign at any time by giving written 

notice to the Lead Pastor. The resignation will take effect on the date the Lead Pastor receives 

the notice or on a later date specified in the notice, and the resignation will be effective 

regardless of whether it is accepted. The Lead Pastor will provide a copy of the notice to the 

Directors. 
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The Vice President and Secretary/Treasurer may be removed by the unilateral action of 

the President, with or without cause. The Lead Pastor will give contemporaneous written notice 

of removal to the Directors. 

 

Section 2. Powers of Officers. 

 (a) President. The duties and responsibilities of the President are listed in Article 5.  

  

 (b) Vice President. The Vice President will have the duties and responsibilities assigned by 

the President.  

 

(c) Secretary/Treasurer. The Secretary/Treasurer will:  

● Have charge and custody of and be responsible for all funds and securities of the 

Church 

● Receive and give receipts for monies due and payable to the Church from any 

source 

● Deposit all monies in the name of the Church in banks, trust companies, or other 

depositories as provided in the Bylaws or as directed by the Directors 

● Write checks and disburse funds to discharge obligations of the Church  

● Maintain the financial books and records of the Church 

● Prepare financial reports 

● Perform other duties as assigned by the Lead Pastor or the Directors 

● If required by the Directors, give a bond for the faithful discharge of his or her 

duties in a sum and with a surety as determined by the Directors 

● Give all notices as provided in the Bylaws or as required by law  

● Take minutes of the meetings of the members and of the Directors and keep the 

minutes as part of the corporate records 

● Maintain custody of the corporate records and of the seal of the Church  

● Affix the seal of the Church to all documents as authorized 

● Keep a register of the mailing address of each Director, Officer, Overseer, Staff 

Elder, and employee of the Church  

● Perform all of the duties incident to the office of Secretary/Treasurer 

 
ARTICLE 9-2c COMMENTARY:  “What makes a Great Secretary /Treasurer?” 

Keep in mind, if the lead pastor / president suddenly dies, then the vice president and secretary / 
treasurer form the line of succession – in terms of the board of directors. I.e. They temporarily take over 
the board of directors and set the agenda for meetings. So, don’t just appoint someone secretary 
because they have neat handwriting and take good notes! (Indeed, your secretary doesn’t even need to 
be the one taking notes; merely, the one who’s responsible for ensuring they’re accurate.) 
 Generally speaking, this person is your most trusted staff administrator - sometimes your financial 
person. If they aren't your financial person, at the very least, you want them to be adept in finances. But, 
think “leadership” more than finance because, they lead the meetings on behalf of the lead pastor when 
the lead pastor is not able to be present.  

Keep in mind, this person is not a trustee/director. They are a staff member. This is why they 
never vote – except in super rare tie breaker scenarios (when the lead pastor or vice president are 
incapacitated). 
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Section 3. Succession of Authority. 

 (a) General Principles. To ensure the continuity of operations of the Church, there will be 

a succession of authority for each Officer in the event of a vacancy or a determination of incapacity. 

If the succession is triggered, the first available person in the order of succession will serve as the 

acting Officer and hold all of the authority of, and be subject to all of the limitations of, the Office, 

as provided in these Bylaws. An acting Officer will serve in that role until the Officer position is 

filled as provided by these Bylaws or until the acting Officer is removed or disciplined as provided 

in these Bylaws. 

 

 (b) Determination of Vacancies and Incapacity. The powers to remove Officers and create 

a vacancy are as provided in the sections of these Bylaws addressing each Officer. The power to 

determine an Officer incapable of performing the duties of the Office will be held by the same 

entities, and will be subject to the same limitations, as the power to remove that Officer. 

 

 (c) President. The order of succession for the President will be the Vice President, then the 

Secretary/Treasurer, then an acting President selected by majority vote of the Directors. 

 

 (d) Vice President. The order of succession for the Vice President will be the 

Secretary/Treasurer, then an acting Vice President. An acting Vice President will be designated by 

the President if that Office is filled and not limited by discipline or incapacity, or else selected by 

majority vote of the Directors. 

 

 (e) Secretary/Treasurer. The order of succession for the Secretary/Treasurer will be the 

Vice President, then an acting Secretary/Treasurer. An acting Secretary/Treasurer will be 

designated by the President if that office is filled and not limited by discipline or incapacity, or 

else selected by majority vote of the Directors. 

 

Section 4. Duties of Officers. 

 The Officers of the Church will discharge their duties, in good faith, with ordinary care, 

and in a manner they reasonably believe to be in the best interest of the Church. The Officers of 

the Church may in good faith rely on information, opinions, reports, or statements, including 

financial statements and other financial data, concerning the Church or another person that were 

prepared or presented by a variety of persons, including Directors, Officers, employees of the 

Church, professional advisors or experts such as accountants or legal counsel. An Officer of the 

Church is not relying in good faith if the individual has knowledge concerning a matter in question 

that renders such reliance unwarranted. 

 

ARTICLE 10 

STAFF ELDERS 

Section 1. Requirements and Biblical Qualifications to be a Staff Elder. 

Staff Elders are men and women who function within the local Church and are viewed by 
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the congregation as spiritual leaders of the Church. Staff Elders are seasoned members of the 

pastoral team of the Church who serve the Church in a spiritual capacity. Staff Elders will not be 

Directors. They are men and women who meet the Biblical qualifications for Staff Elders and, in 

addition to their roles as staff members, function in that calling. In addition to fulfilling their job 

duties, the Staff Elders are to covenant together with the Lead Pastor for the development of the 

spiritual life of the Church and are to serve as the primary protectors and encouragers of a positive 

spiritual climate within the Church body and staff. 

 

Biblical qualifications for Staff Elders will be: “An elder must be blameless, the husband 

of but one wife, a man whose children believe and are not open to the charge of being wild and 

disobedient. Since an elder is entrusted with God’s work, he must be blameless - not overbearing, 

not quick tempered, not given to drunkenness, not violent, not pursuing dishonest gain. Rather he 

must be hospitable, one who loves what is good, who is self-controlled, upright, holy and 

disciplined. He must hold firmly to the trustworthy message as it has been taught, so that he can 

encourage others by sound doctrine and refute those who oppose it” (Titus 1:6-9). 

 

 
ARTICLE 10-1 COMMENTARY:  “What about women as elders or trustees?” 

At Substance, we believe that women can serve as "staff elders." There are many fascinating 
Biblical examples of women in church leadership positions like Deborah, Priscilla, or Phoebe. Thus, I don't 
believe that Paul's instructions here were intended to be a universal restriction towards women in 
leadership. Yet, I also know many people would disagree with me here. And I don't expect to settle this 
issue here.  

Other churches find middle positions on this. For example, some churches argue that husbands 
and wives are technically "one flesh;" thus, it's theologically impossible to exclude married women. As 
another mediating position, some churches argue that, at the very least, women can serve as 
"Trustee/Directors" as they classify them as "deacons" instead of elders. For example, Romans 16:1 reads, 
"I commend you to our sister Phoebe, a deacon of the church in Cenchreae." (NIV). And what do deacons 
do exactly? Yet, again, there are entire books written on these topics and I don't expect to settle this here. 
 

Section 2. Responsibilities of Staff Elders. 

The functions of Staff Elders are to:  

 

● Maintain and teach a Godly, Christian lifestyle 

● Serve the Church by helping the Lead Pastor to maintain the vision and direction 

of the Church 

● Demonstrate leadership to the Members of the Church 

● Provide a prayer shield for the Church staff and the Church 

● Defend, protect, and support the integrity of the Church staff and the Church;  

● Pray for the sick 

● Organize, implement, and execute licensing and ordination requirements and 

procedures 

● Mediate disputes among the Members of the Church 

● Pastor Church Members and staff 
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● Contact the Apostolic Advisors to initiate investigation and potential discipline of 

the Lead Pastor if a situation involving pastoral misconduct occurs as provided in 

Article 5 

● Confirm the Lead Pastor’s nominations to the Director Board as provided in Article 

7, Section 2 

● Uphold the Statement of Faith as provided in Article 2 

 

ARTICLE 10-2 COMMENTARY:  “Who to look for in a staff elder?” 
 Before nominating a staff elder (for your board of Directors/trustees to vote on), remember the 
primary functions of this role. They: (a). Manage the statement of faith; (b). Call in the crisis board of 
Apostolic Advisory Board if/when necessary; (c). Decide requirements for ordination; and most importantly: 
(d). Confirm the next lead pastor by potentially voting on a confirmation committee. However, some of these 
functions are more important than others. So, here are a few things to keep in mind: 
 (1). Theological Capacity: There's no need to look for nerdy systematic theologians here as the 
statement of faith is generally already settled. But on rare occasions, there’s a need to add to the statement 
of faith due to shifting culture. For example, only twenty years ago, it would have seemed unnecessary to 
define marriage as “one man, born as a man; and, one woman, born as a woman.” Yet, in light of the many 
lawsuits on gender, churches need to protect themselves. Thus, pick judicious people who could read 
theological opinions and prayerfully discern God's opinion on such things.  
 (2). Pastoral Smarts: If there’s an accusation or intervention on the lead pastor, they will need to 
be smart enough to sniff out false accusations and character assassins. They need to be well-connected 
individuals who are capable of gathering information quickly. 
 (3). Proximity to Lead Pastor: If there’s an accusation or intervention on the lead pastor, it only 
takes two of them to call in the Spiritual Advisors. So, you want people who could see the signs of unhealth 
in the Lead pastor and family; and, thus, are capable in assisting both the lead pastor and the Apostolic 
advisors with a life-giving intervention.  
 (4). People who you'd trust to help discern the next Lead Pastor and align departments: 
When a new lead pastor candidate is being voted on, a few of the staff elders will be given a vote. The 
reason why this is important is because, in many confirmation processes, the staff aren't given any say. 
Often times, only the lay-elder or the congregation get a vote. This has caused a great number of church 
splits. 
 Quite often, there's an inside-contender on staff who wants the job. Or, there's a mine-field of subtle 
political alliances that held the staff together. Thus, it's critical to give "the staff" more representation in this 
process as they will think differently about the incoming candidate: Eg., Who’s the candidate that could 
unite the staff best? Who has the political savvy to prevent staff turnover and minimize the trauma of 
transitions?  
 Thus, pick people who have the greatest amount of relational influence to enable the new candidate 
to succeed. These are usually people of influence and longevity - the most successful campus pastors or 
highest-ranking staff. If a church has out of state / out of country campuses, it might be wise to give some 
of those campuses representation on this board as well. 
 

Section 3. Number, Appointment, and Term of Staff Elders. 

There will be no fewer than five (5) Staff Elders. So long as the Lead Pastor is in Good 

Standing as defined in Article 6, the Lead Pastor will appoint persons to serve on the Staff Elders. 

The term of service for Staff Elders will continue until they resign, die, or are removed in 

accordance with these Bylaws. 

 

Section 4. Resignation and Removal of Staff Elders. 

A member of the Staff Elders may resign at any time by giving written notice to the Church. 
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Such resignation will take effect on the date of the receipt of such notice or on a later date specified 

in the notice, and the acceptance of resignation will not be necessary to be effective. 

 

Generally, the Lead Pastor may remove Staff Elders at any time, with or without notice 

and with or without cause. If disciplinary action is being considered or an official investigation of 

the Lead Pastor is underway as provided in Article 6, then no change in the composition of the 

Staff Elders will be made until the Apostolic Advisor's work is completed and their findings are 

reported to the Directors. 

 

If the departure or removal of a Staff Elder causes the total number of Staff Elders to fall 

below five (5), the Lead Pastor will be given a reasonable amount of time to appoint a new 

person(s) to serve on the Staff Elders. If the office of Lead Pastor is vacant, the Vice President 

may nominate or remove Staff Elders, subject to the same limitations that would otherwise apply 

to nominations and removals by the Lead Pastor. In the absence of a Vice President, the 

Secretary/Treasurer may nominate or remove Staff Elders, subject to those same limitations. 

 

ARTICLE 10-4 COMMENTARY:  “Staff Elder Drama!" 
 When reading this clause, I've had certain board members ask me: "Why is the Lead Pastor is 
given more freedom here relative to the board of trustee/directors?" If you remember, when it comes to 
trustees, the lead pastor can only remove one every six months. And this is because, the Directors/Trustees 
are an "objective" internal board whereas the staff elders are not an objective internal board because they 
are paid by the lead pastor and serve at their pleasure. So, the reason why the Lead Pastor can rotate this 
board is because, they alone have the power to hire and fire staff.  
 One time, I had a lead pastor friend who inherited several dead-beat staff elders when he took over 
the church. These staff members were seriously under-performing. And they intentionally aligned 
themselves against their lead pastor in several silly situations. 
 After attempting to reconcile with them dozens of times, my friend was forced to fire them both. So, 
can you imagine if, after firing them, they were able to retain their positions on this board? 
 But let's say the pastor started embracing bad theology. Couldn't the Lead Pastor "stack the board" 
with people who theologically agree with him and then change the statement of faith? No. If the Lead Pastor 
denies the current statement of faith, it constitutes a clear moral failure resulting in the Apostolic Advisors 
being called. Thus, there are safeguards to prevent a lead pastor from attempting a theological coup. 

 

ARTICLE 11 

BUSINESS PRACTICES 

Section 1. Fiscal Year. 

The fiscal year of the corporation will be August 1 through July 31. 

 
ARTICLE 11-1 COMMENTARY:  “When to do your Fiscal Year?" 

I've tried a traditional budgeting year (Jan-Dec). But for most pastors, it's way easier to find time to 
redo the budget in the dead of summer than during the Christmas season. But the idea is simple: structure 
your administrative calendar in a way that's conducive to your staff's availability and rhythm. 
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Section 2. Contracts. 

The Directors may authorize Officers or agents of the Church, in addition to the Officers 

specified by these Bylaws, to enter into any contract or execute and deliver any instrument in the 

name of and on behalf of the Church, subject to the limitations of Articles 7, 8, 9.  

 

Section 3. Checks, Drafts, or Orders. 

All checks, drafts, and orders for the payment of money, notes, or other evidences of 

indebtedness issued in the name of the Church will be signed by the Officer or Officers, agent or 

agents of the Church, and in a manner that the Directors determine. In the absence of direction by 

the Directors, the instruments may be signed by either the Secretary/Treasurer or the President of 

the Church in accordance with their duties outlined in these Bylaws. 

 

Section 4. Deposits. 

All funds of the Church will be deposited to the credit of the Church in the banks, trust 

companies, or other depositories that the Directors select in accordance with these Bylaws. 

 

Section 5. Gifts. 

 The President may accept on behalf of the Church any contribution, gift, or bequest for any 

purpose of the Church. But if the gift falls within any of the following categories, the President 

must obtain approval from the Directors to accept the gift: (1) gifts with legally binding conditions 

on their use; (2) gifts of real property; (3) gifts that would require ongoing maintenance by the 

Church; and (4) gifts that fall within any other category that the President and Directors 

unanimously agree should require Director approval. 

 

Section 6. Books and Records. 

The Church will keep correct and complete books and records and will also keep minutes 

of the proceedings of its Directors and the Director committees specified by these Bylaws. The 

Church will keep at the principal office a record of the names and addresses of all Directors. Books 

and records of the Church may be inspected by any church member for any proper purpose at any 

reasonable time as approved by a majority of the Directors on a case-by-case basis. 

 

Section 7. Annual Audit. 

 The Directors will, so long as the annual gross receipts of the Church exceed seven hundred 

fifty thousand dollars ($750,000.00) per year, annually obtain an audit performed by an 

independent public accounting firm in accordance with Generally Accepted Auditing Standards 

(GAAS), including financial statements prepared in accordance with Generally Accepted 

Accounting Principles (GAAP). 
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Section 8. Annual Budgeting Process. 

(a) Each year, the President will prepare and submit a proposed annual budget of the 

Church for the Directors’ consideration and approval. The revenue forecast used in the budget will 

be the best, actual expectation of revenue. The Church will set budgeted spending conservatively 

within the revenue forecast to allow margin for new, unanticipated opportunities as well as revenue 

shortfalls. The revenue forecast will be updated at least one (1) time during the year, and the 

Church’s budgeted spending will be adjusted as necessary in response to the updated forecast. 

 

 
ARTICLE 11-8a COMMENTARY:  “Budgeting on Faith or Foolishness?" 

The board of Trustee/Directors has a unique task: Our job is to mitigate pitfalls, loans, and liabilities; 
Yet, we also believe that God is in the business of multiplying loaves and fish. But how does this apply to 
budgets? 

The Bible teaches that financial margin is always wise: "The wise store up choice food and olive 
oil, but fools gulp theirs down" Proverbs 21:20. Financial margin not only purchases peace, but it decreases 
politics. This is why this clause guarantees that our budget always fits well inside a realistic revenue 
forecast. 

Over the years, I've watched a lot of pastors get in trouble making "faith budgets." I.e., They 
overcommit their churches finances by over-expansion. And when growth doesn't work out the way they 
expect, they manipulate God's people by preaching more offering sermons. There's always unforeseen 
challenges. 

For example, one year, our building project got delayed by an extra year due to city politics. If we 
bet everything on "future revenue" of this campus, we would have been in trouble. Or, a lot of churches 
didn't have any cushion when the COVID pandemic hit. As a result, they not only had to lay off employees 
but they lacked the cash flow to seize the exciting outreach opportunities that continued to follow. 

So, here are a few principles to do this better: (1). Never stand behind the pulpit "needing" an 
offering. People know when you're manipulating them. Yes, it's always good to cast vision. But don't expect 
God's people to make up for your over-ambitious planning. (2). Don't confuse faith for foolish presumption. 
Yes, God wants our churches to grow – but only if they're "growable." Quite often, our churches aren't ready 
for expansion. Thus, budget on 90% of the projected budget. If more money comes in, then great! You have 
more fuel for the fire. But if the opposite happens, then you're in trouble. (3). You always want margin to 
decrease politics. Every hard decision I've ever made cost me about five families: The offended family and 
the four sympathizer families. Of course, it eventually grew our church by 25 families; yet, when you're living 
paycheck to paycheck, it's easy to placate crazy people rather than pastor them with courageous 
conversations. 

Even worse, if we can "afford" to make healthy decisions, then we also won't be missional. Sending 
out church plants and missionaries requires "losing givers." But if you're "house-poor" or cash-strapped, 
you'll make selfish decisions rather than kingdom decisions. 

Quite simply: It's ok to have huge faith. But, financial margin can prevent a bad month from turning 
into a disastrous month. So, be sure to build margin into your finances. 

 

 (b) Within the annual budget, the President will have primary responsibility for directing 

the operating expenses of the Church. The Directors must review and approve the overall budget, 

but they do not have the authority to direct individual operating expenditures. Individual capital 

expenditures, as opposed to operating expenditures, require Director approval for any expenditure 

exceeding fifty thousand dollars ($50,000.00). The Directors cannot approve a capital expenditure 

if the combined totals of all debt service and facility operating expenses will exceed 35% of the 

annual budget. If, however, the new debt service and facility operating expenses are being incurred 

to build a facility that will replace an existing facility, then the Church may exceed the 35% limit 

for eighteen (18) months, but only if there is compelling assurance that by the end of that period, 
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the Church will no longer incur the costs of the existing facility and will come back within the 

35% limit. 

 

 
ARTICLE 11-8b COMMENTARY:  “When Trustees Highjack the Budget" 
 This clause covers multiple important topics. First off, it clarifies the roles of Trustee/Directors 
compared to the Lead Pastor/President:  The Lead pastor has the power of direction (a.k.a., vision) but the 
Trustee/Directors speak to "how." To put it another way, The lead pastor will bring a vision that will excite 
and expand the congregation. But, the trustees bring the wisdom. The lead pastor will bring the dream of 
the log-cabin. The trustees bring the tools: the axe and the axe sharpener. And why? We could infinitely 
debate where all the money goes! Every leader is going to have a slightly different opinion about how and 
where the money should be spent. To use a fire-fighting metaphor: It would be ridiculous to watch fire-
fighters wrestle with one another about where to aim the hose while lives are at stake. Thus, these bylaws 
clarify roles: Only the President (a.k.a., Lead Pastor) has gets to bring a vision; but, only the trustees get a 
vote – nobody gets to have both.  
 However, the trustee/directors do need to have some power. Thus, towards the end of this 
paragraph, you'll notice a clause giving 35% of the budget to the trustees for the purpose of debt service 
and facilities. This enables the trustees to make sure that buildings are being properly maintained. However, 
you'll notice that the bylaws limit the trustees to 35%. Why?  

In my book, Happy Church Governance, I talk about the concept of "Corporate Subservience" (also 
see Article 5-1). As churches age, Trustee-Directors tend to overprotect buildings and staff – even though 
it kills the ministries of the church.  

For example, think about the two internal boards: The Trustee/Directors and the Staff Elders. The 
trustees think about buildings and business (the corporation). The elders focus more on the people and the 
discipleship process (the Spiritual Body). But, it's common for board to get carried away when it comes to 
risk mitigation. 

I had a pastor friend who took over a large church with a great history to it; but, it also had a lot of 
debt. Being a new lead-pastor, he was still trying to get his bearings. But, there were no limits in the bylaws 
about how much of the budget the trustees could direct. 

Several on the board were obsessed with paying down debt – which is typically a great impulse; 
yet, they were determined to do it while starving out all of the ministries and outreaches of the church. My 
pastor friend wasn't allowed to spend any money on social media. The staff were stuck in a perpetual 
spending freeze. There was no money for marketing. And not surprisingly, the church just stalled out. And 
eventually the income eventually followed. My pastor friend kept telling me: "What good is a paid off building 
if it's killing the community inside of it?" 

Thus, the reason why these bylaws limit the trustee portion of the budget to 35% is because, you 
don't want to starve out ministry budgets for the purpose of buildings and debt service. Don't misunderstand 
me, it's smart to be wise with debt. But we are not in the real-estate game; rather, we are making disciples 
of all nations. The goal is not to win Monopoly. The goal is to win souls and hear, "Well done good and 
faithful servant" (Mt. 25:23). 
 However, it's important to point out: This clause doesn't limit facility expenses to 35%. The Lead-
Pastor/President has the option to add their portion of the budget towards facilities if they see fit. Thus, if I, 
as the lead pastor, feel like our building is our biggest lid (and not our ministry budgets), then, I can add my 
portion. However, the Trustees can't force me to do so. 
 Last, but not least, the second clause deals with capital expenditures over $50,000. Note, this is 
not talking about "operating expenses" – day to day expenses which are budgeted for. Rather, "capital 
expenditures" are fixed assets – new buildings, church busses, LED walls – which sometimes require debt 
or collateral. Thus, this is a simple safeguard to add discernment. 
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ARTICLE 12 

INDEMNIFICATION 

 The Church may provide a trust fund, insurance, or other arrangement to implement this 

Article. Requests for indemnification covered by this Article may not be unreasonably withheld. 

 

ARTICLE 12 COMMENTARY: "What does Indemnification Mean?" 
 Indemnification is just a big fancy legal word that means: "protection from financial loss – usually 
pertaining to one's actions." i.e., it talks about what protections do trustees or officers have if someone 
sues them for some reason.  
 For example, I had a pastor friend of mine get sued because, one of his small group leaders 
sexually assaulted someone. The small group leader didn't even commit the assault at a church event. 
Yet, the victim first met the accused at a church event. Thus, the victim was accusing the pastor of being 
liable. 
 Naturally, the church paid for this pastor's legal bills. And over time, the suit was dismissed. But it 
still took money to go through this process. Hence, the following clauses essentially explain, the church 
may indemnify its leaders, provided they weren't acting silly. 

 

Section 1. Mandatory Indemnification. 

 To the maximum extent permitted by the Code, the Church must indemnify and advance 

expenses to any person who is or was a Director or Officer of the Church, or to such person’s heirs, 

executors, administrators, and legal representatives, for the defense of any threatened, pending, or 

completed action, suit, or proceeding, whether civil, criminal, administrative, or investigative, and 

whether formal or informal (the “Proceeding”), to which that person was, is, or is threatened to be 

made a named defendant or respondent because the person is or was a Director or Officer of the 

Church. The indemnification and advancement of expenses will include counsel fees actually 

incurred as a result of the Proceeding or any appeal thereof, reasonable expenses actually incurred 

with respect to the Proceeding, and all fines, judgments, penalties, and amounts paid in settlement 

thereof.  

 

 For the Church’s duty to indemnify to apply, the Director or Officer must have acted in 

good faith and reasonably believed (i) in the case of conduct in an official capacity with the Church, 

that the conduct was in the Church’s best interest; (ii) in all other cases, that the conduct was at 

least not opposed to the best interests of the Church; and (iii) in the case of any criminal 

proceeding, that the Director or Officer had no reasonable cause to believe the conduct was 

unlawful. The termination of a proceeding by judgment, order, settlement, conviction, or upon a 

plea of nolo contendere or its equivalent is not, of itself, determinative that the Director or Officer 

did not meet the standard of conduct described in this section. 

 

Section 2. Permissive Indemnification. 

 The Church may, to the maximum extent permitted by Code, indemnify and advance 

expenses in a Proceeding to any person who is or was an employee or agent of the Church, or to 

such person’s heirs, executors, administrators, and legal representatives, to the same extent as set 

forth in Section I of this Article, provided that the Proceeding was instituted because the person is 

or was an employee or agent of the Church and that the person met the standards of conduct set 
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forth in Section I.  The Church may also indemnify and advance expenses in a Proceeding to any 

person who is or was an employee or agent of the Church to the extent doing so is consistent with 

public policy or as may be provided by these Bylaws, by contract, or by authorization of the Board 

of Directors. 

 

Section 3. Effect of Changes to the Code. 

 If the Code is amended in any way that limits indemnification rights, the amendment will 

apply only to the extent mandated by law and only to conduct that occurs after the effective date 

of the amendment. 

 

ARTICLE 13 

MINISTERIAL ORDINATION 

Section 1. Ordination, Licensing, and the Commissioning of Ministers of the Gospel. 

(a) Role of the Lead Pastor. By majority vote of the Lead Pastor and Staff Elders, the Lead 

Pastor may ordain, license, or commission a person as a minister of the Gospel after first examining 

the applicant’s background, moral and religious character, and previous Bible courses and 

independent studies completed. Final determination will be within the absolute discretion of this 

group.  

 

(b) Application. Application for ordination, licensing, or commissioning a person as a 

minister of the Gospel will be on a form provided by the Church. An application will be either 

approved or denied within ninety (90) days of completing the process set forth by the Church as 

defined in this Article 14. Those applicants who are approved will receive a certificate evidencing 

the approval.  

 

(c) Ability to Limit Scope. The Lead Pastor may, at his own discretion, limit ordained, 

licensed, and commissioned ministers to a specific area of special Church emphasis.  

 

(d) For purposes of Section 107 of the Internal Revenue Code, there will be no distinction 

between licensing and ordination.  

 

 
ARTICLE 13-1d COMMENTARY:  "Am I a Minister or a Pastor?" 
 This is a fantastically complicated way of saying: “from an IRS standpoint, licenses and ordination 
is the same thing as far as parsonage allowances are concerned.” But it leads to other fantastic questions 
like: What’s a license? What’s parsonage allowance? And why does my church say, “I’m a minister, but 
not a pastor?!” 
 In America, one of the tax benefits for “ministers” is that they can deduct their housing expenses 
(mortgage/ rent / utilities / furniture / cleaning supplies) from their total income thus paying less taxes.  
You needn’t be a “pastor” to do this; merely, a “minister” (as defined by the IRS). For example, the IRS 
defines a “minister” according to five benchmarks:  
 (a). Ordained, Licensed, or Commissioned 
 (b). Administers Ordinances or Sacraments 
 (c). Conducts Worship 
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 (d). Performs services in the “control, conduct, or maintenance of a religious organization” 
 (e). Considered to be a spiritual leader by the related religious body 
Now, the above criteria can be rather loose when you think about them. You basically need to be able to 
justify in court that, your job requires you to help with worship / communion / church services of some type 
/ and are a “spiritual leader” who has been publicly acknowledged as such, somewhere. Thus, because 
the IRS’s criteria are rather loose, it’s common for some churches to give these out to most staff… even 
christian school teachers / some sound and media team members / kids ministry staff and some admin 
staff. And it matters because, it often means you pay less taxes to the tune of $3000-12,000 dollars a 
year! (Ie. It’s a significant benefit). And so, many churches love to give these to their employees.  
 Other churches tend to be a bit more stingy: (eg, if you’re purely financial admin - no part of your 
paid responsibilities requires administrating worship/communion) then, you’re a “non-ministerial 
employee.” 
 To give a ministerial employee this tax advantage, a church must give someone a “ministerial 
license.” Consider this a “low threshold benefit.” But here’s where “ordination” comes into the picture.  
 In many denominations, you can be a licensed minister but not be “ordained” which is usually 
higher classification in certain churches. For example, in many denominations, you won’t get the official 
title “pastor” until you’re “ordained.” Also, for some denominations, it means your license never expires 
(whereas ministers need to reapply every two years); or, ordination sometimes means you’ve completed 
certain Bible school courses or tests of longevity. And every church can set up their own hoops and 
definition for ordination. Ultimately, it’s just an arbitrary definition. And the bylaws state that the Staff 
Elders can define this as they see fit.  
 But here, the bylaws are simply stating that, ordination automatically comes with a license (as 
defined by IRS).  
 You can technically get an ordination certificate online - as some churches virtually have no 
criteria. This has led to many celebrities getting ordained so that, they can exploit certain loopholes. Other 
wealthy people do it to opt out of social security (thus, sheltering an additional 12 percent of the income). 
 But most Christians see these practices as abusing the system. And it's important that churches 
don't abuse the privilege of licenses as they could expose the church to liability.   

 

Section 2. Church Training. 

 The Lead Pastor and his staff may establish a School of Ministry, setting forth a prescribed 

curriculum and course of study leading to ordination and licensing of ministers. The School of 

Ministry will prepare students in the knowledge of the Word of God and in ministering to people’s 

needs through the Gospel of Jesus Christ. 

 

Section 3. Establishment of Parachurch Organizations. 

 The Lead Pastor and Directors may accept or establish any other parachurch organization 

that promotes the Gospel and fulfills the current IRS requirements for parachurch organizations. 

They would provide a 501(c)(3) umbrella under the following guidelines: 

● Promoting the Gospel of Jesus Christ 

● Be submitted to the pastoral authority of Substance Church, Inc. 

● Meet all current IRS regulations for parachurch organizations under a 501(c)(3) 

umbrella 

● The Chief Executive Officer of the parachurch organization must be a member in good 

standing of Substance Church, Inc. 

● The organization must have its own Federal ID number 

● The organization must be aware of and adhere to the IRS guidelines for nonprofit 

corporations 
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ARTICLE 14 

DISSOLUTION 

Section 1. Dissolution and Distribution of Property. 

(a) The Church will hold, own, and enjoy its own personal and real property, without any 

right of reversion to another entity, except as provided in these Bylaws.  

 

 (b) “Dissolution” means the complete disbanding of the Church so that it no longer 

functions as a congregation or as a corporate entity. Upon the dissolution of the Church, its 

property will be applied and distributed as follows: (1) all liabilities and obligations of the Church 

will be paid and discharged, or adequate provision will be made to do so; (2) assets held by the 

Church upon condition requiring return, transfer, or conveyance will be returned, transferred, or 

conveyed if the condition is triggered by the dissolution; (3) assets received and not held upon a 

condition requiring return, transfer, or conveyance by reason of the dissolution will be transferred 

or conveyed to one (1) or more domestic or foreign corporations, societies, or organizations that 

qualify as exempt organizations under section 501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 (or 

the corresponding provision of any foreign jurisdiction in the case of a foreign corporation), and 

are engaged in activities substantially similar to those of the Church; the Directors will set a plan 

for this distribution; and (4) any assets not otherwise disposed of will be disposed of by a court of 

competent jurisdiction of the county in which the principal office of the Church is then located, 

for such purposes and to such organizations as the court will determine, provided such 

organizations are in agreement with the Church’s Statement of Faith and basic form of 

government. 

 

ARTICLE 15 

WHISTLEBLOWER POLICY 

Section 1. Purpose. 

The Church requires all of its Directors, Officers, Staff Elders, employees, and volunteers 

to observe high standards of business and personal ethics in the conduct of their duties and 

responsibilities. As employees and representatives of the Church, individuals must practice 

honesty and integrity in fulfilling their responsibilities and comply with all applicable laws and 

regulations. Therefore, if a Director, Officer, Staff Elder, employee, or volunteer of the Church 

reasonably believes that the Church, by and through its Directors, Officers, Staff Elders, 

employees, or volunteers, or entities with whom the Church has a business relationship, is in 

violation of applicable law or regulation or any policy or procedure of the Church, then that 

individual will file a written complaint with either his or her supervisor or the Directors. This 

policy is intended to encourage and enable employees and others to raise serious concerns within 

the Church prior to seeking resolution outside the Church.  
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Section 2. Procedure. 

(a) Reporting Responsibility. It is the responsibility of all of the Church’s Directors, 

Officers, Staff Elders, employees, and volunteers to comply with all applicable laws and 

regulations as well as all policies and procedures of the Church and to report violations or 

suspected violations in accordance with the policy.  

 

If a Director, Officer, Staff Elder, employee, or volunteer of the Church reasonably believes 

that any policy, practice, or activity of the Church is in violation of any applicable law or 

regulation, or policy or procedure of the Church, then the Director, Officer, Staff Elder, employee, 

or volunteer should share their questions, concerns, or complaints with someone who may be able 

to address them properly. If the concerns are not addressed, the reporting individual should make 

a formal complaint as outlined herein.  

 

(b) Acting in Good Faith. Anyone filing a complaint must be acting in good faith and have 

reasonable grounds for believing the information disclosed indicates a violation of the applicable 

law or regulation, or policy or procedure of the Church. Any allegations that prove not to be 

substantiated and which prove to have been made maliciously or knowingly to be false will be 

viewed as a serious disciplinary offense. 

 

(c) Reporting Violations. In most cases, an employee or volunteer’s supervisor is in the 

best position to address an area of concern. However, if the reporting individual is not comfortable 

speaking with his or her supervisor, or the reporting individual is not satisfied with his or her 

supervisor’s response, the reporting individual is encouraged to speak with a member of the 

Directors. Directors are required to report suspected violations directly to the entire Directors.  

 

(d) Accounting and Auditing Matters. The Directors will address all reported concerns or 

complaints regarding corporate accounting practices, internal controls, or auditing.  

 

(e) Evidence. Although the reporting individual is not expected to prove the truth of an 

allegation, the reporting individual needs to demonstrate that there are reasonable grounds for 

concern on his or her part and that these concerns are most appropriately handled through this 

procedure.  

 

(f) Investigation of Complaint. After receipt of the complaint, the Director to whom the 

complaint was made will provide the complaint to the entire Directors. The Directors will then 

determine whether an investigation is appropriate and the form that it should take. Concerns may 

be resolved through the initial inquiry by agreed action without the need for further investigation. 

The entire Directors will receive a report on each complaint and a follow-up report on action taken. 

When the complaint is about the President, the investigation must be conducted consistently with 

the provisions in Article 5, Section 7. 

 

(g) Handling of Reported Violations. The Director to whom the complaint was made will 

notify the reporting individual and acknowledge receipt of the reported violation within five (5) 

business days. All reports will be promptly investigated and appropriate corrective action will be 

taken if warranted by the investigation. Reporting individuals who reasonably believe that they 
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been retaliated against in violation of this policy will follow the same procedures as for filing an 

original complaint.  

 

Section 3. Safeguards. 

(a) Confidentiality. Reported or suspected violations may be submitted on a confidential 

basis by the reporting individual or may be submitted anonymously. Reports of violations will be 

kept confidential to the extent possible, consistent with the need to conduct an adequate 

investigation.  

 

However, the reporting individual is encouraged to put his or her name to the allegation 

because appropriate follow-up questions and investigations may not be possible unless the source 

of the information is identified. Concerns expressed anonymously will be investigated, but 

consideration will be given to:  

 

● The seriousness of the issue raised 

● The credibility of the concern  

● The likelihood of confirming the allegation from documentation and other sources 

 

Every effort will be made to protect the reporting individual’s identity; though all 

individuals considering such a report should be advised that anonymity cannot be assured if an 

external investigation or criminal proceedings relating to the report occur.  

 

 
ARTICLE 15-3a COMMENTARY:  "Crucified for Confidentiality" 

Years ago, I had a mid-level employee harass and threaten a female employee under them on 
multiple occasions. Over time, this woman took action and reported this employee anonymously – which 
means, we could not tell this employee who was making the accusation – as he could further threaten this 
individual. 

After an investigation was done, we found ample evidence to substantiate the claim. Yet, because 
of confidentiality, we had to fire this person without revealing hardly any of the reasons why. As you'd 
imagine, we were friends with the wife of this fired individual. And she felt completely in-the-dark.  

In some ways, this put me, the boss, in an impossible situation as I looked like a mean-spirited 
dictator who didn't want to listen to this other employee's side of the story. This is why our bylaws encourage 
people to put their names to the allegation. 

However, in this situation, I had to painfully honor the anonymity of this person. They had been 
violated by someone who I put over them. Thus, I was obligated to protect this person. Yet, it also cost me 
my reputation with a good number of people. 

Obviously, there were church members who loved the employee I fired. And they felt like I had 
treated this person unjustly. And based on their limited information, I could totally understand why they felt 
that way. 
 However, choosing right doesn't mean we always get to feel right. Sometimes, we need to 
carefully steward information even though it hurts our reputations. In the end, we need to trust that God 
will defend us. And he always does. "I have never seen the righteous forsaken or their children 
begging bread." Psalm 37:25. 

 

(b) No Retaliation. No reporting individual who, in good faith, reports a violation will 

suffer harassment, retaliation, or adverse employment consequence. An employee or 
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representative of the Church who retaliates against a reporting individual who has reported a 

violation in good faith is subject to discipline up to, and including, termination of employment and 

dismissal from Church representation.  

 

(c) Harassment or Victimization. Harassment or victimization of the reporting individual 

for providing information in accordance with this policy by anyone affiliated with the Church will 

not be tolerated. In addition, the provision of such information will not in any way influence, 

positively or negatively, the carrying out of routine disciplinary procedures by management as 

stated in the Church’s employment policies.  

 

(d) Malicious Allegations. The Directors recognize that intentionally untruthful, malicious, 

erroneous, or harassing allegations would be damaging to the mission, integrity, and morale of the 

Church and the reputation of the accused individual. The safeguards stated in this Policy do not 

apply to individuals who make such complaints. Such allegations may result in disciplinary action, 

including but not limited to termination of employment and dismissal of Membership. 

 

ARTICLE 16  

CONFLICT OF INTEREST POLICY 

Section 1. Purpose. 

The purpose of the conflict of interest policy is to protect the Church’s interest when it is 

contemplating entering into a transaction or arrangement that might benefit the private interest of 

a Director or Officer of the Church, or might result in a possible excess benefit transaction. This 

policy is intended to supplement, but not replace, any applicable state and federal laws governing 

conflicts of interest applicable to nonprofit and charitable organizations and is not intended as an 

exclusive statement of responsibilities.  

 

Section 2. Definitions. 

(a) Interested Person. Any Director, Officer, or member of a committee with powers 

delegated by the Directors, who has a direct or indirect financial interest, as defined below, is an 

interested person.  

 

(b) Financial Interest. A person has a financial interest if the person has, directly or 

indirectly, through business, investment, or family:  

 

1) An ownership or investment interest in any entity with which the Church has a 

transaction or arrangement;  

 

2) A compensation arrangement with the Church or with any entity or individual 

with which the Church has a transaction or arrangement; or  

 

3) A potential ownership or investment interest in, or compensation arrangement 

with, any entity or individual with which the Church is negotiating a transaction or 
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arrangement.  

 

Compensation includes direct or indirect remuneration, as well as gifts or favors that are 

material. A financial interest is not necessarily a conflict of interest.  

 

Section 3. Procedures. 

(a) Duty to Disclose. In connection with any actual or possible conflict of interest, an 

interested person must disclose the existence of the financial interest and be given opportunity to 

disclose all material facts to the Directors.  

 

(b) Determining Whether a Conflict of Interest Exists. After disclosure of the financial 

interest and all material facts, and after any discussion with the interested person, the interested 

person will leave the Directors’ meeting while the determination of a conflict of interest is 

discussed and voted upon. The remaining Directors will decide if a conflict of interest exists.  

 

(c) Procedures for Addressing the Conflict of Interest.  

 

1) An interested person may make a presentation at the Directors’ meeting, but after 

the presentation, the interested person will leave the meeting during the discussion of, and 

the vote on, the transaction or arrangement involving the possible conflict of interest.  

 

2) The Directors may, if appropriate, appoint a disinterested person or committee 

to investigate alternatives to the proposed transaction or arrangement.  

 

3) After exercising due diligence, the Directors will determine whether the Church 

can obtain, with reasonable efforts, a more advantageous transaction or arrangement from 

a person or entity that would not give rise to a conflict of interest.  

 

4) If a more advantageous transaction or arrangement is not reasonably possible 

under circumstances not producing a conflict of interest, the Directors will determine by a 

majority vote of the disinterested Directors whether the transaction or arrangement is in the 

Church’s best interests, for its own benefit, and whether it is fair and reasonable. In 

conformity with the above determination, it will make its decision whether to enter into the 

transaction or arrangement.  

 

(d) Violations of the Conflicts of Interest Policy. 

 

1) If the Directors have reasonable cause to believe a person has failed to disclose 

actual or possible conflicts of interest, it will inform the person of the basis for such belief 

and afford the person an opportunity to explain the alleged failure to disclose.  

 

2) If, after hearing the person’s response and after making further investigation as 

warranted by the circumstances, the Directors determine that the person has failed to 

disclose an actual or possible conflict of interest, it will take appropriate disciplinary and 

corrective action.  
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Section 4. Records of Proceedings. 

The minutes of the Directors will contain:  

 

(a) The names of the persons who disclosed or otherwise were found to have a financial 

interest in connection with an actual or possible conflict of interest, the nature of the financial 

interest, any action taken to determine whether a conflict of interest was present, and the Directors’ 

decision as to whether a conflict of interest in fact existed.  

 

(b) The names of the persons who were present for discussions and votes relating to the 

transaction or arrangement, the content of the discussion, including any alternatives to the 

proposed transaction or arrangement, and a record of any votes taken in connection with the 

proceedings.  

 

Section 5. Compensation. 

(a) A Director who receives compensation, directly or indirectly, from the Church for 

services is precluded from voting on matters pertaining to that Director’s compensation.  

 

(b) A voting member of any committee whose jurisdiction includes compensation matters 

and who receives compensation, directly or indirectly, from the Church for services is precluded 

from voting on matters pertaining to that member’s compensation.  

 

(c) No Director of any committee whose jurisdiction includes compensation matters and 

who receives compensation, directly or indirectly, from the Church, either individually or 

collectively, is prohibited from providing information to any committee regarding compensation. 

 

ARTICLE 17 

MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS 

Section 1. Construction of Bylaws. 

These Bylaws will be construed in accordance with the laws of the State of Minnesota. All 

references in the Bylaws to statutes, regulations, or other sources of legal authority will refer to 

the authorities cited or the corresponding provisions of any subsequent laws as they may be 

amended from time to time. If any Bylaw provision is held to be invalid, illegal, or unenforceable 

in any respect, the invalidity, illegality, or unenforceability will not affect any other provision, and 

the Bylaws will be construed as if the invalid, illegal, or unenforceable provision had not been 

included in the Bylaws.  

 

The headings used in the Bylaws are used for convenience and will not be considered in 

construing the terms of the Bylaws. 

 

Wherever the context requires, all words in the Bylaws in the male, female, or neuter 
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genders will be deemed to include the other genders, all singular words will include the plural, and 

all plural words will include the singular.  

 

Section 2. Seal. 

The Directors may provide for a corporate seal.  

 

Section 3. Power of Attorney. 

A person may execute any instrument related to the Church by means of a power of attorney 

if an original executed copy of the power of attorney is provided to the Secretary/Treasurer of the 

Church to be kept with the Church records. 

  

Section 4. Parties Bound. 

The Bylaws will be binding upon and inure to the benefit of the Church Members, Pastors, 

Directors, Officers, Apostolic Advisors, Staff Elders, employees, and agents of the Church and 

their respective heirs, executors, administrators, legal representatives, successors, and assigns 

except as otherwise provided in the Bylaws.  

 

ARTICLE 18 

AMENDMENT OF BYLAWS 

 These Bylaws may be altered, amended, or repealed, and new Bylaws may be adopted, 

only by the written approval of the Lead Pastor in conjunction with approval by two-thirds (2/3) 

of the Directors. This can be done at any regular meeting of the Board. The one exception to this 

is Article 2, the Statement of Faith. Only the Lead Pastor, with approval by two-thirds (2/3) of the 

serving Staff Elders, may change the Statement of Faith. At least five (5) days written advance 

notice of the meeting will be given to each member of the Board.  In the written notice, proposed 

changes must be explained.  

 
ARTICLE 18 COMMENTARY:  "Who can change what in the Bylaws?" 
 This final clause is a critical one. It states that the Trustee/Directors can change almost anything in 
the bylaws with the exception of the statement of faith (which is reserved for the staff elders). The idea here 
is to leave the theological matters for the pastoral staff. 
 But the Lead Pastor (in good standing) must be involved in every bylaw change. Obviously, if the 
lead pastor suddenly dies or is removed, there is a succession plan that will empower either a new president 
or officer. But the trustees cannot secretly make a change without the permission of the board chairperson. 
Generally speaking, the lead-pastor (chair) must propose the change in writing – so the trustees can fully 
consider the actual proposal. And, the lead pastor can't just "sneak in a quick meeting" and modify the 
bylaws under the noses of the trustees. Rather, there must be a five day written advance notice of the 
meeting to the trustees. 
 For example, I once knew a dictator lead pastor who wanted to dismantle his board. He was caught 
doing something morally questionable. And before an investigation could occur, he quickly called a board 
meeting of his closest trustee friends to modify the bylaws to eliminate accountability. 
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 I've also seen trustees attempt to do the same thing. There was a spat between a pastor and his 
board over a ridiculous debate about a youth small group curriculum. I was brought in as a mediating voice 
– to evaluate whether the youth curriculum was "doctrinally sound" – which it was.  
 But this was not what the trustees wanted to hear. They felt like the curriculum was grounds for 
removing the lead pastor. 
 As as outsider, I felt like the curriculum was dumb. I would probably not use it in my church; yet, I 
certainly wouldn't have wasted any time fighting over it. The whole debate felt ridiculous. Yet, we all know: 
"the issue" is never the "issue." There was a deeper offense causing the whole problem.  
 Three of the board members were best friends with the former youth pastor – who didn't like the 
new youth pastor who was hired. Thus, the curriculum debate was ultimately an offense against the lead 
pastor who made the decision to hire the new youth pastor. 
 Thus, the trustees called a secret meeting (which was illegal) to change the bylaws to exclude the 
authority of the lead pastor; however, after doing so, they realized that bylaw proposals couldn't even be 
legally voted on unless the lead pastor approved of the change in writing. Hence, the church was spared 
from a rather large split over a rather small offense.  
 Thus, the rules here are intended to slow the process of change with the hopes of encouraging 
discussion and reconciliation before unhealthy coup d'états occur. They also force the lead pastor to be 
clear, deliberate and collaborative about any changes they suggest. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SECRETARY 

 

 I certify that I am the duly elected and acting Secretary of Substance Church, Inc. and that the 

foregoing Bylaws constitute the Bylaws of the Church.  These Bylaws were duly adopted by the 

Board of Directors of the Church on the _____ day of _____________, 20XX. 

 

 

DATED: ________________________ 

 

      By: __________________________ 

 

      Name: _________________ 

 

      Title: Secretary 
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APPENDIX 1a 

Apostolic Advisors:  
What Makes a Great Overseer/Advisor? 
 

WHAT DOES AN APOSTOLIC ADVISOR DO? 

WHAT TYPES OF PEOPLE SHOULD A LEAD PASTOR BE LOOKING FOR? 

WHAT ARE THE WAYS WE CAN DECREASE THE LIABILITIES OF BEING AN OVERSEER? 

 

 

 The advice on this page is designed for Overseers as conceived by the "Hybrid" model of 

church government. If you're not well acquainted with this model, I encourage you to check out 

some of the free resources on this site that explain it. 

 But as a quick reminder, the Hybrid is designed to encourage the following four entities 

to work together: (1). Lead pastor (a.k.a., Apostolic Leader); (2). Financial Trustee (aka, 
Director); (3). Elder (aka. Deacon / staff); (4). Overseer (aka, Bishop / Apostolic 
Advisor). 
 People often ask me: "Why are churches moving towards the term apostolic advisor 

instead of overseer?" Part of this is because, to some people, overseer automatically means 

"direct authority" over a local pastor (similar to bishops in traditional denominations). This has 

naturally led to a lot of misguided lawsuits. 

 You see, in the Hybrid model of governance, overseers generally do not have direct 

authority over local pastors. Indeed, they're more of a mentoring board. And they only have legal 

authority when called upon by the trustees or elders. Thus, to avoid being targeted by overly 

aggressive lawsuits, churches are moving towards the term spiritual advisor as it implicitly 

denotes a different type of relationship.16 But it begs the question: What does this relationship 

actually look like? And ultimately, which types of people are ideal for this role? 

 

According to our bylaws, Apostolic Advisors play numerous roles: 

 
(1). They coach the lead pastor, and/or staff or trustees on major decisions. They are a 

consulting board. But they have no legal authority unless there’s a formal investigation activated 

by one of the internal boards (Eg Trustees or Staff Elders). 

 
16 For example, in the Catholic church, there has been a sad tradition of sexual misconduct among priests. But even 

more scandalous, there have been a lot of bishops who covered up this behavior – leading to lawsuits.  

 Obviously, independent churches do not have bishops – and even though we have overseers, they do not 

have direct authority over the pastors they oversee (unless officially called upon in crisis). Unfortunately, there are a 

lot of rookie law-firms who don't realize the distinction. They waste valuable time and money going after overseers 

who aren't legally culpable the same way that traditional denominational overseers are. Naturally, this creates a 

problem for independent churches. No one wants to be an overseer (for liability reasons). And when you decrease 

mentoring and accountability, it ironically increases moral failures! So, what are we to do? For starters, some say: 

"let's distance ourselves from direct-line flow-chart terms like bishop or overseers." Also, many "Spiritual advisors" 

are signing special indemnification clauses (little legal statements that clarify their roles and protect them from 

liability). Lastly, churches simply need to invest in legal counsel for when these misguided lawsuits occur. 
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(2). A few of them participate on the Compensation Committee for the Lead Pastor which is 

often one-in-the-same as a “Care Committee” (a team that oversees sabbaticals, marriage 

counselling, travel schedules, etc).   

(3). If there is a substantive accusation of misconduct, and they are activated by trustees or 

elders, they alone have full authority to discipline or exonerate the lead pastor. Sheep 

should never be in a position to discipline or exonerate their shepherd (as they often lack 

objectivity and are prone to local politics). I.e., the Overseers play the role of an outside 

professional who can be activated as an independent mediator or judge in times of crisis. 

(4). During pastoral searches, they have significantly more experience and credibility to 

help fill the pulpit, manage the emotions of the staff, and provide suitable candidates for the 

church. Personally, I do not believe in lay-search committees (which usually lead to church 

plateaus and disasters in the vast majority of circumstances). 

 

Thus, an ideal Apostolic Advisor is… 

 
(1). AN ACTIVE LEAD PASTOR:  Remember, this is a crisis board… people who will be 

leading amidst moral failures or staff rebellions. They need to have a resume that could 

withstand scrutiny.  

Overseers who aren’t active senior pastors are often seen as less credible and qualified to make 

complex and controversial decisions. Ideally, you want overseers who pastor churches that are 

larger and more resourceful than your own church. You want your staff to “look up to” these 

churches. Yet, on the other hand, we also need to make sure your overseers are...  

 

(2). ACCESSIBLE and AVAILABLE: You don’t really want “big name pastors” who will 

never be available to come preach at your church. Yes, a big-name pastor may add credibility to 

your church; but, the goal isn’t merely to get figurehead leaders who will lend their names (as if 

this were a book endorsement). Rather, you want people you could actually call in times of crisis 

and they would be willing to come. Thus, I would avoid pastors who are so successful that you 

would be scared to text them. Pick people who could come preach once every two years. You 

want your church and staff to feel familiar with them so that, if a crisis required their assistance, 

your leaders would have some sort of connection and/or trust.  

 

(3). PICK SPIRITUAL PARENTS AND SIBLINGS -  You want overseers who pastor 

churches of similar style and size. Be sure to pick at least one overseer who has a “Restoration 

Gift” (aka., the ability to pastor you through your toughest day). You want people who aren’t 

impressed by you (and can be honest with you); yet, are also people you would trust to literally 

take over your church in a time of crisis. Pick people to whom you could feel safe confessing 

your sins. They don’t need to be your weekly accountability partners; but, you want people you 

can be vulnerable around. 

 

(4). MORE THAN THREE, LESS THAN SEVEN: 

If you only have 2 overseers in a time of crisis, it could be easy for an internal board of trustees 

or elders to dismantle or undermine the authority of your overseeing board - which I’ve seen 

happen a lot over the years. Internal boards tend to loose all of their objectivity. They fall prone 
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to internal fears and staff politics while overseers make big decisions. Thus, in times of crisis 

there’s often a tension between the “internal board,” the staff, and the overseeing board. Thus, 

when there are only 2 overseers, it’s way easier to undermine their authority by accusing them of 

being too detached or [fill in the blank]. However, when the overseer board is comprised of 3 or 

more dynamic senior pastors, it’s harder to pull an internal coup. On the other side, you probably 

wouldn’t want more than seven overseers as this would be a rather cumbersome number of 

relationships to maintain. Remember, you’ll want your church to have some sort of relationship 

with these overseers. Thus, it helps to pick people who could come preach. But, the maximum 

number isn’t as important as the minimum number. 
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APPENDIX 2a 
Trustees: How to Be a Great Trustee / Director: 

 

WHY ME?    There are four common reasons why Lead pastors often pick people for this role:  

(1) Your Expertise fit the team! Every church needs skillful people who understand 

leadership, real-estate, or have high business acumen. And if you're wondering: "Well, 

what's the specific gift that led you to pick me?" Just ask your Lead Pastor! You clearly 

have a skill that is complementary or strategic for the body of Christ.  

(2) Your Influence and insights about the world around you: Every church needs socially 

intelligent leaders who understand how to inspire and lead people. You either have 

influence / insight, or both! 

(3) A love for them (the Lead Pastor) and their family. It's important that you're not just 

"called to the church" but that you're "called to the pastor." Imagine if you were called to 

your house but not your spouse. That would be a strange marriage! So, be willing to put 

some time into this relationship. 

(4) A gift of giving and generosity: Because the trustees have access to the finances, they 

are naturally a fantastic liaison for helping others become "owners." It's fundraising 101: 

When pastors talk about money, people tend to get cynical about their motives. But you 

have a unique position. When you share about the exciting decisions that are happening, 

people will listen. So be ready to model both ownership and generosity. And it will be 

contagious. 

 

WHAT ARE THE PRIMARY ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES? 

• To stay aware of the churches overall financial trends 

• To investigate possible properties and decide leases. 

• To set the salary of the Lead Pastor (and any family members) 

• To decide church loans and speak to major financial decisions 

• To be the unbiased contact person (non-staff) when independent audits are being done. 

• To call in the Overseers (Spiritual Advisors) during specific times of Crisis. 

 

WHAT IS EXPECTED?   

• It’s O.K. to ask tough questions. But don’t assume your lead pastor's motives. Remember, 

trust is a two-way street.  

• Divine Optimism. Yes, our job is to mitigate pitfalls, loans, and liabilities; Yet, we also 

believe that God is in the business of multiplying loaves and fish. We constantly make plans 

to compensate for the worst-case-scenario while simultaneously expecting the best case-

scenario. 

• Your best Effort to be Available: In certain years, trustee meetings are sparse. In high 

expansion years, the meetings might be greater.  

 

WHAT IS NOT EXPECTED:  
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• You do not call meetings or set the meeting agenda. Only the Lead Pastor / President has that 

ability. But if you have concerns, be sure to talk to the Lead Pastor about it before meetings. 

• You’re not here to have vision for the organization. Your job is to help figure out how 

buildings, loans and big financial decisions intersect with that vision in terms of timing, 

wisdom, and liability. As a lead pastor, I often tell my trustees: "I don’t have a vote on hardly 

anything except for tie-breakers. Thus, only YOU can have a vote. Only I can have an 

agenda."  

• Don't nit-pick the staff about subjective financial expenditures. Every leader is going to have 

a slightly different opinion about how and where the money should be spent. After all, every 

financial decision requires risk. So, instead, focus your conversations like this: If the church 

was a giant ship that could get a hole – would the decision create a "below the water-line 

hole" or an "above the water-line hole." To put it another way, The lead pastor will bring a 

vision that will excite and expand the congregation. You bring the wisdom. The lead pastor 

will bring the dream of the log-cabin. You bring the tools: the axe and the axe sharpener. In 

essence, the bylaws task the trustees with the responsibility of focusing on future cash: how 

loans may kill future cash-flow and growth and not current cash: the money that’s already 

come in. 
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APPENDIX 2b 
Trustee/Directors:  What Should Lead Pastors be Looking For? 
 

Over the last two decades of being a lead pastor, I've had a lot of good and bad board members! 

So, a lot of young pastors ask me: "What are you looking for?" And more specifically, how do 

you steward a healthy culture with them? So, to help you out, I listed a few of the FAQ's I get 

about this board. 

 

Why do Some Churches use the term Trustee and others Director for this board? 
Some U.S. states allow churches to file as either a church (requiring a trustee board) or a non-

profit (requiring a director board). But directors and trustees are essentially the same role. It is a 

fiduciary accountability board. 

 

Who are the types of people who make great trustees? Who should a pastor look 

for? 
It depends on whether you believe that Trustees fall under the Biblical definitions and 

requirements of “Elders or Deacons.” Some churches see their trustee boards as merely a federal 

requirement – not a spiritual requirement. Ie. They have minimal requirements for trustees yet 

significantly higher requirements for elders.  

 

Personally, I have always treated my Trustee/Director board as a type of elder who specializes in 

finance and business. Thus, I look for trustee who fit the following Biblical mandates like: 

• They live a lifestyle that’s beyond reproach (it’s not easy to accuse them of evil) (1 Tim. 

3:2) 

• They manage themselves, their doctrine, their marriage, finances, and their family well. 

(Titus 1:6-7, 9) 

• They have a good reputation with outsiders (1 Tim. 3:7) 

• They are not a recent convert (i.e., they have a track-record of choosing God). (1 Tim. 

3:6, 10) 
 

Beyond these basics, I like to categorize my Trustee criteria according to I.P.O.D.S. – 

Imperatives, Preferences, Optionals, Don’ts 
 

IMPERATIVES: 

• Look for people who love you (the Lead Pastor) and feel called to your leadership, not 

merely the church.  

• Look for people with whom you have divine chemistry. (You communicate easily with 

them). 

• Look for people who are willing & available to pursue a relationship with you. 

• Look for people who consistently attend your church (relationally connected)  

• Look for people who are generous to your church in both time and money (Ie. 

ownership). 
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• Pick trustees who are able to nimbly balance big-faith along with skeptical diligence.  

• I never nominate a trustee unless I also trust their spouse. I don’t need the spouse to have 

equal qualifications as they won’t be voting. But I also don’t want them to have negative 

qualifications either.  
 

PREFERENCES: 

• When possible, look for trustee-oriented skill-sets: Eg., lawyers, CEO’s, accountants, 

contractors, real-estate leaders, business owners, human resource or fundraising skills.  

• Look for people who can help you develop a legacy team (a group whose gift is giving). 

I.e., They can help you attract and maintain donors, business leaders, and people of 

influence. 

• Look for diversity: A board with diverse ages, genders, and ethnic backgrounds can 

increase your influence, boost church confidence, as well as boost church evangelism 

(See Acts 6). 

• When the church is small and can’t afford staff, use this team as a testing ground for 

potential staff. 

• Look for people who would be comfortable talking about executive compensation 

packages: Studies show, if everyone on your board makes less than a typical pastor, 

they’ll be less likely to approve normal compensation packages, even if it’s in line 

w/national averages. I.e., The goal here isn’t to appoint wealthy business people so you 

can get a more generous salary package; rather, if your church payscales are below 

average (because your board is uncomfortable making market-based business decisions, 

then it can mess up your churches pay-scales – which makes it harder for your church to 

recruit or keep talented staff. 

 
OPTIONALS: 

• Feel free to include spouses as much or as little as you feel comfortable. The Bible bids 

us to consider married couples as “one flesh.” So, in meetings, when you’re primarily 

sharing vision, pull more people in. In times when a complicated decision is being made, 

keep the meeting smaller. Always be clear about who is invited where.  

• Feel free to break the mold on a few of your trustees. They don’t all need to be successful 

business people.  

 
DON’TS: 

• Don’t pick trustees exclusively based on wealth or skill. Yes, financial success is often a 

sign of good stewardship; but, this is not a substitute for the Imperatives mentioned 

above. And Yes, it’s helpful to have lawyers, CEO’s, contractors, and real-estate leaders 

on your board; but, you can hire these skills. 

• Don’t be haphazard about people who’ve served on “other boards.” Previous board 

experience can be a liability – if their expectations and experiences are out of sync with 

your style of trustee. Be aware of baggage and preconceived notions about their role on 

your board. 

• Don’t appoint family members: a board member should add credibility — not conflicts of 

interest. Sometimes family members can either be too harsh or too soft when it comes to 
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big decisions. It’s critical to establish a healthy perception of accountability as well as 

actual accountability. And family members can add a complicated dynamic.  

• Don’t appoint trustees who see themselves as “your mentor.” This may be a great 

attribute in an Overseer. But, the trustee role is all about carrying out your vision – not to 

mentor a vision into you. People who perceive themselves to be mentoring could be 

tempted to think that the vision of the church flows from them to you. However, trustees 

don’t dictate vision. They advise you on how to carry it out in a responsible way. Yes, 

they can push-back on your vision. But,  it’s important to maintain relationships that 

protect the flow of vision. 
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APPENDIX 2c 

Trustee/Directors: How to Onboard a Trustee? 
 

 Before you onboard anyone, it's always good to double check: Do I have the right 

person? As Paul put it: "Do not be hasty in the laying on of hands" (1 Tim. 5:22). I.e., Don't be 

quick promote people into leadership. Thus, as the saying goes, "the best way to fire someone is 

not to hire them." So, if you haven't read my essay on "What to look for" be sure to check that 

out (APPENDIX 2b) 

 However, once you find an individual who fits the IPODS of a Trustee, consider the 

following 5 steps: 

 

(A). SET A MEETING W/THEM: Affirm them. Talk about the leadership you see in them. 

And then talk about the basic roles and expectations that might come along with this position.  

 

(B). SET A TIMELINE FOR READING AND RESEARCH:  

 Have them to study your bylaws, statement of faith, and additional books for onboarding. 

The goal here is to make sure you are in unity. They might read your bylaws and fundamentally 

disagree with them. Or, they might read your statement of faith, and you suddenly find out, “I 

don’t believe in hell” (this honestly happened to me once). Thus, the goal of this step is two-fold: 

You want to make sure they understand both you and your churches’ methods. 

 For example, I’ve written numerous books that explain how our church works. I wrote 

Pharisectomy: How to Remove your Inner Pharisee and Other Religiously Transmitted Diseases. 

The goal of this book was to increase generosity and to decrease politics in my church. Thus, it’s 

the type of book that I'd use to make sure there's alignment on my team. Or, I also wrote Happy 

Church Governance for my boards to understand the philosophy behind our government and role 

definition. However, you can pick additional books for reference. For example, you might want 

your board of staff elders to own a good systematic theology book (as they have the ability to 

affect your Statement of Faith).17 

  

(C) ASK THEM TO GET TO KNOW OTHER BOARD MEMBERS:   

 The goal here is to give your other board members an opportunity to vet the individual. 

Do they fit? Think of your board like a small group. You will need trust. Technically, our Staff 

Elders vote on whether to approve a certain trustee (the staff elders are an internal board of 

pastoral staff – often the highest ranking pastors – chosen by the lead pastor to manage our 

statement of faith and ordination process). Thus, it’s important for them to feel comfortable with 

the nominee. 

 

(D). DO A FOLLOW UP MEETING FOR Q&A:  Give the individual time to think about the 

commitment and the role. You want to hear their hesitations and questions before tossing them 

 
17 I often purchase a good systematic theology for my staff elders. A few of my favorites (in order) are: Millard 

Erickson's "Christian Theology," Norman Geisler's "Bakers Encyclopedia of Christian Apologetics" and finally, 

Walter Elwell's "Evangelical Dictionary of Theology." I also appreciate Eldon Ladd's "A Theology of the New 

Testament," Norman Geisler's extended volumes, and from a Reform (Calvinist) perspective, Wayne Grudem and 

J.I. Packer.  
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into a meeting. They might be curious about the bylaws or about their roles. Constantly revisit 

the basics! 

 

(E) . HAVE A FORMAL VOTE (if your bylaws require it). My staff elders confirm my 

nominees to my trustee board. And once it's official, make it fun. The spirit of the board matters 

as much as the business of the board. Operate like a team that truly loves one another. 
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APPENDIX 3a 

Elders: How to Be a Great Staff Elder 

 

WHY ME?    Most people are chosen for this role because they are already doing the work of an 

elder. And these simple responsibilities are simply an acknowledgement that formalizes this call. 

 

In the Hybrid model of government, "Staff Elders" don't have a lot of weekly bylaw 

responsibilities until there are transitions or crises with the lead pastorate. There are a bunch of 

tasks listed below (pulled from Article 10 of the bylaws). But here are a few of the bigger 

responsibilities: 

 

WHAT ARE THE PRIMARY RESPONSIBILITIES OF STAFF ELDERS? 

• They Manage the Statement of Faith: There's no need to be a systematic theologian here as 

the statement of faith is generally already settled. But on rare occasions, there’s a need to add 

to the statement of faith due to shifting culture. For example, only twenty years ago, it would 

have seemed unnecessary to define marriage as “one man, born as a man; and, one woman, 

born as a woman.” Yet, in light of the many lawsuits on gender, churches need to protect 

themselves. Thus, staff elders need to be judicious people who could find and process 

theological opinions and then prayerfully discern God's opinion on such things.18  

• They Confirm the Lead Pastor's Nominees for the Board of Trustees/Directors: (as 

described in Article 10). In many churches, the Staff Elders make a list of up-and-coming 

leaders who might be great as potential staff or trustees. Thus, it helps for Staff Elders to 

know the types of people who would make great Trustee/Directors. And ultimately, the staff 

elders confirm these nominees from the lead pastor with a majority vote. 

• They Call in the crisis board (a.k.a. Apostolic Advisory Board / Overseers) if/when 

necessary; If there’s an accusation or intervention on the lead pastor, it only takes two of the 

staff elders to call in the Spiritual Advisors. So, you want people who could see the signs of 

unhealth in the Lead pastor and family; and, thus, are capable in assisting both the lead pastor 

and the Apostolic advisors with a life-giving intervention. On the flip side, staff elders need 

to be smart enough to sniff out false accusations and character assassins in the church. Staff 

elders need to be capable of gathering information quickly when accusations occur.  

• They Confirm the next lead pastor by potentially voting on a confirmation committee: 

When a new lead pastor candidate is being voted on, a few of the staff elders will be given a 

vote. (The elders vote on who get's to represent them on the confirmation committee). The 

reason why this is important is because, in many confirmation processes, the staff aren't 

given any say. Often times, only the lay-elder or the congregation get a vote. This has caused 

a great number of church splits. Quite often, there's an inside-contender on staff who wants 

the job. Or, there's a mine-field of subtle political alliances that held the staff together. Thus, 

it's critical to give "the staff" more representation in this process as they will think differently 

 
18 I often purchase a good systematic theology for my staff elders. A few of my favorites are: Millard Erickson's 

"Christian Theology," Norman Geisler's "Bakers Encyclopedia of Christian Apologetics" and finally, Walter 

Elwell's "Evangelical Dictionary of Theology." I also appreciate Eldon Ladd's "A Theology of the New Testament," 

Norman Geisler's extended volumes, and from a Reform (Calvinist) perspective, Wayne Grudem and J.I. Packer.  
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about the incoming candidate: Eg., Who’s the candidate that could unite the staff best? Who 

has the political savvy to prevent staff turnover and minimize the trauma of transitions? 

• They Decide Requirements for Ordination: Some churches don't even have "ordained 

pastors." And if they do, the requirements have already been developed. So there's not much 

maintenance here. But what does ordination entail? For example, in many denominations, 

you won’t get the official title “pastor” until you’re “ordained.” Also, for some 

denominations, it means your ministerial license never expires (whereas others need to 

reapply every two years); or, ordination sometimes means you’ve completed certain Bible 

school courses or tests of longevity. And every church can set up their own hoops and 

definition for ordination. Ultimately, it’s just an arbitrary process. And the bylaws state that 

the Staff Elders can define this as they see fit.   

 

The Detailed Job Description below is copied out of Article 10. 

 

● Maintain and teach a Godly, Christian lifestyle 

● Serve the Church by helping the Lead Pastor to maintain the vision and direction 

of the Church 

● Demonstrate leadership to the Members of the Church 

● Provide a prayer shield for the Church staff and the Church 

● Defend, protect, and support the integrity of the Church staff and the Church;  

● Pray for the sick 

● Organize, implement, and execute licensing and ordination requirements and 

procedures 

● Mediate disputes among the Members of the Church 

● Pastor Church Members and staff 

● Contact the Apostolic Advisors to initiate investigation and potential discipline of 

the Lead Pastor if a situation involving pastoral misconduct occurs as provided in 

Article 5 

● Confirm the Lead Pastor’s nominations to the Director Board as provided in Article 

7, Section 2 

● Uphold the Statement of Faith as provided in Article 2 
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APPENDIX 4a 
SECRETARY-TREASURER  Cheat-Sheet 
 

What exactly does a Secretary Treasurer do?   

 

You may hardly ever have to do the following things... but over time, you’ll probably do all of these 

things!  So, rather than have you scour over the bylaws (Article 9- sections 1 & 2), here's the main bullet 

points: 

 

• THEY WILL RECORD VOTES, MINUTES, ATTENDANCE, OF EACH MEETING. 
(Or at least confirm that accurate notes were taken.) 

 

• THEY WILL OVERSEE THE FINANCIAL BOOK-KEEPING:  I.e., “do we keep good records 
of receipts, bills that we’ve paid, etc.?” (for the purpose of the IRS).  This authority even extends 
to having the ability to check banks accounts etc.  The purpose of this is merely to make sure the 
church isn’t in trouble or being managed sloppily.  It’s also a safe-guard in case I was using the 
church’s money in an awful way, say, to install an air-conditioner into our dog’s dog-house. 

 

• IN THE CASE OF AN AUDIT, THEY WILL BE THE LIAISON WITH THE FINANCIAL 
FIRM:   If we decide to do an annual audit, we would hire an accounting firm to sort through 
every nook and cranny of our financial records (i.e., hire an accountant for a few weeks).  If the 
accountant found that I was embezzling money (again for that air-conditioner in my dog-
house), the accountant needs another contact on the trustees aside from me (for conflict of 
interest purposes).  I don’t think we’ll be doing audits for a while... but if you & the trustees 
want them, we’ll do them. 
 

• THEY WILL CONDUCT A MEETING IF THE PASTOR IS ABSENT: Generally, the lead 
pastor (a.k.a., President) and Vice President will be there. However, in the rare case where this 
is not possible, and there are business decisions that need to be made, then the Secretary-
Treasurer must be present. If the pastor dies, they are third in the line of succession for board 
leadership (after the vice president). And they will serve until a new lead pastor/president is 
installed according to the bylaws. 

 

• THEY WILL GIVE A FINANCIAL REPORT ON CHURCH FINANCES FOR THE 
PREVIOUS YEAR: (once/yr): The purpose of this is to make sure that someone other than the 
pastor has taken a decent look at all of the finances.  I.e., Do we really have money in the bank 
that the lead pastor says we do?  Each week I have “Summary Sheets” of the previous service’s 
offerings (done by the volunteers who count the offering).  The Sec/Treasurer would have 
access to these and could make their own “Financial Summary”. 

 

• THEY WILL WORK WITH THE PRESIDENT TO PROVIDE AN ANNUAL CASH FLOW 
STATEMENT: Every January, the church prints out “giving receipts” to every financial donor 
that year (so that they can do their taxes and take a deduction).  Along with this, the church 
needs to send out a financial report.  Our bylaws specifically require us to include salaries & 
benefits.  The bylaws allow all salaries to be “grouped together.”  But, at our size, it will 
essentially be an update on what exactly the lead pastor has taken from the church.  So, the big 
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picture is this: all contributors must have access to our cash flow statement.  So, it’s good to 
have the Sec./Treasurer verify the truthfulness of such a statement by co-writing it or simply 
helping out. 

 

Generally speaking, I encourage lead pastors to choose one of their most trusted staff administrators – 

who is often-times their financial person. If they aren't a financial person, at the very least, you want them 

to be adept in working with the financial folks. But, I tell lead pastors to look for “leadership” more than 

finance because, they lead the meetings on behalf of the lead pastor when the lead pastor is not able to be 

present.  

 Also keep in mind, this person is not a trustee/director. They are a staff member. This is why 

they never vote – except in super rare tie breaker scenarios (when the lead pastor or vice president are 

gone or incapacitated). 
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